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SCOTTISH LAW COMMISSION 

FAMILY LAW 

JURISDICTION 1N CONSISTORIAL CAUSES AFFECTING 
MATRIM:ONIAL. STATUS 

PARTI:INTRODUCTORY 

The scope of the Report 

1. This Report, made in pursuance of Item No. 14 of our'Second:Programme 
of Law Reform 1, the reform of Family Law, is concerned principally with the 
jurisdiction of the Scottish courts in judicial proceedings affecting matrimonial 
status, namely actions of divorce (by far the most common remedy2), actions 
of separation, actions of declarator of nullity of marriage, actions of declarator 
of marriage, actions of declarator of freedom· and putting to silence, and 
petitions· for dissolution of a marriage on the · ground of presumed death, all 
of· which we will describe· as consistorial proceedings or causes. 3 The term 
'consistorial' connotes actions formerly competent in the consistorial or com
missary courts, 4 including the actions mentioned above, but does not clearly 
include petitions for dissolution of marriage on presumed death. These petitions, 
being a more recent creation of statute5, are not statutorily defined as con
sistorial, but have analogous characteristics. Indeed the canon of .consistorial 
causes is capable of extension by analogy and so has been held to include 
actions of reduction of consistorial decrees which we shall consider separately. 6 

We have excluded from the Report consistorial actions relating to 'birth
status'7 and also, for reasons given below 8, the other consistorial actions 
affecting ot arising out of matrimonial status. 

Co-operation with the Law Commission 

2. Following 1ndyka v. Indyka9.; .where the existing .rules .of jurisdiction in 
matrimonial causes were recently called .into question °by the House of Lords, 

1(1968) Scot. Law Com .. No. 8. 
2In 1970, of 4,839 consistorial actions disposed of in the Court of Session, 4,809 were actions 

for divorce; only 1 was for separation; and 29 were for other consistorial remedies relating 
to marriage. There were 5 . petitions for dissolution of marriage on presumed death. Civil 
Judicial Statistics. Scotland, for 1970 (Cmnd. 4704), Tables 3, Sand 7. There are no statistics 
showing separately the number of separation actions in. the sheriff court where such actions 
are usually brought. · 

8These proceedings are considered in Parts II to VII of the Report. 
4Statutory enumerations of consistorial actions are to be found in the Court of Session 

Act 1830 (c. 69), s. 33; Court of Session Act '1850 (c. '36), s. 16; and Conjugal Rights (Scotland) 
Amendment Act 1861 ( c. 86), s. 19: but these are not necessanly exhaustive. 

5Divorce (Scotland) Act 1938 (c. 50), s. 5. 
6See Part VIII, paras. 94-99 below. 
7E.g. actions of declarator of legitimacy or sf bastardy. 
8See Part XIII, paras. 162-170. 
9[1969] 1 A.C. 33; though the House of Lords was sitting as an English court, their 

decision would be followed in Scotland; see Galbraith v. Galbraith 1971 S.L.T. 139; Bain v. 
Bain 1971 S.L.T. 141. 
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the Law Commission .embarked upon a comprehensive study of these rules. 
We associated ourselves with this study, partly because it seemed desirable 
that in a realm where similar rules have for long been applied, the Scottish 
and English systems should not diverge but, more importantly, because a 
dissimilarity between the rules of jurisdiction in consistorial proceedings in 
the two· countries would increase the risk of parties seeking inappropriate 
courts for the resolution: of their matrimonial disputes and the danger of 
undesirable conflicts of jurisdiction arising between the courts of the two 
countries. 

The relevance of choice of law 

3. Although we are primarily concerned with questions of jurisdiction rather 
than with the question what rules of law should be applied by a court which 
possesses jurisdiction, we have not rigidly excluded consideration of the latter 
question. The two questions cannot be entirely dissodated. It is important 
that, where possible, the matrimonial affairs of the spouses should be adjusted 
by the rules of the system with which the spouses are most closely connected. 
In the past this result was thought to have been secured by requiring the parties 
to resort to the courts of the domicile of the husband, and requiring those 
courts fo apply their own law. But the introduction of wider grounds ofjuris
diction, such as the residence of a wife-pursuer10 or wider rules such as those 
recommended in this Report, makes -it alf the more necessary to consider 
whether it is- always appropriate for the court to. apply its own law in actions 
of divorce and, indeed, in actions of separation and actions to annul a voidable 
marriage. This question we consider in Part IV (paragraphs 24-30) of the Report. 

Consultation 

4. The Law Commission's Workuig Paper No. 28 11 and our own. Memo
randum No. 13 12, both dealing with jurisdiction in proceedings for divorce, 
separation (excluding the sheriff court) and dissolution of marriage on presumed 
death and both reaching the same conclusions, were given a wide· circulation. 
Our · tentative: conclusions · as to nullity actions were similar to those of the 
Law Commission and, to elicit C01lllllents on these conclusions, we circulated 
to· professional bodies in Scotland the Law Commission's Working Paper 
No. 38 on Jurisdiction in suits for nullity ofmarriage13 • Weare grateful to those 
who submitted comments. We have thought it right to .extend our recommen
dations to actions of declarator of marriage 1 4 and . actions of declarator• of 
freedom and putting to silence15 because.of their close relationship with certain 
nullity actions for jurisdictional purposes. To avoid undue delay, we have had 
to rest content with informal consultations with representatives of the Faculty 
of Advocates and the Law Society. of Scotland on two topics: first, the sheriff 

10see Law Reform (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1949 (c. 100), s. 2, discussed at paras. 
8, 10 and 12 below. 

11lssued in April 1970. . 
12Issued in August 1970. Copies of this Memorandum can be obtained on application to 

the Secretary of the Scottish Law Commission. 
13Issued in July 1971. 
1•Dealt with in Parts II to VI of the Report. 
15Paras. 166-168 below. 
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court's jurisdiction in separation, and, second, ancillary jurisdiction· affecting 
children. and financial .obligations .. · .:aecause ·.of the limited range ·of our, con .. 
,sultations- on-these tW;o topics, we de;;il witll them atsorne length-in-our Report t 6,. 
·We have not feltitnecess.~ryto consµlt .anJ<.)ne on,,ol.l:f_,proposal to reverse :the 
n,ot()rious. rule whereby ~·.certain ✓ cin;mmstances :.the Court ~of .Session cannot 
,reduce Scottish--decrees.:'.vitiateq. by fraud- or other fundamental. -defects 1~7 :: we 
are reas.onably confident that this proposa:1-will be welcomed ··as.removing .a 
long-standing grievance. The balance of the comments received in our main 
consultations supported our provisional conclusions and for the most part 
we have followed these conclusions in this Report. In particular, consultation 
on both sides of the border has disclosed widespread support for; 

. (a) the introqucti6n ofa reiidential -~ound .ofjutisdiction as an alternative 
to domicile; · · - · ' · · 

(b) abandonment of the rule of the dependent doniicile of wives·; 

(c) the i~troduction of a rule a11.owing.either party to.a marriage to found 
jurisdictfon .on the domicile or habitual -residence .of either spouse; anci 

(d) the enactment of conflict rules. 

Disagreement has centred largely round the. minimum qualifying period of 
residence 1 8 • · 

The meaning of 'jurisdiction~·tn .this, 'J!-epdrt ., 

:5. We would .. stress, in :view of.comments which we received on-our Memo~ 
·randum No~ 13, .that thls Report is concemed only with jurisdiction m the 
international sense, that is to say, whether the .courts may entertain ah action 
which presents elements unconnected with Scotland 1 9• It does not consider 
how, assuming jurisdiction in this sense, consistorial actions should be.allocated 
as between the Court of 'Session and the sheriff courts. Nor is the Report 
:concerned ·with .. 'jurisdiction' in the sense of the competence of courts to ·grant 
particular .. remedies. Here .. defects. ar:guably exist· such as· the ,requiFement that 
:a crave for separationin the·sheriff-court mustl:,e.accompanied hy a crave for 
aliment2·o, and .there are also obscurities in connection :with the Court -of 
· Session's power to grant decrees of separation~ 1. Reform of all these matters 
falls outwith the scope.of the. present Report. · · · 

16Parts IX and XI of the Report. 
17Part VIII of the Report. 
18Discussed at paras. J6-81 below. 
1&It has however proved necessary to deal with the-internal, as well as· the international, 

aspects of the sheriff court's jurisdiction in ·separation· proceedings: see Part IX, especially 
paras. 113-4 below. · 

2°see p. 38, n. 1 below. 
111The Sheriff Courts (Scotland) Act 1907 (c. 51), s. 52 and 'Sch. 2 repealed the reference to 

actions of separation a mensa et thoro in section 33 of the Court of Session Act 1830 apparently 
:on the assumption that section 33 merely made jurisdiction privative to the Court of'Session. 
In fact, the section is an enabling power: the Court of Session had no comm.on law jurisdiction 
at first instance. This Report; conform to the practice ·of the Court of Session since 1907, 
assumes that the Court's power to. entertain such actions still subsists· despite any obscurity 
as to the basis of that power. · · 
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PART Il: THE EXISTING BASES OF JURISDICTION IN CONSISTORIAL 
CAUSES AFFECTING MATRIMONIAL STATUS 

7. The point of departure for any discussion of the reform of the law must 
be a statement of its present form. So far as relating to the five types of pro
ceedings with which we are principally concerned, namely actions of divorce, 
separation, nullity, declarator of marriage, and petitions for dissolution of 
marriage on presumed death, it may be stated briefly as follows I: 

(a) Domicile of the husband at the commencement of proceedings 

8. The domicile of the husband is the basic ground of jurisdiction in actions of 
divorce2, separation3, nullity4 and declarator of marriages, and in petitions 
for dissolution of a marriage on the ground of presumed death 6. Since 1895, 
indeed, there has been a tendency on the part of the courts, particularly marked 
in actions of divorce, to hold that, under the common law at least, the domicile 
of the husband at the date of the commencement of proceedings is the only 
proper ground of jurisdiction 7• 

(b) Domicile of the husband at the date of the matrimonial offence 

9. The rigour of this rule was mitigated to some extent by the practice of the 
Court of Session, first in actions of divorce 8 and later in actions of separation 9, 

to. exercise jurisdiction in actions by the wife when. the husband, though not 
domiciled in Scotland at the commencement of the action, had been domiciled 
in Scotland at the time the matrimonial offence was committed. The basis of 
the rule has been explained by Lord Skerrington: 'In actions of divorce it has 

1For a summary classified by the type of proceedings, see Appendix I. 
2Le Mesurier v. Le Mesurier [1895] A.C. 517 (P.C.). 
3Hoodv. Hood (1897) 24 R. 973; Linder v. Linder (1904) 11 S.L.T. 777. 
4As to voidable marriages, see Anton, Private International Law (1967) p. 295; as to void 

marriages, see Aldridge v. Aldridge 1954 S.C. 58; Balshaw v. Balshaw 1961 S.C. 63. 
5See Anton, op.cit. p. 308. 
6Law Reform (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1949 (c. 100), s. 2(3). 
7Le Mesurier v. Le Mesurier; seen. 2 above. 
8Mason v. Mason (1877) 14 S.L.R. 592; Pabst v. Pabst (1898) 6 S.L.T. 117; Mayberry v 

Mayberry (1908) 15 S.L.T. 1016; Robertson v. Robertson 1915, 2 S.L.T. 96; 1916, 2 S.L.T. 95; 
Lack v. Lack 1926 S.L.T. 656 (all desertion). It was at one time doubted whether the rule 
applied to matrimonial offences other than desertion: but see Stewart v. Stewart (1906) 13 
S.L.T. 668; Crabtree v. Crabtree 1929 S.L.T. 675; Clark v. Clark 1961 S.C. 296. 

9 Ramsay v. Ramsay 1925 S.C. 216. 
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been thought absurd that a wrongdoer should be able to. avoid, in whole or 
in part, the consequences of his transgressions by retiring to a foreign country 
and there .taking.1up his residence animo · remanendi. The absurdity would be 
just the same if~the.action was onefor judicial separation'.10• Fromits nature, 
this . ground of jurisdiction is not ,available . in actions of divorce for insanity, 
in actions for nullity or declarator of marriage or in .petitions·.for dissolution 
of a marriage on the .ground of presumed death. · 

(c) Domicile of the wife 

10. Under the common law of Scotland a wife.acquires her husband's domicile 
on marriage and thereafter her domicile follows his durin~ its subsistence. 
This domicile is imputed to the wife notwithstanding the factual or even the 
judicial separation of the spouses. It follows that jurisdiction.in divorce or 
separation cannot be founded upon what would be _the wife's domicile butfor 
the marriage. The basic rule, however, supposes the existence. of a valid marriage 
and, if the marriage is void, ·the 'wife' does not acquire her 'husband's' domicile 
as a domicile of dependence although, in appropriate circumstances, she may 
be held to have acquired a domicile of choice there 11 • In actions, then, to 
declare a marriage to be void from its b~ginning, it is thought that either the 
'husband' or the 'wife' may be found upon the independently ascertained 
domicile. of the latter12• Where the .action, on the other hand, is .one to. have a 
voidable marriage annulled, the theory is that a.marriage·was contracted and 
the wife would have no independent domicile for jurisdictional purposes. 
Moreover, by the Law Reform (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1949 s.2(3), 
the domicile in ·Scotland ofthe wife may be a ground of jurisdiction in a '.Petition 
for the dissolution of the marriage on the ground of the presumed death of 
her husband since, for the purpose of determining jurisdiction under the Act, 
the husband is to be treated. as having died immediately after the last occasion 
on which the wife knew or had reason to believe him to be alive. 

(d) Residence of the husband 

11. The residence of a defending husband is a ground of jurisdiction only 
in actions of separation and aliment at the instance of the wife m the sheriff 
court. Section 6 of the Sheriff Courts (Scotland) Act 190713, which is the basis 
of this jurisdiction, presents certain problems which are discussed.below14• 

(e) Residence of the wife 

12. By the Law Reform (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1949, the Court of 
Session has jurisdiction in proceedings by a wife for. divorce or nullity of 
marriage- · · 

'notwithstanding that the husband is not domiciledin Scotland, if-
(a) the wife is resident in Scotland and has been ordinarily resident there 

for a period of three years immediately preceding the commencement 
of the proceedings; and 

10Jbid. at p. 220. 
11Administrator of Austrian Property v. Von Lorang 1927 S.C. (H.L.) 80. 
12See discussion in Balshaw v. Balshaw 1967 S.C. 63. 
13(c.51) as amended by the Sheriff Courts (Scotland) Act 1913 (c.28) Sch. 1. 
14Paras. 100-104, 
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{b}.the husb~nd is,not 4omiciled in any oth~r part.of the United Kingdom 
or iri the ChannelJslands .or the Isle of Man' 1 5• .. . . . 

In.' proceedmgs· by,a wife for dissolution of the marriage on ,the ground of the. 
presumed :death of her husband, .the cob.rthasjurisdiction if the :wife is resident 
in Scotland. and has 'been .ordinarily resident there for. lhe above.:.mentioned. 
period of' three. years 16• · No . provision is made f ot,. a residential ground of 
jurisdiction in actions of declarator, of marriage. The Court .of Session does. 
not possess jurisdiction in an action of separation at the instance of the wife 
on the basis of her residence in Scotland except in the special case of jurisdiction, 
ex necessitate ,which. we.consider below17• The shel'iff court, however, under 
the Maintenance. Or4ers Act 1950 s.6, possesses jurisdiction in actions of sepa~ 
ration and alµnent: af ;the, instance of the wife. on the basis of her residence. 
if' two furthef.cendltforis are fulfilled, namely that the. 'husband resides in 
England. or Northern Ireland and that the parties fast ordinarily resided . to-. 
gether as man and'. wifti111. Scotland.Jn actions ofs~paration and aliment in 
tlie -sheriff cotµi:, the· residence of a defending. wif~ w.itlifu the sherlffdom is a 
oasis ·or jurisdiction under -section 6(a)·of the $heri:ff Courts (Scotland) Act 
l90718. .. . . . . .. . ' 
,, 

(f) Plac.e of c~lebration of the marriage· 
13. .. The marriage ofthe, parties in Scotland does not by itself enable the Court 
of Sessionto assumejurisdiction;in .actions of divorce or of separation .. There· 
are decisions· based ;on· the- principle. that the fact of the celebration of the 
mattiage. in Scotland, when coupled with personal service of the stunmons on 
the defender. there .or with• his consent, may found jurisdiction in .actions ·.0£ 
declarator of marriage and in actions .. of declarator of nullity relating to void 
xnarriages. However, as we explain below19, it is doubtful whether that principle. 
is sound and whether t1Iese decisions can .be relied: on. 

(g) Jurisdiction ex necessitate 
14. In actions of separation, the Court of Session, as the court of the residence,.: 
may assume jurisdiction ex n<!cessitate though· the parties. to the :maniage ~e 
~ot., domiciled in Scgtland 2 ° ... Thtr. elc;:ments of this rule have yet to be developed 
l,y ~e.co~s. The rule may be. inyoked f(;)r the physical prQte~tion of a spouse2 1 

and possibly w:her~ the need is for the aliment of a spouse22• The requirement. 
of residence must no doubt be tested at the commencement of the action but a 
subsequent change of residence may deprive the court of jurisdiction 2 3 • It is. 
an opep. questipn whether the requirement o:f_'residence' attracts the common 
law ~nin,rum period. of 40 qa;ys or whether mere presence is enough: or whether 
both parties must be resident in•the relevant sense, or only one of them, .. and 

15See s; 2(1). In &gland lt has been heid·that under analogous legislation the three year 
period m~y: aegi,n before:the marriage; Navas v. Nt;i.vas (1970] P. 159. 

•1'6See"s. 2(3)~· · · . · · · ·. · · · 
· 17See para:' 14. · · · · · 

18See paras. 101-103 below. 
19See paras. 41-42 •. 
20Le Mesurier v. Le Mesurier (seen. 2) per Lord Watson at pp. 526-7; Jelfs v. Jelfs 1939 

S.L.T. 286perLord Keith atp.290; Luke v .. Luke 1950S.L.T. (Notes) 6. 
21See authorities in n. 20 above. . 
22See Jelfs v. Jelfe (n; 20 :above) at p; 291. 
231bid. 
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if so,- which .one. The rule has the appearance:.of a -reserve· power ·-analogous to 
the :nobile officium and.appropriate ·onlyto :the Court of Session, yet ·may be 
relev.ant t~ :the· jurisdiction of the ~heriff-cou~24.' -

(h}Jurisefiction 'wh~re. one or "both ofthe.sj,ous,es dead -.. " .. 
15. For completeness we may mention that there appears fo .. be no reported 
authority on _the question whethe,r a deceased 'husband:s' donrlciledmmediately 
1:,efore '~s death will 'found jurlsdictioµ in such consfatorial actions iii respect 
of hl,~ niatrunoriial status as. are competent. after his" death,, namely -actions of 
ae~laratqi:,; of niarri~ge ,~md ~dfons ·of. declarator ofnulliW relating· to Yoid 
marriages.· !Jils q11estfori .raises · incidental _ probleJ,11s _ of when·.such. :actions are 
competent and of title to sue. An action of declarator. of marriage niay be 
brought after the death of a _person l?Y his or her_ alleged ~urviving 'spouse2 5 

aiid lher-e·is some·authority supporting the view that siich· an action :is com
petent at the instance of a third party after the death of both spouses26• An 
actio;n of declarator .of nullify: of ,l;l .marriage: alleged to .. be :void is :competent 
at the instance of a third party27 and would seemtb be:competent after the 
cieath of one or_ both of the '~pouses' . 

. . , .. 

-· 
No other bases of jurisdiction: . -. 

16. Itis pe]ievec:l that the grounds ofjurisdicti~n specified above are exhaustive 
of those available in 'Scottish courts in ·consistorial causes: ln particular juris;. 
diction ina-y not be founded·upon the·nationality of the parties2 '8, nor .upon 
their· matrimonial domicile2 9 , -;nor upon: ~r~r(?gation 3 0 . or reconvention 3 1• · 

PART ill: GENERAL CRITICISM QF THE EXISTING .BASES OF.· 
JURISDICTION 

Objectives of jurisdicti~n in consistorial causes : 

17. In .our Memorandum No. 13 we suggested th~t ~- humane system of 
clivorce juris~ction -should seek to. achieve certain. ends, namelJ:. 

. (I) That :persons with real and substantial ties with a country should be 
able to have their matrimonial affairs adjusted there.·· · 

24-See Jelfs v. Jelfs (n. 20 above) at p. 290; discussed at para. 103 below. 
26E.g. Petrie v. Petrie 1911 S.C. 360; Hendry v. Lord Advocate 1930 S.C. 1027. 

, 26In recent times the Court bas allowed at least two actions of declarator of marriage to 
be brought after the _death of both spouses; Chapman v. Lord Advocate (unreported).26 January 
1951; .McMeechan v. McMeechan (unreported) 18 July 1Q63; cf. Flraser lf.usband and W.iJe 
{2nd ed.; 1878) p; 1242. _ 

-- 27Blair v; Blair (1748) 'Mor. 6293; Fraser, op.cit. (n. 26 above) p. 1244; Report of'the Royal 
Commission-on Marrzage and Divorce (1956) Cmd; 9678 p. 233; n. 31. 

· 28Le Mesurier v. Le .. Mesurier (n. 2 above); Morton Report (n. 27·above) para. 795. 
· 29 Le Mesurier v. Le Mesurier (n. 2 above). . 

30Ringer V; -Churchill (1840) 2 D. 307; Mackie v. Mackie 1917 S.C. 276; Acutt v. Acutt 
1936 S.C. 386; Anton, op.cit. (n. 4above) p. 128. · · 

31Acutt v. Acutt (n. 30 above); McCordv. ·McCord-1946 RC. 198; Anton op;cit. p. 137. 
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(2) That divorce should not be granted to persons without such ties and 
whose status, therefore, is not a matter of direct concern to it. In particular, 
the rules for the assumption of jurisdiction should not be so wide as to tempt 
persons who have no substantial connections with a country to invoke the 
jurisdiction of its courts because of advantages. its substantive law may seem 
to present to them. In other words, the rules should not be so wide as to en-
courage 'forum-shopping'. · 

(3) · That, as a matter of preference though not of necessity, rules of juris
diction. should be adopted tending to ensure that decrees pronounced in the 
exercise of that jurisdiction will be recognised in other countries and, parti
cularly, in other countries with which the parties, or either of them, have ties. 
In other words, the rules should avoid, as far as possible, the creation of 'limping 
m~rriages'. · 

(4) That the criteria selected should be easily ascertainable and readily 
applied in practice. 

(5) That the criteria should be chosen with a view to avoiding the creation 
of anomalies and hardship. 

These objectives met with the approval of those who commented upon our 
Memorandum. We consider that, although formulated in the context of juris
diction in divorce, they may be applied also to actions of declarator of marriage 
and of nullity and to petitions for dissolution of marriage on presumed death. 
The common element in these proceedings is that they affect in important 
ways, whether by alteration or confirmation, the status of the parties to the 
marriage or alleged marriage. While in relation to separation the effect on 
status is less clear and the desirability of avoiding 'forum-shopping' must yield 
in certain circumstances to other considerations, we argue below that an 
analogy with divorce is valid 1• 

The present law in the light of these objectives 

18. We recognise that this statement of objectives over-simplifies a number 
of issues. While all would agree that the courts of a country should exercise 
jurisdiction only where the spouses have real and substantial ties with that 
country, it would be too much to expect unanimity on what constitutes such 
ties. The statement, however, of these objectives, even in very general terms, 
does facilitate the evaluation of the merits and demerits of the existing law. 
How does it measure up to these objectives? 

First objective: real connections with Scotland 

19. We stated, as a first objective, that persons with a real and substantial 
connection with a country should be able to have their matrimonial affairs 
adjusted there. It is arguable that our present rules fail to meet this objective: 

(a) Inefficacy of long residence. They fail to meet it, in the first place, 
because, except in special cases, the law does not admit that a person 
may invoke jurisdiction on the ground of his own long residence in 
Scotland. He may found upon his own domicile in Scotland; but the 
present rules relating to the attribution of a domicile · of choice stress 

1See paras. 105-108. 
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the element of intention to reside in a place for an unlimited period~. 
Where such intention is absent, .residence, :for whatever ;period, does 
not. lead to the attribution of a domicile· of choice. Yet for the reasons 
given in paragraphs 65 to 82 below, we think that settled residence 
for a period in .a place satisfies any reasonable test of real and .sub
stantial connection. 

(b) Dependent domicile ofwomen. The present rules fail.to.meet our first 
objective in yet another way. If it is conceded-and :we give reasons 
in paragraph 51 below for suggesting that it should be conceded
that a man's domicile in a country is generally a connection sufficiently 
real :and substantial as to warrant the.assumption .of jurisdiction in 
consistorial actions, then a woman in the same extemai .circumstances 
apart from her marriage should be able to invoke .. this.jurisdiction. 
At present this right is conceded to .her only in .~pecial circumstances. 
We develop in paragr3:phs 53 to. 57 below arguments ,for .its generali
sation. 

(c) The place. of celebration of the marriage. In actions of declarator of 
marriage and nullity actions relating to ·void. marriages, ·where the 
courts· have in the past assumed jurisdiction ,on .the ·basis that the 
marriage was .celebrated in Scotland and the .,defender .has been 
personally cited· there, the parties ,may have lost all connections with 
Scotland. We develop in paragraphs 41-43 below arguments for the 
rejection of this ground of jurisdiction. 

Second objective: avoidance of 'forum-shopping' 
20. The second objective which, we suggest, should inform the rules of 
jurisdiction in consistorial causes is that persons with no substantial connections 
with Scotland should not be .able to invoke the jurisdiction of its courts. The 
narrowness of our present rules of jurisdiction .must ,make .the cases rare in 
which neither party has a substantial connection with Scotland. One possible 
situation is where the only connection which either .. party has with Scotland is 
that the husband has retained a Scottish domicile merely .because he has not 
acquired another. Another possible situation is where ·the jurisdiction of the 
Scottish courts .is founded merely on the fact .that, at .the time he committed a matrimonial offence, the husband was domiciled in Scotland, though at the 
commencement of the proceedings he has acquired a domicile and his wife 
a residence in another country. In actions of divorce, separation, and nullity 
relating to voidable marriages, the Illain objection to the present rules is not 
that they are inherently too wide, but that they are too narrow. On the other 
hand, the relevance of the place of celebration of the. marriage in actions of 
declarator of marriage and nullity actions relating to void marriages makes 
the grounds of jurisdiction in such actions too wide. · 

Third objective: avoidance of 'limping marriages' 
21. The third objective of rules of jurisdiction in consistorial causes should 
be to secure that the criteria adopted gain acceptance in other countries. How
ever, most countries outside the orbit of tp.e Anglo-American common law 
differ from Scots law in that they use the concept of nationality both as the 

2See in particular Ramsay v. Liverpool Royal Infirmary 1930 S.C. (HL.) 83. 
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basis of jurisdiction in consistorial actions and as the criterion by which a 
foreign assumption . of ·jurisdiction will be recognised. This fact causes less 
difficulty in ,practice than. might be supposed, since ·a· person's.domicile and 
nationality normally coincide. There is a danger, nevertheless, ·that certain 
countries willctiot recognise Scottish decrees where the connection with Scotland 
is, in their view, insubstantial-as, for example, where, in a divorce action by 
a husband-pursuer with. no current personal connection · with Scotland, juris
diction is assumetLon the ;basis of the domicile of origin. 

Fourthobjective.:.avoidance of expe~ and uncertainty 

22. We stated as:a:fourth 6'f?jecpve that the·criteria for jurisdiction in con
sist<:>rial _ca1,1ses . should pe easHy ascertainable and· readily applied in practice. 
Unfortunately, the domicile of a person~entral tO'pur present rules of juris
diction-is not always easily ascertainable. because of the weight attached to 
the intention of the person concerned and, in consequence, of the diversity of 
the factors relevant to the ascertainment of a person's domicile; Proof of a 
person's intentions is not always easy.3~ 'Declarations as to intention', in the 
words .of Lord Buckmaster, 'are rightly regarded in determining the question 
of a change of domicile, but they must be examined· by considering· the person 
to . whom, the purposes for which, and · the circumstances in which they are 
made, and they must further be fortified and .carried into effect by conduct 
and action consistent with.the declared intention'4 .. Where there is no evidence 
of expressed intention, proof of any fact in a man.'s life.may be relevant as 
throwing light on his intention 5• Proof of domicile, therefore, may be expensive 
and fraught with uncertainty. · 

Fifth objective:· avoidance .of anomalies and hardship . 

23. As a fifth: objective of the rules relating to jurisdiction in consistorial 
ca~ses, we suggested that_ they .should be ~hosen with a view to avoiding the 
creation of anomalies and · hardship. The :principal· anomalies of the present 
law include two discriminatory rules: the common- law rule which in some 
contexts allows the husband · to found on his own independently ascertained 
domicile but· not a wife' on hers6 and the statutory rule which, in certain cases, 
allows a wife but not her husband to found on the wife's residence in Scotland 7 ~ 

. . 

PARTIV:'APPLICATION OF THE PERSONAL LAW OF'THE SPOUSES 

24. Befqre co11si4ering the. nature of·the defects in the present law and the 
ways of remedying them, a. preliminary question· requires discussion. In actions 
of divorce, separation or declarator of nullity relating to a· voidable marriage, 

3See for example Bell v. Kennedy (1868) 6 M. (HL.) 69 per Lord Colonsay. at p. 79.:_". , there 
is perhaps no chapter of law that has, from. such• extensive discussion~ received less of satis
factory settlem.ent"; Winans", Attorney-General [1904] A.C. 287; Ramsay v. Liverpool Royal 
Infirmary 193o·s.c. (H.L.) 83:. " 

'4Ross v ~ Ross 1930 S.c: (H.L.) l at p. 6. 
0Drev0n v .. .Drevon (1864) 34 L.J. (Ch.) 129 per Kindersley V.-C.atp. 133. 
-6See para. 10 above. 
7See para. 12 above. 
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t,hould the Scottish-courts apply Scots ll:!W or·the personal law of fhe:sponses2 
This choice of law question is material to the central problems of jurisdiction 
discussed,.in ow.: Report because.it is arguable _that, if the--a,pplication .of the 
appropriate law is. secured ·by. clloice ·-• of law 'rules, the i;;riles . of jurisdiction in 
these three types of action 'need riot be selected with :such-carefuLregard to the 
strellgth and duration .o(the spouses' connections with Scotland. . . 
~ - ·~ ~-. .: ' ,. .. ' - _ ..... ' ,., "" 

(l)Eiisting choide of law, rut;·{:<: 
.. . . ' •· - ,.,, ,, . ' ! ~ ... : .• 

25. , In acti~ns of declarator of marriage.and in,actions .ofdeclarator,of nullity 
of marriages alleged tobe void from.theirbeginnine,.theBcotti~h courts already 
apply foreign Jaw fa certain cas¥s .. The central .questiqn .whic]i arises in each 
action is _wliether a marriage was validly c9.tjsti~ute41 •. 1:'h~ answer depends 
inter alia cm· whetherthe-fonris-of the mamage·werejn ·acco;rdance with the law 
t>fthe.1>lace of'its ce1eb:ratfo.n.(whichniaynot.1iave ~eeii:ScotJ,anq) and whether 
the parties had cl:!,pacity tq .marr.f,wider theµ- pei-sonal; viz. domiciliacy,. faw 
.(wliich maynotbave peen Scots Jaw). To·the·-.exterif lli?,t the-,marriage·.or pre; 
tend~d, marriage was. govem~d :by foreigzj, law, the. relevance .of forejgn law· is 
peyoJ;J.d. dispute2. · · · · , - ·· · ·· .. -· · · · · ·· · ·-· · ' · · · · · .. -· 

26. . Or( th~ other hand, in divorce actions~ iii 'actions for de~Jitrator of nullify 
of marriage on the .gro\llld. of impotence and jn .. se,paration. actions, the ·decree 
sought dissolves, annuls, or aJters the iiicidents of,-:i marriage which .ex hypothesi 
was ·va1idly ·constituted and, ·accordingly, the same: reasop.s._for the~applicatioii 
of foreign law do not obtain. The courts have hitherto applied· Scots law ex
clusively in such actions probably on .the view that,_ since under the common 
law jurisdiction is assumed on the basis of the 'husband's· domicile; from which 
the. wife's• domicile· is ascertained, .Scots . law .is:. appropriately .. applied both -as 
the.law,of the:fo.rum and the personaUaw · of both spouses. But -with the intro
duction, ;'by: sectj.on·:2 .. of :the• Law Reform (Miscellaneous ~Provisions) .Act 1949~ 
of a residential· grorind,df-Jurisdiction. in. proceedings :by· a ·wife for divorce· or 
nullify..,of:inarriage,-:the law of the forum and the personal 1 law of the •parties 
no_·longer always·coincide~ The Act nevertheless provides that in-·proceedings 
under section 2 'the issues shall be determined in accordance with the law which 
would be applicable thereto if both parties were domiciled in;:Scotland at the 
time of.the proceedings' 3_. This pro:visionhas .been the subject of some criticism 4 •. 

(2) The .Morton ·Commission'.s recommendations 
27 ... The Royal ,Comniissfon _on_ ·Marriage and. Divor6e (the Morton: Com~ 
mission):examined this question in their Report, and .th()ught .that the criticisn.i 

- .11:n·an·action of declarator·of.:marriage the remedy sought is ·a-declarator that a marriage 
was validly constituted-by a specified mode and-that-the parties-in question are (or, if death 
has intervened, were) accordingly married. Conversely, in an action of declaratgr of .ntillity 
of marriage, when the marriage is alleged to be void, the remedy sought is a,declarator that 
the pretended marriage is null by reason of a defect existing at the time of the marriage. 

2This is not to imply that some of the choice of law rules do. not require :r;econsideration 
e.g. in relation to 'runaway marriages': see Report of the Departmental Committee on ,The 
Marriage Law '.of Scotlmu:l (1969) ·Cmnd. 4011 paras. 73 to- 78; Anton and Francescakis, 
~Modern Sc~ts Runa~ay Marriages, 1958 Jur. Rev . .2~3. . ·. . . . . . . · < '.: 

8S.2(4). . . . . · • •·· . · · · ·. • ' · ·.. - · · · · · · 
4 Report of the Royal Commission on Ma"iage and Divorce'(1956) Ctnd. 9678, paras. 790(i:v:) 

and 802. · ·. · · · · · · ·· 
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was justified. They said that if no regard is paid to the personal law of the 
spouses: 

'it is very unlikely that a decree given under English or Scots law will be 
recognised in the country to which the parties belong by domicile or 
nationality. and it will there be regarded as a usurpation of the divorce 
jurisdiction of the courts of that country. Under the European doctrine 
of cumulation, for a divorce to be recognised as valid, it must have con
formed both with the personal law and with the law of the country in 
which the proceedings have taken place's. 

Another argument for the application of the personal laws of spouses was 
alluded to briefly by the Morton Commission 6• It may be developed as follows: 
if there is no necessary coincidence between the law applied by the forum and 
the personal law of the spouses, there is a risk that, when they diverge, the 
pursuer in a consistorial action will raise his action in the court which best 
suits his interests irrespective of its appropriateness in the circumstances of 
the case. Such 'forum-shopping' is undesirable and might well be reduced if 
the courts of every country, irrespective of their grounds of jurisdiction in 
consistorial actions, applied the personal law of the spouses. In its Recom
mendations, therefore, the Morton Commission proposed that, except where 
jurisdiction was based on the domicile of the pursuer or petitioner, regard 
should be paid to the personal law or laws of the spouses in proceedings for 
divorce 7 and for nullity 8, though not in proceedings for presumption of death 
and dissolution of the marriage9 • 

(3) Criticism of the Morton Commission's recommendations 
28. While we agree with the last of these Recommendations and also concede 
that the application of foreign law may be appropriate in actions of declarator 
of marriage, and actions of declarator of nullity of a marriage alleged to be 
void from its beginning, we do not agree with these Recommendations in 
relation either to actions of divorce or to actions for the annulment of a voidable 
marriage. In the first place, we are not convinced by the first of the two argu
ments set out above.· The argument that regard must be paid to foreign law 
for the purposes of securing the recognition of Scottish decrees abroad is 
academic where the parties do not intend to return to the country of their 
domicile or nationality and in relation to divorce would become unsubstantial 
if, as seems likely, the Hague Convention of 1968 on the Recognition of Divorces 
and Legal Separations were to attract general acceptance1 0 • Article 6 of the 
Convention provides that subject to certain exceptions I 1 the recognition of 
a divorce, or of a separation, thereunder shall not be refused inter a/ia because 
a law was applied other than that applicable under the rules of private inter-

5lbid., para. 828. 
8 Ibid., para. 883. 
7lbid., para. 831. 
8Jbid., paras. 891 and 899. 
9Ibid., para. 847. 
10The text of this Convention is set out in a Report of the two Law Commissions in which 

it is considered; (1970) Cmnd. 4542, Scot. Law Com. No. 16, Law Com. No. 34. The Recog
nition of Divorces and Legal Separations Act 1971 (c.53) gives effect in Great Britain to the 
principles of the Convention although the Convention has not yet taken effect. 

11Notably in Articles 7, 19 and 20. 
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national law of the State in which recognition is sought. In• the second place~ 
we concede that, if the existing grounds of jurisdiction in consistorial actions 
were widened, there would probably be an increase in 'forum~shopping'. But 
the risk of this should not be exaggerated .since, if the chosen grounds of juris
diction were to demand a close connection of either spouse with Scotland,. in 
practice few would have the time and money to move to another country to 
establish plausible ad hoe connections for the purpose of matrimonial jurisdiction. 

29. Moreover, even if a failure to apply the personal law of the spouses may 
enhance to some extent the danger of 'forum-shopping', this drawback must 
be weighed against two important practical •disadvantages associated with its 
application. In the first place, its application would require . proof of foreign 
law whenever either of the spouses was domiciled in· or was a national of a 
foreign state. Application of foreign Jaw is less complicated and expensive in 
European .systems where judicial notice may be taken, of it than in our system 
where it must be proved by the evidence of witnesses as. if it were fact. Such 
proof would be particularly difficult in Scotland where there are few persons 
qualified to give expert advice as to foreign law. Such .proof, moreover, would 
prolong .proceedings in undefended actions and substantially increase expense. 
In the second place, the ascertainment of the personal law of the spouses is 
not an easy matter. Even where the ·spouses share the· same personal law, the 
conflict between the domicile and nationality principles or even between 
different .concepts of domicile may render necessary .the examination of the 
private international law of the spouses' domicile. The position becomes · still 
more complex where the spouses do not share the same personal law, and there 
the Morton Commission proposed that, in proceedings for divorce, regard 
should be paid to the personal.laws of both spouses 12 • This would, we think, 
unduly c,omplicate the task of the courts. 

RECOMMENDATION 1 

30. We recommend that no change should be made in the present rules whereby 
(a) the internal law of Scotland is applied in determining the substantive issues 
in actions of divorce and separation and in actions to 'have. a voidable marriage 
declared null, and (b) foreign law may be applied in actions of declarator of 
marriage, and in actions of declarator of nullity relating to a marriage alleged 
to be void from its beginning. 

PART V: POSSIBLE BASES OF JURISDICTION OTHER THAN 
DOMICILE AND RESIDENCE 

31. In considering how the defects in the present law .may be removed, it 
seems appropriate not merely to examine the existing bases of jurisdiction in 
consistorial actions but to inquire both whether there are other jurisdictional 
criteria, or variants of existing criteria, which might be adopted and whether 
the range of application of existing criteria should be extended or narrowed. 

12See n. 4 above, para. 835. 
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In this Part of our Report we consider four criteria which, we think, should 
not~ or should. no longer, :find a place in the law. These are the criteria· of 
nationality, matrimoniaf domicile, the place of celebration· of the marriage 
and the pursuer's presence within Scotland.· In Part VIt·, we consider the 
criteria of domicile and residence which, we think, should continue to· find- a 
place in the law. 

(J) _ Nationality as a general basis 

32. Nationality is widely adopted in foreign legal systems as the_ appropriate 
test of ·personal law and, in_ consequence, many states exercise jurisdiction in 
.divorce over their own nationals 011 the basis. of their nationality alone. Many 
of them are prepared to assume jurisdiction in consistorial proceedings in
volving the citizens of other states, butusually·either apply directly the personal 
law of the parties or allow a remedy only when .the ground of action is admitted 
both in their own legal system and in that of the state of the nationality. The 
principle of nationality is advocated on the grounds that most people do have 
real ties with the state of their nationality, ·that a .person's nationality is easily 
ascertained because a change of nationality involves a· public act, and that 
the application of the principle of nationality will ensure that decrees based 
-upon that principle are widely recognised 2• 

33. The Morton Commission did not reco:nunend that nationality should 
normally form the basis of jurisdiction in divorce hut did recommend · that the 
court should have jurisdiction to entertain proceedings for divorce · if the 
petitioner is a citizen of the United Kingdom and·Colonies, and is domiciled 
in a country 'the law of which requires · questions of personal status to be 
determined by the law of the country of which the petitioner is a national and 
does not permit divorce to be granted on the basis of the petitioner's domicile 
or residence' 3. 

34. · We agree with the. Morton Commission th~t nationality" should not be 
adopted as a general test of jurisdiction in divorce or, indeed, in other con
'.sis~orial actions~ W"e give special weight to tw9. objections: 

(a) The principal objection to nationality a:s a ground of jurisdiction is 
that this test would not associate the ip_dividual with any particular 
part of the United Kingdom. We think it desirable to adopt criteria 
of jurisdiction which may be applied in inter-United Kingdom con
flicts of law as well as in conflicts involving other legal systems. 

(b) Citizenship of the United Kingd_om and Colonies is, in our opinion, 
so broad a basis of consistorial jurisdiction that it might sometimes 
operate in a manner inconsistent with what we consider to be an 

1See paras. 47-84 below. 
2lt is instructive, however, fo notice that the Hague Convention on tlie Recognition of 

Divorces· and Legal Separations, while requiring the recognition of divorces based on the 
nationality of both spouses (Article 2(3)), does not require the recognition· of divorces based 
on the_ nationality of the defender alone and does not require the recognition of divorces 
based on the nationality of the pursuer unless he also fulfils other conditions which point to 
a real connection with the forum (Article 2(4) and (5)). 

8(1956) Cmd. 9678, paras. 811 and 840-844 and Appendix IV, paras. 1 and 2. 
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• important objective of jurisdictional-rules, _namely,, that-·iB. decree in 
.. a :niatter affecting statµs should .not be :granted to ·;persons. who do 

not have real and substantiaLties with .the .. country where. the action 
is raised .. Under. the,British Nationality.Act-19484 every .. person who 
is born within, or whose father is a -citize:o, of; .the.United. Ki:Qgdom 
and Colonies is himself a citizen of the United Kingdom and Colonies. 
Such_ perso_ns may have h,ad no substantial :c0m;iectioI1. witli:th~ United 
Kingdom for years. Indeed, they may never have ,had :a~y p~rscmal 
connection. with it, since an enormous 11umber of :~e .indigenous 
in4abitants of present ~or former part~ qf :H~M-. Dominions :possess 
citizenship of the United_ Kingdom and ,coloni~s. They __1:n.ay have dual 
natiQnality but,. unless they ha¥e form.ally .renounced .tlreir • citizen~hip 
of the United ~gclom a,nd. Colonies5., they ~ould be entitledto 
resort to our courts for the ··purpose of obtaining a divorce denied 
to them l:>y the country of their domicile or habitual residence .. 

.. ., . 

'35. There W"as no dissent from the tentative view which we advanced in ·our 
Memorandum :that nationality should ·nof be introduced as · a general ground 
of jurisdiction in ·consistorial_ actions. We -would ·not_ advocate its introduction 
as a ground of jurisdiction, ·even in the restricted circumstances proposed by 
tt:ie· Morton-Commission 6, until our own nationality-laws have been· revised, 
,even if we thought that proposal right in principle; We do not in any event think 
the proposal to be right ·in principle. If both·_ parties intend to remain in the 
~ountry of their domicile, they should be governed by its law .. If, however, 
the,'parties_:have separated and one ·e>f them has ·:returned to Scotland, under 
the proposals which we advance in."ParfVI,:either· 1party (the domicile of the 
-parties being ascertained independently) niay · invoke the jurisq.iction of the 
Scottish ~ourts either up<;)n the·ground ofbis·own or the other party's domicile 
there or upon that of his owii·orthe other party'ifhabitual ·residence there for 
:a·year. Theserules, it.is thought, meet the-cases where'.jtisrightthat_theScotfish 
courts should assume jurisdiction, that is to say where at least:one of the parties 
has a real and substantial connection with Scotland. We reject, therefore, the 
-proposal of the Morton Commission and analogous ,proposals· ,designed to 
.mtroduce · a limited• ground of jurisdiction on the• basis of nationality:. · 

RECOMMENDATIONS 2 AND J :~_·., 

:36. We ·recommend. that nationality _should not· be mtroduced ·as a __ general 
_ground of jurisa.iction in consistorlal aQtions 'between spouses. We also recom
inend that ·nationality. should not 'be i1}troduced as a grqund ,of jurisdiction in 
-divorce in cases:where _British nationals are domiciled in.a c<iuntry which makes 
no provision for divorce on the basis of tlomicile but recognises divorce on 
·the basis of nationality.. · 

•(2) Matrimonial domicile as a general .basis 
37. In the middle of the nineteenth ceniury the Court of Session adopted .the 
,concept of matrimonial domicile ( or do:ri:iicile of the ·marriage) as the basis 
,of divorce jurisdiction. 

4(c.56), s.1(1). 
61948 Act, s.19. 
6See n. 3 above, paras. 811, 840-844. 
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'The true inquiry is, where is the home or seat of the marriage for the 
time,-where are the spouses actually resident if they be together,-or if 
from any cause they are separate, what is the place in which they are 
under obligation to come together, and renew, or commence, their co
habitation as man and wife?' 7 

This doctrine was rejected by the Privy Council in Le Mesurier v. Le Mesuriers 
and, about the same time, was considered to be no longer a part of the law 
of Scotland9 • In Indyka v. Indykal 0 , however, Lord Reid saw advantages in 
the doctrine of matrimonial domicile and remarked that 'with all respect to 
the court in Le Mesurier, I do not think that there would often be any real 
difficulty in determining where the spouses' matrimonial home was or with 
what community they were most closely associated'. 

38. There are attractions in this approach. The matrimonial domicile, as 
Lord Justice-Clerk Inglis understood it, was 'the place of residence of the 
married pair for the time' 11 , and the courts of that place will normally be the 
most convenient courts for the purpose of settling their matrimonial differences. 
The main objection to it is that the spouses may have lived apart for a number 
of years and settled in different countries. To apply the matrimonial domicile 
principle might require the court to assume jurisdiction in the cases where 
there is no current connection between the parties and the forum. This seems 
to run contrary to the general principles accepted in this country for the assump
tion of jurisdiction and to the principles accepted in. our own and other countries 
for the recognition of foreign decrees. The principle of matrimonial domicile 
would not be satisfactory as a unique ground of jurisdiction and would have to 
be coupled with other grounds. The principle, moreover, would become almost 
superfluous if residence grounds were introduced into the law. For these 
reasons, we do not advocate the introduction into our law of the matrimonial 
domicile principle. 

39. A different concept of 'matrimonial domicile' was adumbrated in our 
consultations on Memorandum No. 13. It was suggested that the court should 
have jurisdiction 'solely on the simple ground that either party has his or her 
matrimonial domicile within the territory of the court'. For this purpose matri
monial domicile was to mean 'that there exists between the person and the 
territory concerned some real and substantial relationship'. This concept 
bears some resemblance to that of 'juriscentre' discussed in the Law Commis
sion's Working Paper No. 2812. At an earlier stage of our consideration of 
jurisdiction in ~onsistorial actions we closely examined this and similar proposals 
but considered, and still consider, that tests of 'closest connection' or 'real 
and substantial relationship' are so lacking in precision as to be inadequate 
as a guide for practitioners. Such concepts lend themselves, moreover, as the 

7Jackv. Jack (1862) 24D. 467 perL. J.C. Inglis at p. 484. 
8[1895] A.C. 517. (P.C.). 
9 Dombrowitzki v. Dombrowitzki (1895) 22 R. 906 at p. 911; Manderson v. Sutherland (1899) 

1 F. 621. 
10(1969] 1 A.C. 33 at p. 67. 
11See Jack v. Jack (n. 7 above) at p. 483. 
12Paras. 22-26. 
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cases following Jndyka v .. 1ndyka demonstrate13, to constant pressure for their 
extension. We therefore. reject this proposal. 

RECOMMENDATION 4 

40. We recommend that jurisdiction in consistqrfal actions should not be 
based on the criterion of 'mat.rimonial domicile', or related criteria .such as 
'real and substantial relationship' with a country or territory. · 

(3) Celebration of the marriage in Scotland as a basis in declaratory actions 

4L The fact that a marriage was celebrated in Scotland does not confer 
jurisdiction upon the Court ofSession in_cactions.either of divorce or of sepa:
ration. In actions of declarator of marriage the celebration -of the marriage 
in Scotland does not of itself found jurisdiction 1 4 , but apparently does so 
when coupled whh personal service within Scotland 1 5• There are decisions 
in the same sense in actions of declarator of. nullity of void marriages 1 6 • In 
some cases 1 7 the assent of the defender has been regarded as a sufficient sub
stitute for personal service. There. seem to be no reported . Scottish decisions 
concerned with actions of .declarator ,of nullity of voidable marriages. In 
En,glish faw, it is clear that the fact that the marriage was celebrated in England 
does not found jurisdiction in actions to annul a voidable marriage 1 8 • In 
Ross Smith v. Ross Smith 19 the House of Lords was divided on the question 
whether the place of celebration sufficed in actions to annul a void marriage, 
but the majority of those who answered it in the affirmative based their con
clusions on the undesirability of overruling a long .. established precedent. 

42. Although it might be argued in the light of Ross Smith v. Ross Smith 
that the Scottish decisions admitting the place of celebration as a ground of 
jurisdiction are incorrect, we are concerned less with the merits of this argument 
than with discussing what the law ought to be; The assumption of jurisdiction 
by the Scottish court in actions of nullity and of declarator of marriage on the 
ground that the marriage was celebrated· in Scotland might be justified on the 
view that the place where the bond between the parties was forged is the most 
suitable _place to assess its legal strength 2 0 • It has also been said that the legal 

18Angelo v. Angelo [1968] 1 W.L.R. 401; Peters v. Peters [1968] P.275; Brown v. Brown [1968] 
P.518; Mather v. Mahoney [1968] 1 W.L:R. 1773; Blair v. Blair [1969] 1 W.L.R. 221; Mayfield 
v. Mayfield [1969] P:119; Alexander v. Alexander (1969) 113 Sol.J.344; Davidson v. Davidson 
(1969) 113 Sol.J.813; Bromley v. Bromley (1969) 113 Sol.J.836; Welsby v. Welsby [1970] 
1 W.L.R. 877; Muntv. Munt [1970] 2 All E.R. 516; Hornett v. Hornett[l971] 2 W;L.R. 181; 
Messina v. Messina [1971] 3 W.L.R. 118; and see Bain v. Bain 1971 SL.T. 141 per Lord 
Robertson at p. 144. 

14A.B. v. C.D. (1888) 15 S.L.R. 736; Murison v. Murison 1923 S.C. 624. 
15 Wylie v. Laye (1834) 12 S. 927. 
16Miller v. Deakin 1912, 1 S.L.T. 253; Lendrum v. Chakravarti 1929 S.L.T. 96; Macdougall 

v. Chitnavis 1937 S.C. 390; Prawdzic-Lazarska v. Prawdzic-Lazarski 1954 S.C. 98. 
17Tallarico v. Lord Advocate 1923 S.L.T. 272; A.B. v. C.D. 1957 S.C. 415 reported also as 

Woodward v. Woodward 1958 S.L.T. 213. 
18Ross Smith v. Ross Smith [1963] A.C. 280; Padolecchiav. Padolecchia [1968] P. 314. 
19See n. 18 above. 
20Addison v. Addison [1955] N.I. 1. 
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system of the place has an interestto see thatits marriage registers are accurate2 1. 

These reasons, whether singly or together, are slender justification for a de
parture from the general principle that matters of status are appropriately 
governed by a legal system which has a serious interest in determining the 
status of at least one of the parties to the marriage2 2. The cases which based 
jurisdiction on the celebration of the marriage within Scotland were decided 
for the most part at a time when the principle was applied in its full vigour that 
the domicile of the husband only and not that of the wife was relevant as a 
ground of jurisdiction in actions of status and, therefore, at a time when there 
was a pressure to discover grounds of jurisdiction more favourable to the wife. 
If, as we later propose in this Report, this principle is discarded, this pressure 
should be ·reduced and the law enabled to discard the rule that jurisdiction in 
actions of nullity of marriage and of declarator of marriage may be founded 
upon the celebration of the marriage within Scotland, whether or not coupled 
with personal service within the territory. 

RECOMMENDATION 5 

43. We recommend that jurisdiction in actions of declarator of marriage 
and of declarator of nullity of marriage should not be based on the place of 
celebration of the marriage whether or not coupled with personal service. Any 
doubt in the existing law as to this rule should be removed. 

(4) Pursuer's presence within Scotland as a basis in nullity actions 

44. The Morton Commission recommended that, in actions of declarator 
of nullity on the grounds that a marriage is void, the mere presence of the 
pursuer in Scotland at the commencement of the action should be a basis for 
jurisdiction, as an alternative to domicile2 3• This recommendation had a 
double rationale. First, the court has power to decide questions of nullity 
incidentally in other actions, e.g. construing a gift to 'the wife of X' in a deed, 
and there are no jurisdictional li]:11.itations on this power2 4 • Second, there was 
no risk of 'forum-shopping' since they proposed that 'the court should look 
to the personal law of the parties for determination of the issues, except those 
relating to an alleged lack of formalities. There would be no point in coming 
to ... Scotland if the remedy could be obtained from the applicant's own 
country'2 s. 

21Prmydzic"Lazarska v. Prawdzic"Lazarski 1954 S.C. 98 per L.P. Cooper at p. 103. The 
Registration of Births, Deaths and Marriages (Scotland) Act 1965 (c. 49), s. 48 makes provision 
for decrees altering status (in practice held to include declaratory decrees) to be notified to 
the Registrar"General and entered in the Register of Corrections, etc., kept under that Act. 
The Marriage (Scotland) Act 1939 (c. 34), s. 6 makes similar provision for registration of 
decrees of declarator establishing irregular marriages. 

22See Anton, Private International Law (1967) p. 298. 
23(1956) Cmd. 9678 paras. 882-885: cf. actions of nullity relating to voidable marriages, 

paras. 892-4 .. 
24 Ibid. para. 882. 
25Ibid. para. 883: cf. Aldridge v. Aldridge 1954 S.C. 58 per L.J.C. Thomson at p. 60-'There 

can be little objection to increasing the grounds of jurisdiction for entertaining an action 
of nullity, provided the Court which accepts the jurisdiction is careful to see that the proper 
law is applied'. 
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45. As-regards the_ second of these points·, w:e agree ,with the .Morton:Com
mission that the application of the personal law of the spouses should ·tend 
to reduce the attractions of 'forum-shopping' since, in theory, the same law 
is applied wherever the .matter is litigated. S9 lon,g, however, as different legal 
systems.chooseihe·personal fawof the parties in different ways, •'forum"'.shopping' 
may occasionally present.real attractions. 'We stress :this p6ipt, h<;>weveJ;, less 
than the. fact that there is a materi~ 4istinction between: .8: findh,ig of nu11ity 
given incidentally· in ·the course · of another action and a •finding of ntillity . in 
a nominate action of declarator of nullity. The first finding Lbinds only the 
parties to the action .. while the .second is designed .to ,operate · with universal 
effect. A decree .of nullity will be conceded such effect only if foreign courts 
regard the court which pronounced. the ·decree.;as having a .legitimate interest 
in the subject matter of the action. The analogy with actions of declarator of 
marriage is· close,yetthere the MortoniCommission made no recommendation 
to admit of the presence of the ·pursuer as :a ~01.ind ofJ1uisdi~tion; 

RECOMMENDATION 6 

46. We. reco:ou:iiend that the .Pursue~~s ·presence .in•··scotland.• should not be 
introduced as. a ground of jurisdiction in. actiolli! .. of .declarator of nullity of 
void marriages. 

PART Vl: 'RECOMMENDED BASES OF JURISDICTION IN ACTIONS 
OF DIVORCE, SEPARATION (IN THE COURT OF SESSION), NULLITY 
.. AND DECLARATOR OF MA.RRIAGE 

47. In this Part of the Report we consider the criteria of domicile and residence 
in· relation to actions in the Court .of Session for-divorce, ::separation, declarator 
of nullity of .marriage and declarator of.marriage. ·Similar principles apply in 
actions.ofdeclarator offreedom and putting to silence which, however, because 
of their rarity and unfamiliarity, are discussed.-,separately1 •. Special• considera
tions arise in.relation to petitions for dissolution,of-a.marriage on .the ground 
of·presumed death, actions. of reduction ·of •Consistorial ·decrees and actions 
of separation and aliment in the, ·sheriff court .and these ,are likewise .separately 
considered2 .. 

A. DOMICILE AS.A TEST 
(1) Domicile i~ general 

48. Tests based on the domicile principle· will .often fulfil the ·basic ,objectives 
of rules of jurisdiction in consistorial actions, namely those of including persons 
with ·substantial ties with Scotland and of excluding persons without those 
ties. They do so because the concept of domicile was :developed to point to the 
place with which a person has the .most permanent ties, ties .of family, home 
and sentiment. It seems.right that the law of the country with which a person 
has such ties should continue to apply to him in his family relationships even 
when he temporarily leaves that country to live elsewhere. We think, therefore, 

1See paras. 166-168 below. 
'. 1See Parts vn, VITI and IX below. 
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:that the concept of domicile is rightly basic to our rules of jurisdiction in 
divorce and other consistorial actions. 

49. Nevertheless, as the concept of domicile has been developed by case 
law in the United Kingdom, it has become overloaded with technicalities 
which make it, in some respects at least, unsatisfactory as a basis of jurisdiction 
in consistorial actions and 9Crtainly unsuitable as the exclusive basis of such 
jurisdiction. The chief respects in which it is unsatisfactory are these: 

(a) The concept of domicile, at least with the current emphasis upon 
intention, introduces an undesirable element of uncertainty into the 
law. We:discussed this in paragraph 22. 

(k) As the law has been developed during the last century,· proof of 
domicile demands· evidence of a permanency of connection which 
of the nature of things cannot always be adduced 3. The Morton 
Report pointed out: 

'The intention of the resident must be examined in the greatest 
detail, and if the evidence_ shows that he contemplates some event, 
however uncertain or problematical it may be, on the occurrence 
of which he will leave the country in which he has long resided, 
then he will be held to have lacked the intention necessary for 
acquiring a domicil of choice in that country. In the result, a person 
who has perhaps. spent most . of his married life in England may 
be unable to· obtain matrimonial relief unless he is prepared to 
undergo the trouble ,and inconvenience of taking proceedings in 
the country· in which English law regards him as being still domi
ciled'4. 

(c) The domicile of a person who has abandoned a domicile of choice 
without acquiring another domicile of choice is deemed to be his 
domicile of origin. This domicile of origin a person acquires from 
his father, or (if illegitimate) his mother, at birth so that a person 
may be domiciled in a· country which he has never visited and with 
which he · has no real social connections. The cases must be rare 
where jurisdiction in consistorial actions has been assumed on the 
mere basis of a domicile of origin. The artificiality of this rule, 
however, has attracted criticisms, and it is an impediment to the 
recognition of United Kingdom decrees abroad. 

(d) The rule that a married woman's domicile is necessarily that of her 
husband may have some justification in other branches of the law, 
but it is extremely artificial in the context of jurisdiction in con
sistorial actions. The rule springs from the old conception of the 
legal unity of husband and wife in which the wife's legal personality 
was 'sunk' in that of her husband. It is when a marriage has broken 
down and proceedings to declare it null or to have it dissolved have 
been instituted, that the artificiality of the conception emerges in 

3See p. 10, n. 3 above. 
'(1956) Cmd. 9678, para. 793. 
6First Report of the Private International Law Committee, (1954) Cmd. 9068, paras. 8 and 14. 
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clearest relief. We discuss the rule-of unity of doniicilein paragraphs 
53 to 57. · 

SO. The result of these rather technical rules.is that:a person, in some drcum
stances, may be regarded~a,s.being .domiciled.in a ;country with ·which his·,social 
connections are tenuous or even non-existent. The artificiality of these rules 
has led to various attempts to reform the law of domicile, either generally urin 
its application to jurisdiction in divorce. We would consider .• it inappropriate, 
in any case, to suggest .here generaf.reforms -but, apart .from this~ the failure 
of previous att~m]?tS ~'.recent years to secure such :gener~}ref9nns.is daunting6 .. 
For these reasons we make no .suggestionsJor amending the law ~f domicile 
to .alter the empha~is on intention 3:nd ·o:rt .:perman.ence: of intention or to alter 
the rules relating to revival of a dorgicil~; of :otjgin 7 •. We consider .in ,any ,event 
that. the difficulties associated with.proof of intention could be met -by intro
ducing the habitual residen:ce ~Le4hei- spouse as_ l:lri.,.aitemati:ve .. ground of 
jurisdiction, as we suggest in paragraphs 65 to 84 below. 

51. Nevertheless. w~ .. do .. n~t think that theJntroduction .ofa r:esidence . .test 
would render superfl.u.ous the.retention of tests based on the-criterion of domicile. 
We take this view partly because a person may not possess a habitual residence 
anywhere and partly because, :once fr is accepte.ci .that n~tionality is an in
appropriate criterion, domicile is.the .onlyjurisdictiona,1 criterion .available to 
Scottish . expatriates. It is traditional . and 9ommon for Scotsmen to 

1
pursue 

careers in other parts of the United Kingdom and in foreign countries with 
the fixed intention, nevertheless, of returning to Scotland at a · 1ater stage of 
their lives. In many cases, their children are being _ed1:1cated. in Scotland and 
they .retain stro11g social conne9tions there. In. these .circumstances, · it would 
seem wrong .to deny them resort to the Scottish court to determine their.matri
monial .status, particularly since they:may. be resident in countries which regard 
nationality as .the· appropriate criter;i~n for jurisdiction, .in .consistorial actions 
and whose. courts might ·.expect them io have therr matrimonial affairs dealt 
with by the courts of the state of their nationality. 
• ' \,,<'- . 

52. If this is accepted, :~ number of questions. gtill remain to be resolved. 
The first is whether, as at present, the domicile of the husband alone should 
found jurisdiction. If this is answered in the negative and it is .agreed that the 
~d.ependently as~~rt~ined domicile of the .wife should als.o found jurisdiction, 
should each spouse be entitled to initiate proceedings only.in the court of his 

6General reforms were recommended by the Lord Chancellor's Standing Committee on 
Private International Law in their First Report (see n. 5 above). The recomniendations were 
endorsed by the Morton Report (seen. 4 .above), paras. 816-818. Attempts to legislate on 
the basis of the Committee~s Report proved abortive largely because foreign businessmen 
had apprehensions about possible effects on liability for income tax and estate duty. The 
Private International Law Committee were asked to re-examine ·the matter and did so in their 
Seventh Report, (1963) Cmnd. 1955, but no legislation was introduced following that Report. 

7In January 1972, the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe adopted a resolution 
recommending to governments of member states Rules submitted by the European Committee 
on Legal Co--operation (C.C.J.) for the standardisation of the legal concepts of domicile and 
residence. The United Kingdom Representative, in welcoming the Rules, did not accept any 
binding commitment but gave an assurance that the. Rules wo.uld be taken fully into account 
in revising United Kingdom law. 
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or her .own domicile, only in the court of the other's domicile, or in both sets 
of courts? Finally, if the pursuer's domicile is admitted as founding jurisdiction, 
should it be a sufficient condition of jurisdiction or sufficient only if combined 
with ·.another element, · such as the fact that it has continued for a specified 
period-or that.the·spouseslast habitually resided together there? 

(2) The .domicile of a married woman 
53. . The rule that the domicile of a married · woman is necessarily that of 
her husband ('the unity rule') 8, when combined with the rule in Le Mesurier v. 
Le Mesurier9 that 'the.domicile for the time being ofthe married pair affords 
the only true test of jurisdiction to dissolve their marriage' 1 0 creates the principle 
that the husband~s domicile is the unique forum in actions affecting matrimonial 
status. This principle leads to obvious inconvenience and to frequent hardship. 
The effects of the unity rule have been criticised a~ discriminatory and co
trary to the ·principle of the equality. of the· sexes 11. 

54. The limits of that principle and its component rules may be noticed. 
The rule of unfty ·of domicile assumes that there was a marriage, and so cannot 
apply in a situation· where one of the parties claims that there is no marriage. 
In this situation~ for purposes of jurisdiction, either party may found upon 
what, leaving ·aside the ceremony of marriag~, would be the domicile of the 
womanl 2. Nor does the Le Mesurier rule apply, at any rate without exceptions, 
to_ lesser remedies, such as separm:ion., · which are not designed to put an end 
to· the marriage 1 3. 

55. Moreover, recognising the difficulties resulting from the rigorous appli
cation of the Le Mesurier rule, the law as we have seen 14, admits of two ex
ceptions to it.· First, in actions of divorce and separation the common law 
applies the rule that/ once a matrimonial offence has been committed, the 
defender cannot, by changing his domicile, deprive the pursuer of a remedy 
otherwise available to her: in those circumstances, jurisdiction may be based 
upon the domicile of the husband at the date of his desertion or adultery 1 s. 
Second, statute law has intervened to allow a wife to found jurisdiction in 
actions of divorce_ and nullity of marriage upon her own residence for three 
years in Scotland, at least when her husband is not domiciled in another part 
of the British Islands 1 6. 

·8Mackinnon's Trustees v. Inland Revenue 1920 S.C. (H.L.) 171. a. Attorney-General for 
Alberta v. Cook [1926]A.C. 444; Mackenzie v. Mackenzie 1931 S.L.T. 262. 

9[1895] A.c~ 51:7 (P.C.)♦-
10 Ibid. per Lor;d Watson at p. 526. 
11E.g. Seventh Report of the Private International Law Committee (see n. 6 above) para. 

34 (7); cf. Hague Convention on the Recognition of Divorces and Legal .Separations, Article 3. 
The C.C.J. Rules referred to at n. 7 above involve abandonment of the rule of unity. And see 
also the Domicile .and Matrimonial Proceedings Bill (1972), clause 1, introduced in the House 
of Commons by a private member. A working party has been set up to advise the Government 
on the effects of abolishing the rule ef unity of domicile in English and Scots law. 

12Administratorof Austrian Property v. Von Lorang 1927 S.C. (H.L.) 80; Balshaw v. Bal&haw 
1967 s.c. 63. 

13Le Mesurier v. Le Memrier (seen. 9 above) at p. 576. 
14See paras. 9 and 12 above. , 
15See para. 9 above (p. 4, ris. 8 and 9). · 
16See para. 12 above. 
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56. · These two .exceptions 'to the rule in Le Mesurier and the .rule .of unity 
appear to us to lessen .their disadv.antages without removing them.altogether .. 
The matrimonial ,.offence rule, as it is usually :formulated, · would a:pply when 
the wife herself no longer .resides in Scotland, that is :to say, in circumstances 
where neither of the parties retains ties with Scotland. In this form, the nile is 
inconsistent with the general principles of jurisdiction in actions relating 
to status, and, for this reason,.· decrees of divorce "proceeding upon it may not 
always attract recognition abroad. ·The nile, moreover, would be inappropriate 
if the ScQts law of divorce were .changed by discarding ·the principle that the 
basis of divorce is the commission of.a ;matrimonial offence17 • The ·statutory 
criterion of the wife's residence for three years within Scotland is• ,.alsQ un
satisfactory. Itmay require a wife to seek .matrimonial:relief in a distant court 
when her husband is· domiciled in another part of the United. Kingdom .. Where 
a . .Scottish wife .has .made her home with a husband domiciled abroad, it may 
require a young wife to wait for three years and, in practice, often considerably 
longer before she can establish· that the marriage .was. :voidable .on. the ground 
of her husband's impotence or dissoluble on the ground of his adultery. In this 
period, not only may she lose opportunities for remarriage but the .evide:p.ce 
she requires for the purpose of her proceedings against her husband may also 
be lost. It is arguable that in these circumstances it should suffice for her to 
have returned to Scotland and to have re-established her pre-marital ties with 
this country. 

57. The. above· exceptions mitigate the most serious 'hardships occasioned 
by the nile in Le Mesurier, but do not ·establish the law on a Tational and 
satisfactory basis. The inconveniences and anomalies remaining are such as 
to·throw·doubt ori the basis ofthe principle under which a wife acquires and 
retains her.husband's ·domicile throughout her ·married life. Brit, since that 
principle has effects outwith the·field ofjurisdicti01fin consistorialactions and 
is present!)' under review 1 8 , we merely propose, on the general'lines of a recom
mendation made bythe Morton Reportl9 ; that a wife's ·domicile should :be 
ascertained independently of that ofher husband for the purposes of jurisdiction 
in·the four consistorial actions with which this Part of our Report is concerned. 
The general justification for the principle that a wife's domicile should follow 
that of her husband-namely that a wife normally is domiciled, and ·normally 
would wish to be domiciled, with. "her husband-· is . clearly inapplicable in 
situations where the ·question is whether a marriage was ever ·entered into 
between the parties, but arguably is also inapplicable in situations where oll:e 
of the parties insists upon·li:ving.separate and apart from the other20· and the 
question is whether a subsisting marriage should be annulled or dissolved. 
Our proposal differs from ·that of the Morton Commission in two important 
respects: it does not apply only to actions of divorce, and it is formulated so 
that the:husband, and not simply the·wife, would be entitled to found jurisdiction 
on the latter's independent domicile. We make this ·proposal because we think 
that it would be wrong for the court to have jurisdiction in an action at the 

· 17As proposed in the Divorce (Scotland) Bill (1970) clause 1; see also our report, Divorce~ 
The Grounds Considered (1967) Cmnd. 3256; cf. in England, Divorce Reform Act 1969 (c. 55). 

18See n. 11 above. 
19(1956) Cmd. 9678, para. 825. 
20See also ibid., para. 824. 
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instance of the wife based on her domicile, but no jurisdiction in a cross-action 
at the instance of the husband. We revert to this point in paragraph 116. The 
rules which we advocate would have the incidental advantage of making it 
unnecessary to retain the matrimonial offence rule and we suggest that it 
should be abrogated. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 7-9 

58. We recommend that for the purposes of jurisdiction in actions of divorce, 
separation in the Court of Session, nullity of marriage and declarator of marriage, 
the domicile of a married woman should be determined without reference to 
the rule that her domicile necessarily follows that of her husband. We also 
recommend that the wife's domicile at the date of the commencement of pro
ceedings should found jurisdiction in actions at the instance of either spouse. 
We further recommend that the rule should be abrogated whereby the domicile 
of a husband who has committed a matrimonial offence is to be determined 
for purposes of jurisdiction in divorce and separation at the time when the 
offence was committed. 

(3) The domicile of a married man 

59. The present law of Scotland is that, in the actions to which this part of 
our Report relates, either spouse may found jurisdiction upon the domicile 
of the husband. Where a husband founds jurisdiction in an action for divorce 
or separation upon his own domicile in Scotland, the decree of divorce or of 
separation will not necessarily be recognised under the Hague Convention on 
the Recognition of Divorces and Legal Separations unless certain further 
conditions are ful:filled, such as the fact that his domicile in Scotland continued 
for not less than one year immediately prior to the institution of the proceedings 
or unless the jurisdiction of the Scottish court falls to be recognised upon 
another ground, such as the fact that the spouses were both nationals of the 
United Kingdom and Colonies21 • We have considered whether the husband's 
domicile alone should continue to be sufficient to found jurisdiction in actions 
at his instance. The qualifications to the rule appearing in the Hague Con
vention were introduced primarily in the context of the concept of habitual 
residence, and were there introduced to avoid the danger, in the words of the 
Rapporteurs, 'of facilitating a choice by the petitioner of the competent country 
and thereby of the law applicable'22• It is less easy for a man, however, to 
change his domicile than to change his habitual residence, and we consider 
that the qualifications introduced by the Convention are inappropriate in 
relation to the concept of domicile. The Convention, moreover, does not 
prevent the application of rules of law more favourable to the recognition of 
foreign divorces2 3, and we believe that divorces based on the domicile of 
the pursuer ought to, and usually will, receive recognition abroad, even in 
the absence of conventional bases of recognition. The Convention recognises 
divorces based jurisdictionally upon the simple domicile of a defending husband. 

21Article 2. 
-22Actes et documents de la onzieme session, Conference de La Haye de droit international 

prive, tome II, Divorce, (Hague, 1970) p. 214. 
23 Article 17. 
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RECOMMENDATION 10 

60. We recommend that iri actions of divorce, separation iri the Court of 
Session, nullity of .marriage and declarator of marriage, the· domicile of the 
husband should .continue to found jurisdiction whether or not the action is 
at his :instance. · · 

( 4) Time at which domicile to be ascertained · 

61. A minor question concerns the point of time at which the domicile of 
a party to the marriage is to be ascertained for . pw;poses of jurisdiction. In 
Scotland and, we understand, in England, the generally accepted . rule is that 
the relevant date for ascertaining the existence of jurisdiction is the commence• 
ment of the proceedings, a rule exemplified in relation to residence in section 
2 (1) and (3) of the Law Reform (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1949. In 
Scotland, an action is held to commence for this purpose when the summons 
is first served on the defender24 bu:t in England when the petitionis presented 
iti court. · · · · · 

62. Clearly special considerations arise in actions of declarator. 9f marriage 
and.in actions-of declarator of nullity relating to.a.marriage :alleged to be void 
from its beginning which are brought after the death ,of one or both of the 
spouses. Where one spouse is . dead we propose that. jurisdiction should be 
based not only on the .surviving spouse's domicile-:at :the commencement of 
proceedings but on the deceased .spouse's domicile ,at his or her .death .. Where 
such -an action is brought .after the death of :both spouses2 5, the .. court should 
possess-jurisdiction if the husband at his death, or the wife at hers, was domiciled 
in Scotland~ 

RECOMMENDATION 11 

63. We recommend that the time at which domicile is to be ascertained in 
actions of divorce, separation in the Court of Session, declarator of marriage 
and declarator of nullity of marriage should be the date of commencement_ of 
the proceedings. Where an action of declarator of marriage or of nullity of a 
void marriage is brought after the death of one or both of the spouses, the 
domicile of that spouse, or of either spouse as the case may be, at his or her 
death should also found jurisdiction. 

(5) Recommended domicile test (summary) 

64. We may summarise this section of our Report by saying that the Court 
of Session should have jurisdiction to entertain actions for divorce, separation, 

24McLaren Court of Session Practice (1916) pp. 317, 330, 350; McNeil/ v. McNeil/ 1960 
S.C. 30 which decided that the defender's residence after the date of service on him of the sum
mons in a separation action could not create a jurisdiction which did not exist at that date. Most 
cases on the point relate to the statutory provisions limiting the_ period of time within which a 
damages action may be commenced: e.g. Alston v. Macdougall (1887) 15 R. 78; McNiven v. 
Glasgow Corporation 1920 S.C. 584 per L.P. Clyde at p. 587; Miller v. N.C.B. 1960 S.C. 376. 

25See para. 15 above. 
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declarator of marriage and declarator of nullity of marriage if either party 
to the marriage is domiciled in Scotland at the date of commencement of the 
proceedings. In actions of declarat_or of marriage, or of nullity of a marriage 
alleged to be void ab initio brought after the death of a spouse, the domicile 
of that spouse at his or her death should also found jurisdiction. For these 
purposes the domicile of a married woman should be ascertained·independently 
of that of her husband. We have also recommended that the fact that the 
husband was domiciled in Scotland at the date of commission of an alleged 
matrimonial offence should no longer entitle the court to assume jurisdiction 
in actions for divorce or separation. Our specific recommendations are set 
out in greater detail at paragraphs 58, 60 and 63 above. 

B. RESIDENCE AS A TEST 

(1) The need for a residential basis of jurisdiction 

65. While we consider that domicile is generally an appropriate basis for 
jurisdiction in consisforial actions, the present rules for ascertaining domicile, 
with their emphasis upon permanence of intention, can operate hardsliip26. 
Domicile meets the needs of spouses intending to make their permanent home 
in a country, but does not meet those of persons whose future intentions are 
uncertain, whether or· not ·because of the breakdown of the marriage. Yet it 
is the country where a person ·has his home for the time being, though not 
necessarily his permanent home, which is most closely concerned with the 
fact of this breakdown and its consequences. The authorities of that country 
will often have to deal-in practice with such matters as the maintenance of the 
wife and children, with the custody of the children, and with the property rights 
of the -parties. Their matrimonial differences are likely to have taken place in 
that country and its courts are likely to be those which witnesses can most 
conveniently attend. On grounds both of principle and expediency there is 
much to be said for treating residence as a main ground of jurisdiction in 
consistorial actions. 

(2) Appraisal of the existing residential basis of jurisdiction 

66. As we have seen2 7, the statutory residential ground of jurisdiction in 
divorce is subject to qualifications: 

(a) It is applicable only in actions by wives. 

(b) The husband must not be domiciled in another part of the United 
Kingdom, or in the Channel Islands or the Isle of Man. 

(c) The nature of the residence is 'ordinary' residence for three years 
within the territory. 

We consider that, if jurisdiction based upon residence is appropriate, it should 
be available to husbands as well as to wives. Under the present rule the anomaly 
arises that, while the wife may raise an action against her husband based upon 
her own residence,. a cross-action by the husband would appear to be incom
petent2 8• The present rule, moreover, applies only where the husband is not 

26See para. 49 above. 
27See para. 12 above: Law Reform (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1949, s. 2(1). 
28See para. 116 below. 
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domiciled in another part of the United Kingdom. Jn favour of this ·restriction 
it might be said that, when .the husband is ,domiciled elsewhere in the United 
Kingdom, .it should ·not be difficult for :the wife to -initiate proceedings •there. 
This may be so, but the court of the husband's domicile may still be inconvenient 
for the determination of the issues of fact. We think:'therefore thatthls :restriction 
is unnecessary and .should be removed. We .also. consider .. that the criteria of 
the· quality and duration of the residence jmposect' .by the 1949 :Act .are in
appropriate. 

67. In actions of declarator of nullity of marriage, the Court of Session 
possesses the same limited statutozy jurisdiction on the basis . of. the :residence 
of a wife-pursuer for three ye~s in Sc,<.>tland as .it possesses in divorce actions2 9. 

It is anomalous that this jurisdiction does. not extend to actions of declarator 
of marri3:ge .. We consider, however, that this. statutory jurisdiction· ~hould.be 
abolished for the :i,-easons. which have led us tq suggest· its abolition in actions 
of divorce. It is. also anomalous that in actions of separation (except as men
tioned in paragraph 80 below) the Court of Session does riot possessjuiisdiction . . , ., ' ' , . ' ' ~ ' ~' ' . 

on ·.grounds of:residence. (In ·England .the.courts may entertain proceedings 
for judicial .separation where both parties3 .. 0 are, or the ·.respondent alone3 I is, 
resident there.) On the view that the .courts·.of a:married person's residence 
do have a special interest and duty to see.that his ,or her matrimonial obligations 
to the .other . .spouse are·ful:filled, we .consider that the Court of Session should 
possess jurisdiction .to :entertain .actions for .divorce, separation, declarator . of 
marriage and nullity where .either party has resided for a certain ,time within 
Scotland. 

(3) The quality of the residence 

68. But residence is a term with a broad spectrum of meaning. We would 
not· suggest that the transient residence of persons iri Scotland ·should permit 
them to invoke the matrimonial jurisdiction of the Scottish courts; This would 
open the door to ~forum-shopping'. The residence should be such as to demon
strate a real and substantial connection with Scotland. In some way, therefore, 
the concept of residence must be qualified. 

(i) Unsuitability of 'home" 

'69. We considered, in the first place, whether the expression 'home' should 
be used-in preference to, or in conjunction with, the term 'resi.dence'. The use 

· of the word 'home' was suggested by the Private International Law Committee 
as part of a new set .of rules for the attribution of domicile3 2 • We reject the 
term 'home' because it is an imprecise term which · is ope11 to a variety of 
interpretations according to the context and the disposition of the hearer3 3• 

29Law Reform {Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1949, s.2(2). 
80Graham v. Graham [1923] P. 31. 
31Sinclair v. Sinclair [1968] P. 189 at p. 199. 
32First Report (see p. 20 n. 5 above) para. 13 and Appendix A, Article 2. • 
33See Re Brace dec'd [1954] 1 W.L.R. 955 per Vaisey J. at p. 958; Herbert v. Byme[1964] 

1 W.L.R. 519 per Salmon L.J. atp. 528. · 
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It connotes, in particular, an element of intention to which different persons 
might give a different weight. Its adoption would maintain the uncertainty 
which at present is associated with the use of the concept of domicile. 

(ii) Unsuitability of' last joint residence' 

70. The Morton Commission recommended that the Court of Session 
should have jurisdiction to entertain proceedings for divorce inter alia if 
either: 

(a) the pursuer was in Scotland at the commencement of the pro
ceedings and the place where the parties to the marriage last resided 
together was in Scotland, or 

(b) the parties to the marriage were both resident in Scotland at the 
commencement of the proceedings 3 4 • 

These . suggested grounds of jurisdiction were coupled with rules to ensure 
· that the court should not, in the exercise of that jurisdiction, grant a decree 
of divorce unless the pursuer could in the circumstances of the case have 
obtained a divorce under the personal law or laws of both parties. We have 
given reasons for our view that it would be undesirable to require the Court 
of Session to have regard to the personal law of the spouses in matters of 
divorce3 5• But we consider that, without regard to the personal law, the 
first ground suggested by the Morton Commission would be too wide. 
The place where the parties last happened to reside together might have 
been fortuitous, and this ground would be. inappropriate unless they had 
resided together in Scotland for a sufficient period of time. The second 
ground, unless their personal law were to be applied, would lend itself to 
the collusive selection by foreigners of the Scottish courts in divorce pro
ceedings. 

(iii) Unsuitability of 'ordinary residence' 

71. The test of residence chosen should, we think, indicate some stability 
and duration of ties with the place of residence. A qualifying adjective must 
be used to indicate that it is not enough for a person to make his occasional 
residence within the territory but that, on the other hand, residence which 
in substance is stable should not be. ignored because the person in question 
occasionally interrupts it to go elsewhere for purposes of business or recreation. 
In our legislation it has been a common practice to express this fact by the 
use of the adverb 'ordinarily'. We would prefer, however, to avoid using 
the expression 'ordinary residence' in the context of jurisdiction in consistorial 
actions; This preference is based on the fact that, in construing section 2(1) 
of the Law Reform (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1949 and corresponding 
English legislation, the courts have not always distinguished clearly between 
the concept of 'residence' and that of 'ordinary residence'. The better view 
may be that 'ordinary residence' is to be contrasted with 'occasional' or 
'casual' residence3 6; but, in Hopkins v. Hopkins3 1 , where a wife sought to 

34Para. 831 (seep. 20, n. 4 above). 
35See Part N, paras. 24 to 30 above. 
36Cf. Lysaght v. I.R.C. [1927] 2 K.B. 55 per Lawrence, L.J. at p. 74; idem [1928] A.C. 217 

per Viscount Sumner at p. 243. 
37(1951] P. 116; see note in (1951) 67 L.Q.R. 32. 
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found· jurisdiction . in divorce upon her own residence for three years in 
England, it was held that there was no ground for applying a different meaning 
to the words 'resident' and 'ordinarily resident' overadefined period.oftime. 
A similar approach was adopted in the Scottish ·case •Of Land v. Land38 

where it was .held that the pursuer's .residence for two months .in Holland 
during the statutory period of three years prior to the commencement of 
the proceedings was fatal to her contention that she had been ordinarily 
resident in Scotland for. that. period. 'Having regard to these decisions, we 
conclude that 'it would be desirable to find another qualifying adjective to 
describe that. stability of residence which is appropriate to· a main criterion 
of jurisdiction.in consistorial actions. This view is foriifiefby the fact that 
the expressions 'ordinary residence' and 'ordinarily :resident' appear· in our 
revenue law. It is possible that the legislature might wish to use, or the courts 
to construe, these phrases in a taxing statute in a sense different to that 
appropriate to an Act relating to consistorial jurisdiction. 

(iv) The recommended· test: ~habitual. residence' 

72. The ·Hague Convention on· the Recognition of Divorces and Legal 
Separations uses the concept of 'habitual ·residence'. Since its adoption as · a 
ground of jurisdiction in United Kingdom law w~uld facilitate the recognition 
·of United Kingdom divorces and legal separations in · other countries,· we 
strongly advocate its adoption. The concept already finds a place:in United 
Kingdon law in at least four statutes 3 9 : · · · · · 

73. The use of the criterion o[habitual residence :might be thought .sufficient 
of itself to indicate those ties with a country which suffice to found jurisdiction. 
Butto qualify.a residence as habitual suggests that it has endured for a period 
of time. There might, therefore, be an element of uncertainty in the. law 
unless a minimum period were specified. Since certainty is of particular 
importance in this context, we conclude that the test should specify the 
duration of habitual residence required before jurisdiction may be assumed. 
But the period of time appropriate.depends, ·to some extent at least, upon 
whether jurisdiction may be founded only upon the residence of both spouses, 
or upon that .of the pursuer or ,defender or either of them. This• question we 
now consider. 

(4) Habitual residence of either spouse 

74. We think that it would be wrong to demand that both spouses should 
be habitually resident within the territory. Exceptions would be required to 
meet the case of the spouse, long resident within the jurisdiction, whose partner 
is neither resident nor domiciled there. The fact, on the other hand, that the 
defender has resided for a period within the jurisdiction should found jurisdiction 
in actions against him. It is likely to be the most convenient forum. from his 
point of view and 'forum-shopping' is unlikely without his connivance. The 

881962 S.L.T. 316 .. 
39Administration of Justice Act 1956 (c.46), s. 4; the Wills Act 1963 (cA4), s.1; the Adoption 

Act 1958 (c.53), s. 11; and the Recognition of Divorces and Legal Separations Act 1971 
(c.53), s. 3. 
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habitual residence of· the defender is a well-recognised ground of jurisdiction 
abroad and, under the Hague·Convention on.the Recognition of Divorces and 
Legal Separations 4 0 , it suffices that the defender should .have had his habitual 
residence within the State in which the action is raised at the time when it is 
raised. We think that this ground of jurisdiction should be adopted into our law. 

75. We come next to the habitual residence of the pursuer. As a ground of 
jurisdiction it is open to the objection that the pursuer, by changing his residence, 
inay select a forum of his own choice. The risk of this, however, should not be 
exaggerated. If the residence must have endured for a sufficiently long period 
of time, 'forum-shopping' becomes difficult for ordinary men or women who 
must earn their livelihood. 

(5) Duration of habitual residence 

76. We have given much thought to the question what length of time should 
suffice to found jurisdiction on the basis of habitual' residence. In our Memo
randum No. 13 we suggested·that the period should demonstrate the existence 
of real ties with the forum; that it should be a duration to discourage all but 
the most assiduous 'forum-shopper'; that it should be of such duration that a 
decree pronounced in the exercise of this jurisdiction should attract international 
recognition; but that it should not be a period such that ·a spouse whose marriage 
has broken down should have to wait for a long time before his or her matri
monial status may be regularised. We concluded that a period of one year 
should suffice both in the case of pursuers and in that of defenders. This proved 
to be the most controversial of our tentative proposals, as it was in the case 
of the corresponding proposal of the Law Commission. Although some of 
those who commented on our Memorandum favoured a one-year period, 
others, including the Law Society of Scotland, suggested that a two-year 
period would be preferable. 

77. The basic arguments for the longer period are that a one-year period 
is not long·enough to ensure the existence of substantial ties with the country 
of residence; that it is so short as to allow a person deliberately to choose to 
reside temporarily in a country with a view to taking advantage of its divorce 
law; and that, because of the absence of substantial ties, a divorce founded 
upon such a ground of jurisdiction would be exposed to the risk of being 
refused recognition abroad, particularly in Commonwealth countries. 

78. We c·oncede that the choice between the two periods is not an easy one. 
No length of residence is by itself a clear guarantee of the durability of a person's 
ties with a country, and the need to ensure durability of connection must be 
balanced against the need to ensure that a spouse whose marriage has in fact 
broken down should not have to wait too long for his matrimonial affairs to be 
regularised. Nor does any period of time afford a clear guarantee against 
'forum-shopping'. But the fact is that few people will be both able and willing 
to reside in Scotland for more than a year simply to take advantage of our 

40Article 2(1). 
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divorce or ancillary provision41 • Most people .. have·to .w:otk to .eam a living, 
and in some cases immigration controls and the need to obtain work-permits 
would be a barrier. For the few, there are other countries with less strict rules 
of procedural and substantive law in the realm of divorce. We agree, too, 
that the period selected should be . one likely to attract :recqgnition abroad, 
but the Hague Convention4 2 requires the _ recognition of · foreign decrees ,of 
divorce and separarion foundedjlirisdictionally .upon the habitual residence 
either of the pursuer or the defender- and only. in the case, of the· former is there 
a stipulation for its endurance, anq·tha:t a period ofoneyear onty. We.concede 
that some _Commonwealth· countries may· still require a lon,ger period, but the 
general tendency is to relax: the strictness of rule$ of recognition,; and the law 
of those countries ma,y well be changed to follow the lead'givetfby the Recogni-
tion of Divorces and Legal ·separation& Act 1971. · · 

79 .. Our firm view, then,.isto require _a period of one year only. We consider, 
moreover, that the same period should apply to tlie defender .becau~e, in many 
actions of divorce, it is a matter of chance which of the parties is the original 
pursuer and which the original defender. 

(6) Retention.of jurisdiction ex necessitate in actions of separation 
' . 

80. We have already noted 4 3 that .the Court of Session,, as the·- courf of the 
residence, possesses jurisdiction to entertain .actions of separation to protect 
a spouse in circunistarices of urgency and necessity. 'l'hose. whom we consulted 
did not dissent from our view that .this ground ofjurisdiction shouldbe retained 
as an exception to .the period of. a year's habitual residen~e. The jurisdiction 
will be ·rarely invoked-but it would .be wrong.to deprive_the Court of Session 
of a special jurisdiction in·cases which may be important, when the)'~d?_occur. 

RECOMMENDATION 12 

81. We recommend that the existing rule of law whereby the Court of Session 
exercises jurisdiction ex necessitate in actions of separation should be retained. 

(7) Time at which habitual residence to be ascertained 

82. In line with our proposals concerning domicile44, we consider that the 
terminus ad quern for the period of one year's habitual residence should be the 
date of the commencement of proceedin,gs. On. the same analogy 4 5, in those 
few cases where an action of declarator of marriage or of nullity of a void 
marriage is brought after the death of one or both of the .spouses, the court 
should possess jurisdiction if that spouse, or either spouse as the case may be, 
was habitually resident in Scotland throughout the. year before his· or her death. 

41The remarks of Lord Pearce in Indyka v. Indyka [1969] A.C. 33.at p. 87, though expressly 
directed to questions of recognition, are apposite in this context 

42Article 2(2) (a). 
43See para. 14 above: as to jurisdiction of the sheriff court in separation, see Part IX, para. 

100 et seq. below. 
44See para. 61 above. 
45See para. 62 above. 
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(8) Recommended habitual residence test (summary). 

83. To sum up, we think that the Court of Session should have jurisdiction 
to entertain actions of divorce, separation, declarator of marriage, or declarator 
of nullity of marriage, on the basis of the pursuer's or the defender's habitual 
residence in Scotland throug4out the year preceding the date of commencement 
of the action. In advocating this test~ we adopt an approach which is similar to 
section 2(1) of the Law Reform (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1949 and which 
avoids the troublesome necessity of enquiring into the future intention of a 
party. The habitual character of the past residence should be determined by 
the settled nature of that residence over a period of time and the court should 
not be concerned to ascertain whether or not the party intended or intends to 
maintain his habitual residence in Scotland in the future. This criterion, we 
suggest, fulfils all the objectives of jurisdiction set out in Part III above. It 
would render superfluous section 2 (1) and (2) of the 1949 Act. It would not, 
however, supersede the power of the Court of Session to assume jurisdiction 
ex necessitate in actions of separation. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 13 AND 14 

84. We recommend that the Court of Session should have jurisdiction to 
entertain actions of divorce, separation, declarator of nullity of marriage, or 
declarator of marriage (a) if either party to the marriage was habitually resident 
in Scotland throughout the year immediately preceding the date of the com
mencement of the proceedings or (b) in the case of actions of declarator of 
marriage or nullity· brought after the death· of one or both of the spouses, if the 
deceased· spouse was habitually resident in Scotland throughout the year 
immediately preceding the death. As a consequence of this recommendation, 
we recommend that section 2 (1) and (2) of the Law Reform (Miscellaneous 
Provisions) Act 1949 (which makes the ordinary residence of a wife for three 
years in Scotland a basis of jurisdiction in divorce and nullity of marriage in 
certain circumstances) should be repealed. 

PART VII: JURISDICTION IN PETITIONS FOR DISSOLUTION 
OF MARRIAGE ON PRESUMED DEA1H 

(]) The existing bases of jurisdiction 

85. Until the Divorce (Scotland) Act 1938 took effect, no special provision 
was made by Scots law for the dissolution of a marriage on the ground of the 
presumed death of one of the spouses. The common law decree of declarator 
of death could be obtained by a spouse only if either he or she could establish 
facts and circumstances pointing clearly to the death of his or her partner or 
if that partner had reached an age when he or she could no longer be presumed 
to livet. Section 5 of the 1938 Act altered the common law by enabling the 
court to grant a decree of dissolution of marriage on the ground of the presumed 

1See our Memorandum No. 11 on Presumptions of Survivorship and Death, paras. 3 and 4. 
Copies of this Memorandum can be obtained on application to the Secretary of the Scottish 
Law Commission. 
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death of a spouse where it is satisfied that reasonable grounds exist for sup
posing that he or she is dead. In these proceedings 'the fact that for 
a period of seven years or upwards the other party to the. marriage has been 
continually absent,from the petitioner, and the petitioner has no .reason to 
believe that-the other party has :been livin_g within that time, shall be evidence 
that he or she is dead uriless the contrary is proved' 2 • 

. ' . ' ' 

86.. As we·have stated in our·Merilorandum No. ·11 on l'resumptiori; of Survivor
shfp and Death3, the 1938 Act ,gave no guidance as to. the appropriate rules 
of jurisdiction in such actions .. The court, however, havin,g regar.d to the general 

.rules for jurisdiction in divorce; required that the petitioner should b_e domiciled 
in Scotland at the time of the action. Because oftlie rule that-awife'.s domicile 
follows that of her husband, the· wife of a man who· dis~ppeared was bound to 
establish her husband's domicile at the date of the commencement .of pro
ceeclings. This heavy burd~n was lightened, however, by the nile that a person's 
domicile, once established, is presumed to subsist in the absence of ev~derice 
to · the contrary4 • Even so, a woman could ·not ·invoke· the jurisdiction · of the 
Court c,f Session on the ground of her residence in Scotland;· she had to aver 
that her husband was domiciled there at the date of his disappearance. 

87. The rigour of the . rule of unity of domicile was· mitigated by the Law 
Reform (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1949,. s; 2 (3) which provides that, 
in petitions by a wife, the court has jurisdiction 'if she ·is resident fa Scotland 
and has been ordinarily resident there for a period of three years immediat~ly 
preceding the commencement of the proceedings'. The section also preserves 
the above-mentioned rules of'the common Jaw by .. providing that in such 
'petitions. the co.urt shall have jurisdiction where .the. petitioner is ·domiciled ,in 
Scotland at ,the commencement of proceedings and that in determining whether 
for this .purpose a woman is domiciled .in Scotland, her· husband is treated· as 
having died .immediately after .the last occasion ,on which she knew, or had 
reason to believe, him to be alive. Finally, the section makes these rules .. ex
haustive .of the grounds of jurisdiction in petitions under -section 5 of the 1938 
Act. 

· (2) Criticism of -the .existing bases of jurisdiction .and.recommendations 

88. Our consultations had regard not only to petitions under section 5 of the 
1938 · Act but also to a new action· of declarator of death or presumption of 
death whose 'introduction we suggested in our Memorandum ·No. 11 and shall 
recommend · in · a forthcoming Report. In the present . Report, we deal with 
petitions ·under section 5 of the 1938 Act leaving juri~diction in the new action 
to be discussed in our forthcoming Report. The law in its present state 'is 
unsatisfactory. Iti particular it is open to the following objections: 

, · · (a) It admits a residential ground of jurisdiction i~ ili~ ~ase of proceedings 
·by a wife but not in the case of proceedings by a husband. 

(b) While the .rule of unity of domicile does not apply· in its full rigour to 
proceedings by a · wife, the rule .effectively precludes a petitioning 

21938 Act (c.50), s. 5(2). 
3 At para. 16. 
4Labaciant.kas v. Labacianskas 1949 S.C. 280. 
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husband from founding on his inissing wife's last known independently 
' ascertained· domicile in Scotland. 

(c) The remedy. alters the status of a missing person by dissdlving· his or 
. ller m,arrHtge just as it alters the statiis. of _the petitioner. Yet where 

the last known connec!ions of, a .. missing P,erson are. with Scotland, 
his or her spouse cannot found jurisdiction upon them: a petitioner 
can only found on .his or her own domicile at the commencement of 
proceedings. This ol>jection. is only partially met. by the concession 
allowing_·a petitioning• wife, in establishing her own domicile .at the 

' commencement of _proceedings, to ,found on Iler missing husband's 
domicile at his disappearance: for the 96ncession does not assist her 
if hel' domicile has changed· after the disappearance. 

~ • • : . . ~ ,., • l • ' ' . . , , 

The petitioner's domicile and habftual residence 
89. Our Mem.oi;andum No. 13 .suggested tentatively5 that the petition~r 
should be able to found jurisdiction on his or her domicile (a wife's domicile 
being ascertained_ independently) or one year's habitual res_idence. Those whom 
we consulted generally accepted that a rule_ that the petitioner should . be · able 
to found on his or her own domicile or habitial residence for a prescribed 
period fulfilled the. general objective that the Co.urt should assume jurisdiction 
only where the parties. to the marriage had substantial links with Scotland and 
we propose that the rule should be adopted. 

The missing spouse's domicile _ 
90. In the. existing law, as we have seen6,. jurisdiction is not based on ·the 
missing .person's domicile, except to the extent that a petitioning wife may found 
jurisdiction upon her husband's domicile at the time of his disappearance 
·where her domicile :has notchanged since that time. In our Memorandum No. 13, 
we suggested that a petitioner, whether. husband· or :wife, .. should be able to 
found jurisdiction on the missing person's domicile at the last time when he 
:or she was known to be alive and that for this purpose a: wife's domicile-should 
be ascertained independently. This proposal was generally accepted by those 
whom we consulted. Such bases of jurisdiction, however, are prima facie open 
to two objections. The first·is that the missing person's domicile at that time 
may not always .be easy to ascertain. But this is a familiar difficulty in . .different 
branches of the law where a past domicile may require to be ascertained and, 
in the present case, could _be mitigated if, as we propose, the missing person's 
habitual residence at the date when he was last known to be alive. should also 
be ,a ground of jurisdiction .. The second difficulty arises fro~ the fact that the 
missing spouse's domicile at the date when he or she was last known to be 
alive will be invoked only when the petitioner cannot rely on his or her own 
domicile or habitual residence and when the missing spouse may in fact have 
severed his or her ties with Scotland. Although m law a person's existing 
domicile is presumed to continue until he is proved to have acquired another, 
this presumption may be at variance with the facts. We concede this, but, in the 
situation envisaged, there is no way of knowing the true facts. If, as the Morton 
Report suggested, the real purpose of the proceedings 'is to obtain a declaration 

6 At para. 56. 
6Paras. 87 and 88 above. 
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:that the othet .spouse is to be.:presume.d to ·be:.de~d'::7'" it.seems appropriate to 
ascer:tain. the :connections .of the"niissing person at the time .w.hen :h.e was last 
known to be alive. On.the other hand,Jtis argu.ablethat:presump:tion of death 
is merely. the ;ground :upon which decree is, ,gr~nted (akiJ?:, say, tQ, in9urable 
.insanity),.and _tliat tlie ·effect.--·of th.e _de9ree, .is·,divorce .and,nothing_ else'81 _If on 
that view,.· whi9h we. _take to. be corr~cf, emphasis . shou1i:{ be . place4 ·on the 
dissolution of the missing ,person's· ·marria;g~~ it ·.·seems :appropriate that the 
Court. of Sessi~n :5liould have}tirisdictio:n foi-- that. puq,ose. where the .. missin,g 
person was. domiciled in Scotland at tp.e time when be ( oi she) was last fllOWll 
to be alive .. For upon the. hypothesis thaf'he is inissiµg, it js not ·mo:wn what 
other court; if any, ha.s: or has hadjw:i_sdiction ·oyer hfa ,s~tµs at any time Bi11ce 
his disappearance. We consider therefore· thaf the Court of Sessfoii should 
hav.e jurisdi~o11 on the. basis of ,,the domi<:ile .of ;a .miss4!g. person (inclucijng 
the 'independently ascertained ~omi~ile · of :a. :nu#it1g•wife) ascertained at the 
date when he or she was last known to be alive: 

The missing spouse's habitual_ resieferzce , . . . . , . . 
91. Consistently -with this prop·osal ~nd,our other recommendations in this 
Report, we con,sider that.jur1sdictiori should also be based. on the missing 

.person's habitua1 residence in Scotland for a ye~r prec~ding the date when 
he . was last known. to be alive.. This goes . beyond -0ur tentative proposals in 
Memorandum No: 13. In the prececli:qg paqgra,ph,. 'however, we pointed out 
that it may riot always be easy to ascertain a .missing person's domicile at the 
date. when ,he was last known to btf alive,. It should, nevertheless usually be 
easier to ascertain, · and lead evidence "relating to, th~ las.t ~known habitual 
residence . of. the missing person. This 'may weU _ coincide . with his domicile. 
Even if it does not, it points to the existence ofsocial comiecti6ns with Scotland, 
~t. the time when he was last kno_wn to .be alive, qf sufficient strength _to justify 
Jh~ intervention of the Scotti~h . courts lo. presume the . missing person to be 
d~~d for matrimonial. J?tlrposes ... _ · · · · · · · 

92 .. We':select the period of one ye~r for the petitioner's and 'missing person's 
habitual . residence in order: to.· preserve consistency with . the ·test jn th~ .other 
consisforial'<:~auses to which. otif Report relates. Vv e would add that ·our pro
posals are consistent with the recommendations which we shall be making in 
dur·R~port referred to iri paragraph 88 ,above:· · 

RECOMMENPATIONS 15-17 • 

93. We recommend that, in petitions under section 5 of the Divorce (Scotland) 
Act 1938 for dissolution -of marriage on the ground of presumed death, the 
Court of Session should have jurisdiction: 
· (a) where the petitioner is domiciled in Scotland at the date of the com-

mencement of proceedings, or was habitually resident there throughout 
the year preceding that date; or 

7(1956) Cmd. 9678, para. 846. 
8While a distinction is drawn.in the long title of the:Divorce (Sc!)tland) Act 1938- between 

'divorce' and 'dissolution of marriage', the ·only difference in the•effect of the two remedies 
is that, unlike a divorce decree, a decree dissolving a marriage on presumption of death cannot 
make ancillary :financial provision or provision as to custody etc. of-children. 
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(b) where the missing person was domiciled in Scotland on the date 
when he was last known to be alive or had been habitually resident 
there throughout the year preceding that date. · 

This recommendation is made with the explanation that the period of habitual 
residence for one year is selected to conform with that recommended for other 
consistorial proceedmgs. We also recommend that for this purpose the domicile 
of a married woman should be determined independently of that of her hus
band. AI; a consequence of these recommendations, we recommend that section 
2(3) of the Law Reform (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1949 (under which 
the petitioner's domicile founds jurisdiction in petitions for dissolution of a 
marriage on the ground of presumed death) should be repealed. 

PART VIII: JURISDICTION IN ACTIONS OF REDUCTION OF CON-
SISTORIAL DECREES 

The existing bases of jurisdiction 
94. The power to review consistorial decrees has always been vested in the 
Court of Session. Following the transfer in 1830 of original consistorial juris
diction from the Commissary Courts 1, the Court of Session had exclusive 
power to review consistorial decrees, whether its own or (after 1907) those of 
the sheriff, which it exercised either by action of reduction or, in the case of 
decrees in absence, by Bill of Suspension. In 1934, the latter remedy became 
unavailabie for the purpose of reviewing divorce decrees2, and now an action 
of reduction fu the Court of Session is the only method of reviewing a divorce 
decree, and a proper method of reviewing other consistorial decrees, after the 
time for appeal or reponing has expired 3• 

95. The basis of jurisdiction is not free from doubt. It is usually said, following 
Longworth v. Ye/verton4, that jurisdiction in an action of reduction is established 
if the defender is personally subject to the Court's jurisdiction at the commence
ment of the action. There are also dicta in Acutt v. Acutt5 supporting the view 
that an action of reduction of a consistorial decree affecting status attracts 
jurisdictional criteria appropriate to status actions. It is however clear that 
the mere fact that the Court has granted a consistorial decree which is null 
from want of jurisdiction, from fraud, or semble through any other funda
mental defect, does not by itself found jurisdiction in an international sense 
in an action to reduce the decree. There have been few reported actions of 
reduction of consistorial decrees and very few involving a foreign element. 
But the injustice which can occur is illustrated by the leading case of Acutt v. 
Acutt6 : 

1Court of Session Act 1830, s. 33. 
~The relevant Act of Sederunt is now consolidat~d in Rul~ of Court of Session 1965, Rule 

163(d). · .... ·• ... 
8For· a short account of this historical development fu divorce, see Lord Wark's opinion 

in Acutt v. Acutt 1935 S.C. 525 at p. 528. 
'(1868) 7 M.70.0 

61936 S.C. 386 per L.P. Normand at p. 393 'It has (been held) that this is a consistorial 
case affecting status. hi considering its jurisdiction the Court must give due effect to· that 
decision'; per Lord Morison at p. 396 'It may be that a· wife in the pursuer's position here 
might have obtained her remedy in the Court of the defender's domicile ..••• \ 

•see ns. 3 and 5 above. 
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H divorced W for desertion in an undefended ;action in the Court .. of 
Session. Thereafter while H. was resident in England, W. brought an .action 
in the same court for reduction of the divorce on the ground of want of 
jurisdiction and fraud. This action was also undefended though H knew 
about it. The Court held that as the proceedings affected status, in respect 
that decree ·of reduction would reinstate the marriage arid render null 
any · second marriage, the action· was consistorial within the meaning ;of 
the ·Court of Session Act 18507 and proof must be led. Jt,was proved that 
in the divorce action H had fraudulently claimed a Scottish· domicile and 
misled the Court on the merits. On appeal the First Division, by a majority, 
reluctantly dismissed the action as incompetent, since the defender was 
not.subject to its jurisdiction~ 

Criticism of the existing bases of jurisdiction and recommendations 

96. The objections to this rule may be gatheredfrom·opiriions in·the reported 
cases 8• On ,general principles, only the courts .of.the ;country of the forum 
granting the ,decree are recognised as having jurisdiction. to reduce it and 
certainly no English court can reduce a Scottish decree in :view of Article XIX 
of the Treaty of Union 1707 9.• If the Scottish Courts refuse jurisdiction, 'the 
result is to deny .a .remedy for what may be a grievous wrong~. It is true that a 
decree vitiated :by a fundamental nullity may be disregarded in,other judicial 
proceedings .. But this is clearly .an imperfect remedy .. Moreover it seems wrong 
that decrees of the Sµpreme Court,in Scotland ,should have to be disregarded 
by inferior courts or even by itself, and .that the records of court and .the national 
registers should stand uncorrected 1 0 • Nor do we see.much force in .an argument 
that, in cases·where a decree is alleged to be null through excess ofjurisdk:tion, 
the Court cannot undo an injustice -by repeating that excess; we prefer the 
view that the Court should be. able to undo what ex :hypothesiit ,should never 
have done.· 

97. What form should amending legislation take·? While·we have not examined 
the basis of jurisdiction in actions of reduction generally, it seems to us clear 
that a person wronged by a Scottish consistorial decree which is null through 
excess of jurisdiction or through any :other fundamental defect, should :be 
able to remedy the wrong by action of reduction in the Scottish courts even 
though the defender is not subject to the jurisdiction of those courts at the 
date of the commencement of the action. We propose therefore that the law 
should be amended in that sense. 

98. Since the decisions in Longworth v. Yelverton and Acutt v. Acuttt t have 
implications not merely for decrees affecting ,matrimonial status, but for all 

7S.16 which applies inter alia the Court of Session Act 1830, s. 36 to all consistorialactions 
though not specified in those Acts. 

8Especially the dissenting opinions of Lord Deas in Longworth (n. 4 above) at p. 74 and of 
Lord Moncrieff in Acutt 1936 S.C. 386 at p. 396. 

•see Union with England Act 1707, Recorded., 1706,c.7, 12 mo. ed., 1707,·c.7: the Union 
with Scotland Act 1706, 6 Anne, c.11. · · 

10See Registration of Births, Deaths and Marriages (Scotland) Act 1965, s. 48 explained 
at p. 18, n. 21 above. 

11See ns. 4 and 5 above. 
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consistorial decrees such as· declarators of legitimacy and bastardy; we · think 
that .any--reform should apply to actions for the reduction of all consistorial 
decrees. · 

RECOMMENDATION 18 
99., W~ r,eco~end .that . the Court· of Session should have jurisdiction in 
aqti9ns, -of. r~duction of_ any consistorial decree granted by .a Scottish court 
whether . or not. at the. date of the commencement of the action of reduction 
$e:: d~fender: ·.was otherwise . subject to the jurisdiction of the Scottish courts. 

PART IX: JURISDICTION OF THE SHERIFF COURT IN ACTIONS OF 
SEPARATION AND ALIMENT 

'Inr,_ ex_istingibases of jurisdiction . 
100; In this Part of our ·Report we,consider the. basis .of jurisdiction in sheriff 
court ·actions of separation. While recognising that the use made of this remedy 
is diminishing, we consider the basis of jurisdiction at some length because 
proceedings are typically brought in that court rather than in the Court of 
Session to which. our earlier consultations on Memorandum No. 13 were 
largely confined. . More.over, previous · proposals for reform have · tended to 
eJ]:lphasise the internal aspects •of jurisdiction to the··exclusion of international 
aspects. The present bases of jurisdiction in actions of separation 1 are unclear 
and unsatisfactocy. There are two principal causes of doubt The first, which 
is .. ·comi:non to: actions in the Court of ·Session and the sheriff court, is un
certainty whether.·separation should. be -regarded primarily as a ·consistorial 
remedy affecting status like divorce, ,or as· a ,financial remedy akin to a decree1 

for debt,. or as a .. protective remedy similar to an.interdict against molestation. 
As we indicated above2, the primary basis of jurisdiction in Court of Session 
actions of separation is the husband's domicile but the court may also assume 
ju,risdiction ex necessitate to protect a spou_se and possibly also to, give a spouse 
allment3 •. 

ujL The second, cause .. of doubt -stems from what have been judicially de
scribed as. the 'erode' provisions . of the Sheriff Courts (Scotland) Act 1907. 
Section 5 {2) of that .Act extended _the sheriff court's •powers in actions of 
interim aliment to.: 

'actions of aliment, provided that as between husband and wife they are 
actions of separation and aliment, adherence and aliment, or interim ali-

.. ment .•... '· 

Section 6 of the 1907 Act provides that: 
'any. action competent in the sh~riff court may be brought within the juris-

. diction of the sheriff: . . 

• 11n Docherty v. Docherty 1959 S.L.T. (Sh.Ct.) 29. it w,as held that an action of separation 
witho1,1t,.a conclusio11 for .aliment-is incompetent. This p~uliar ;requirement could presumably 
be circumvented by a conclusion for nominal aliment and we. refer hereafter to actions of 
sep~tiQn. . . , 

2Paras. 8 and 9. 
8Para.14. 
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(a) where the defender ..•. resides4 .·.within, :-the jurisdiction, ,or having 
resid~d :tJ.:iereJor at 1ec1cst Joey days, has cea.sed to reside. there for less 

·· tha1(forty days and.has no lmown residend(in Scotland.'' .·. 

r,here Joiio; ~th~r:~9unds:0r,jiui~dic~on: s~t--911t' ill nine' p:aragraphs. Sqme 
paragraphs ;elate" tc;,_. specific· forms .of action. sucli as .in!e.l'dict :but .nqt -!P ,those: 
~pecified ·itl ~-~ct~9.q.~(2);; the. Feni~ining,;par~graphs pr~escripe. t~ general :groungs 
o~ jurisdi_qt~o:µ qther tha11. r~side:i;ice,. p8.¥J.elv:~.: :the ... defeI:1clets p\ace of busine$s, 
arrestment to found jurisdictipn,.r~9onve11tj;o;a ,and prqrqgation 5~• 

102. Two main_difficulties of.interpretation have arisen. First there are doubts 
abouiwhich of the ge~erat gi;_ounds cir J"l.l:l"isdfotion may:be invotea, in, s~par~Jion 
actions.· While ·there was1ittle difficultyin 'holding that the· defender'~• residenc.e' 
founds jurisdfotibrr6,. arrd 'thafjurisdictio1f:cannot be founded on :arrestmerits 7 ,· 

it· remains· unclear· •whether :·any. o.f tJ?.e ·. other . general ·grounds· 'apply s .. This 
uncertainty is·:parf df r ~ide; u~c~rtainty whether .• this _and' cogn8:te pro.Yisiorts · 
of the 1907 Acfare nieantto be construed literally. · · · ··· · · " ' · ·· 

: ; :: .. • - ' • ' j, •, • ' ; .}''~ :·' -. .., , ; ~·,~ • ' ' 

103. The second difficulty 'is···whether··section 6 'of -the ·1907 Act provides ·a, 
tesf of jurisdicfion•1.n· tlie ihterriationa1 sense at a.11:·on one view;' in, cases wfrh 
a foreign 'efomen:t, 'a· second test of'jurisdiction must also be satisfied, namely~. 
whether the parties are domiciled in-Scotland•or,in certaii;i cases ofjnrisdictiorf 
ex -necessitate, whether the parties ·are resident .there. ·'.on tllis "View, section 6 
relates· merely to' intemaljuiisdicti-on; it allocates cases to''the appropriate 
sheriff courts·. 'This ·approach· was •adopted · by ·Lord· 'Keith 'in· Jelfs v .. Jelfs'9 • 

Brit in· McNeil!'v. McNeil/1·0, the First Division clearly assumed that the 1sheriff' 
court; has jurisdiction under section 6 on the<mere basis of the residence' of a . 
defending 'husband' domiciled abroad. and this seems· to·l,e the more widely 
held view1 i:: : . , . . ; ' : 

1'04: Iri addition to the 190T .Act, section 6 of the Maintemi:nce Orders · Act 
1950 provides that the :sheriffhasjurisdiction in inter 'alia an action of'separation· 
and aliment at the instance of a wife if: · '.;: '' · 

'(a) the husband resides in England or Northern Ireland; and .. _ 

· (b.} thJ. p~rties ,last ordi~arily ;resided together -~s rii~h a11d Wif i in Scotland; , 
. , : . 'a:µcl_· . . ~ l' I , , •• • • • , - ; , - . : • -· -- ,. - , : • • _- , • • • •• ,. • , 

. · : (c) the' P,llISUer resides wjthin the jurisdiction of the sheriff'. -
. ·• 

· 41n an action -of separation.·and aliment, ~resides'. was construed .as ,giving ,effect to 'the 
common law ground of residence for forty days prior to the commencement of the action.: , 
see McNeil/ v. McNeill 1960 S.C. 30. 

6raragraphs (b)dc),.(h) and(j) • 
. ~ Wingrave v. Wingrave, (1919). .35 Sh.Ct;Rep.97. 
7Holt.-v.Holt(I908) 25 Sh.Ct.Rep.112-. · 
-'~For critical, 9omm.ents ·on prorogation, se~ ,McCord v. McGord 1946 S.C. 198 perLJ;C. 

Cooper .(obiter) at .p. 201; and on ,recon:vention, .Kitson v; • . Kitson 1945 .S;C, 434 ;per L.J.C:·. 
Cooper (obiter) at p. 439; cf. Docherty v. Docherty 1959 S.LT. (Sh.Ct.) 29~(obiter:) at p; 30.:. 

9193.9 S.L.T.286 at,p. 290,; see also Holt¥. Hdlt (n. 7:abo.ve)-~It is not:competentto found 
jurisdiction by arrestment 'in an ,action ,of separation ,and:aliment Such,an .action ,favolves .a . 
question of status and that can be tried only where the defender has a domicile\. , 

101960 s.c. 30. ::.- " r,}i. -., 

,nse~,for. example· Dobie,. Sheriff Court .Practice (19.52) p.:1525; Anton; :Priv.ate·lnternational 
Law (1967) p. 341. ,, _.,,;,·,.:;:i"' .,v ... i , ~> .. ,:·."'. 
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1Jze nature of an action of separation 

105. The reluctance of the courts to construe section 6 of the 1907 Act literally 
seems to spring largely from a desire to avoid the strange result of (a) conceding 
to the sheriff court a wider intemationaljurisdiction in separation actions than 
is assumed by the Court of Session, and (b) treating the action as relating to 
status when brought in· the Court of Session but as a :financial remedy in the 
sheriff court. Accordingly a detailed assessment of the nature of the remedy 
is an essential prerequisite. to framing jurisdictional rules. 

106. We consider that proceedings for separation in the sheriff court should 
be treated as akin to divorce for the purposes of jurisdiction as it is in the Court 
of Session 12 • It is true that since the Married Women's Property (Scotland) 
Acts 1881 and 192013, the effects of a decree of separation on a wife's status 
are much less substantial than they were during the intermediate stage of the 
gradual emancipation by statute of wives from the jus mariti and jus admini
strationis 1 4 • The remedy has now only minor effects on status in the sense of 
capacity to act, to hold property, to incur obligations and to acquire rights 15, 

for the wife already possesses that capacity. The remedy retains the distinctive 
role of entitling a spouse to live in separation while the marriage bond subsists. 
Whether in this role it 'affects status' is a question of categorisation which need 
not here be resolved. There are however strong practical grounds for regarding 
separation as akin. to divorce for jqrisdictional purposes. As the Morton Report 
stated 1 6, import~nt reasons for retaining the remedy are to permit a remedy 
t9 be provided for those who have religious or conscientious objections to 
divorce and also for those wishing to keep open a door to reconciliation. We 
may add that a decree of separation is sufficient proof in a subsequent divorce 
action of the cruelty or adultery to which the decree relates 1 7 • We think that 
today judicial separation should be regarded as the equivalent to divorce for 
spouses who wish to retain the marriage bond despite the breakdown of marriage 
and that an action for separation should be brought only where that . is the 
remedy which the pursuer really wants. 

107. The :financial aspect was probably at one time dominant but this is no 
longer true. A wife living in separation, whose husband had been guilty of 
adultery or cruelty, was not entitled to aliment unless she obtained a decree 

12See Administrator of Austrian Property v. Von Lorang 1926 S.C. 598 per L.P. Clyde at 
p .. 614; 1927 S,.C. (H.L.) 80 per Visct. Haldane at p. 87; Jelfs v. Jelfs 1939 S.L.T. 286 per 
Lord Keith at p. 290. 

131881 c.21; 1920 c.64. 
14That is, the husband's right to his wife's moveable property on marriage and his nght 

to act as curator for his wife over property not assigned to him. For this intermediate stage 
see the Conjugal Rights (Scotland) Amendment Act 1861, s. 6 which gave a wife holding 
a decree of separation a capacity to sue and be sued; to hold and to dispose of property which 
she may acquire; to enter into obligations; to become liable for wrongs and injuries, all as if 
she were unmarried. 

15E.g. the husband may be liable only by virtue of the wife•s agency of necessity, not her 
praepositura ,· he may lose rights on her intestacy; and a minor wife is exempt from her husband's 
curatorial powers. 

16(1955) Cmnd. 9678, para. 303. 
17Divorce (Scotland) Act 1938 (c.50), s. 4 (2) (cruelty); Law Reform (Miscellaneous Pro• 

visions) (Scotland) Act 1968 (c.70), s. 11 (adultery). 
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of separation or ,could state .that she was willing to adhere LB. Now, however, 
a spouse •Jiving · in separation. with just cause can . obtain interim ,aliment 1 9. 

Further a spouse can now obtain support rights .on divorce, and :the same 
judicial ancillary powers and duties as to aliment and custody of children 
apply in divorce and separation, so that the trend is to assimilate the tw-0 
remedies. 

l.08. . While the protective role of separation· actions is iriiportant, we consider 
that .the ge:n.e:ral criteria ,of jurisdiction should not be framed mainly to secure 
the protectio:n. of tile threatened·spouse. Where .a spouse, •fe::iring molestation 
from the other spouse., seeks protectio11 urgent]).' from the court, then domi: 
cile, habitual residence, and. the residence · of :the def endeI', or even the pur
suer, within a. she.riffdom for 40 days m~y be .an inadequate ,or irrelevant 
criterion of jurisdiction. Fox: praptjcal reasons it is probable that jurisdictional 
criteria for protective .remedies<should be;related tC> tht? place :where the wrong 
will occµr .so far as that.can be·a,scertained 2 0 ~ This, will most often be the country 
or district . of the . pursue.:,;' s residc::nce .. ·Prior. residence. even for 40 · dayi; m~y be 
too long a period in cases of urgency. Accordingly, the aims of the jurisdictional 
requirements of status actions and .those .of protective remedies. ,are irrecon
cilable. Faced with a choice, we . consider that judicial separation should .. be 
treated as a status action. We are reinforced in this view by the.Jact that there 
are .. other remedies than separation which are available to protect .a spouse. 
It is sometimes overlooked that the remedy of lawburrows is still competent, 
even between spouses who are cohabiting21 , and the remedy is still used, 
albeit ·very occasionally2 ·2 • There seem to be n:o Teported · decisions on the 
question whether a threatened ·spouse can obtain ali interdict against malesta
tion by ·a· 'Spouse ·entitled to· cohabit,· except in cases where the remedy was 
granted as ancillary or consequential· to a ·status action2'3, or ·to enforce ·an 
exclusive possessory right to his or her residence24 • We are informed that 
interdicts agairisf m:alestation have been granted in the sheriff.court-to a spouse 
in ·other ciicumstances2 5 and in such a case, unlike lawburrows, an interim 
order is ·competent. Where interdict •is competent, jurisdiction is founded on 
the place of the threatened wrong2 6• 

109. A compromise solution might be to confer on the sheriff court jurisdiction 
to protect a spouse as an exception to a general rule appropriate to status. We 

18Jack v. Jack 1962 S"C. 24; Beveridge v. Beveridge 1963 S.C. 572. 
~"Divorce :(Scotland) Act 1964 (c.91),'s. 6 . 

. 90See Anton, op.cit. (n. 11 above) pp. 121-122. . • 
21Fraser, .Husband and Wife (2nd ed., 1878) p. 910; for the procedure see Dobie, op.cit. 

(n. 11 above) pp. 510-511. · . ·· . 
21Infomiation kindly supplied by the sheriff clerk's offices at Edinburgh and Glasgow. 

We are informed that of 17 applications for lawburrows in the sheriff court at Edinburgh 
between1966 and 1970 .inclusive, 9 involved.disputes between spouses. 

23E.g. Gunnv. Gunn1955 S.L.T.JNotes) 69;inrecentyears, such cases have.become relatively 
frequent. 

24lnterdicts against return to a house following a. possessory decree of removing or ejection 
ate competent: MacLure v. MacLure 1911 S.C. 200; Angusv.' Angus (1905) 21 Sh.Ct.Rep.301; 
Barlow v. Barlow (1906) 22 Sh;Ct.Rep. 290; Donachiev. Donachie(1948) 64 Sh.Ct. Rep. 120; cf. 
Lawson v. Lawson (1950) 66 Sh.Ct.Rep. 207. 

115Information kindly supplied by the sheriff clerk's offices at Edinburgh and Glasgow. 
tsSheriff Courts (Scotland) Act 1907, s. 6(e). 
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reject this solution because we .. consider that the vagueness of the criterion and 
the availability of other. protective remedies having more: suitable. jurisdictional 
criteria. make it inappropriate. to the sheriff court •. 

Criticism of the existing. bases of jurisdiction and. recornmendations 
110. If, as we consider, judicial separation may be treated as akin to divorce 
for jurisdictional purposes, how do the criteria in section 6 of the 1907 Act 
and section 6 ,of the 1950 Act measure · up to the principles which, we have 
suggested, should inform this branch of private international law? The general 
grounds of jurisdiction· in section '6 of the 1907 Act are really a restatement 
of the· ordinary criteria of jurisdiction in actions where· patrimonial issues arise. 
Apart· from the residence qualification in paragraph (a) of the section, these 
grounds are not appropriate •tO actions affecting status since the sheriff courts 
would be. involved in ·settling the :tnatrlrrionial•·affairs of persons· who ·are not 
closely connected with Scotland by,decrees:which; because of this absence of 
connection,' would not be ·recognised ,abroad;· We therefore propose that the· 
criteria in paragraphs 0(b) to U) should n?t apply to, actions o~ sepa~ation. 

1 H.... In considering the · criteria in section 6(a) of the 1907 Act and section 6 
of the 1950 Act, weight should· be given.to .two points.- Any statutory test of 
jurisdiction ought, first to satisfy the ·.general objectives of jurisdiction in con~ 
sistorial causes, and second . .to allocate cases satisfactorily to , specific sheriff 
courts; 

l 17. • As regards ·th~ 'first of these points, it :would seem inapprqpriate to give 
the sh~riff court jurisdiction in circumstances wh~re it woukl nqt be . possessed 
by the Court Qf Session. We. there(ore. propose that th~ sh~riff qourt should not 
possess jurisdiction · unless either: the pursuer or. the defend~r is domiciled i~ 
Scotland at the date qf commencement .of proceedings or was habitmµly resident 
there througho:ut the year ending with that date. We reqognise tha:t tjiis would 
be a harder to the. assumptiot;t .ofjurisdiction by the sheriff.court µi, those few 
ca,se~ where neither the wife nor the husband has .suqsi&tin.g ties of 3:n enduring, 
nature with Scotland and separation is sought. ex necessitate~ But pursuers in 
those cases could bring an action in the Court of Session, which can give a 
remedy at very short notice. 

i 13. . In addition, a 'nirther test must be ad6pted \Vhich ~. satisfactorily' 
allocate cases to a particular sheriff court within Scotland. We think tllat it should 
suffice that either party, and not as at present only the defender, has been resident 
in the sheriffdom for the periods specified in section ·6(a) of the 1907 Act as it 
has been construed by the courts:· in other words, (a} one of the parties must 
b~ r~side~t. 'Yithin th~ sheriff dom at th~ date of the commencement of the a~tion 
and. h~ve. been resident there for a period of .at .least 40 days before that date; 
or (b) one of the parties .must have resided there for a period of at least 40 
days ending not more· than 40 days before the date of the commencement of 
the action and have no known residence in Scotland at that date. This would 
not· necessarily ·prevent· ~ctions J)eing raised· concurrently in m,:ore 'th~n ·one 
sheriff court but the shenff has p~:rrer Jg . remit any cause to. another sheriff"'. 
dom27 . · · · 

27Sheriff Court Rules, Rule 20 (see Sheriff Courts (Scotland}Act.1907,.Sch: 1). ; .. 
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114. , In relation to • the internaf aspects of jurisdiction ·our. :proposals are 
similar to those of the Morton Report'2 ·s and the· Report ofthti Departmental 
Committee on The Sherijf Court29.~ They would'meet-two~importalit criticisms 
of section '6 of the 1950 Act, mimely, that a husband-pursuer cannotJotmd 'On 
his: .own residence though· a :wife can~ ·and :that a wife-pursuer living say in 
Dumfries can found .on 1her. own residence· where 'her 'husband "is resident in 
Carlisle, but not if he is resident in :Wfok3 o. · 

'RECOMMENDATIONS 19' A.ND:'20·•. 
• , ' ' • ., • '~ •• , i 

ii?.· . We. r~COIDDlend t~at th~ sher:iff :cp11rt _sb,ould, hctve jurisdiqtion. ,in acti~ns 
<lfs~paration. if: . . ,. .... 
:. (I) .the Court of Session ·would ·have jurisdiction to ·,,entertain the .action 
otherwise than ex necessitate,. and::"'.· . 

(2}.oiie of the parties either·::, .. , .. <:· " . · . 

. '(a) ·is, .re~idenf with'tt~ the sheriffdom :at the. da~6. of.the ·comm~ncem.ent 
. . . , . . of th~ action and has: beell residen;t' tl;te;i;e Jqr a,period qf notk~s's' than 

. ·40 days:before that date; or: . : . . _,.. . ·•··. . .· . . 
(b).has i:e~ided.~thin theshe~ilfdom:'ror.a:period ofnot:less than 40.days 

.. : . ':. . • .endm,g not mor~. :than 40 days.· before ,the· date of the commencement 
o(the,actio:p. and has.no known residence in Sc;otland,at that date, 

As ,a consequence of this recommendation, we further·Tecommend that actions 
of separation should be excluded from the scope of: .section :6 of· the .'Sheriff 
Courts (Scotland) Act 1907 and <of :section: ,((of the Maintenance Orders Act 
1950. . . 

· :PART· X: · .JURISDICTION ffi'·tCROSS-A:CTIONS AND .FlJRTifIDR 
· ,. ACTIONS 

1'1'6~ It is a general rule that the court-.can entertain an action {or 'petition) 
anly where there is,-a -basis of jurisdiction:·.a1:the date of commencement of 
proceedings ·and-in-this .context, a:s·,we .frave seen/the proceedings are com
menced by the citation of the defender to ::court by· service of the summonst. 
This rule seems to have two corollaries. Firstly, if the original and all other 
bases of jurisdiction are .lost .during the proceedings, the defender cannot 
bring .a cross-action~~ It has.been ·held in England that .the .statutory ·provisions 
giving the.· court jurisdiction· in :proceedings ·for divorce ,by a· wife . on th~ . basis 
of herxesidence for three :years in England :do not concede .oriinply jurisdiction. 
in cross-,proceedings by ·her ·husband3 and, since .. the ·relevant :legislation is 
analogous4, the same :rule would.seem to·apply to Scotland. The second corollary .. 

. 28(1956) Cmd. 9678, paras. 977-9.79 and .recommendation 68 (Scottish) . 
. ~9.(1967) Cmnd,, 3248, .pa_ras. 90,-;-9~ and recommendation,12 .. · 

· 300,rant Report (see n. 2.9); para. 92; , . · : : ., · · : 
·1Seepara. 61 and authorities in p. 25, n.,24 above. • • . 
2Prorogation by the defender is not.a .possible. basis ;of jurisdiction in status . .actions: s~ 

para. 16 above, p. 7, n. 30. , , : 
8Le.vett v. Levett [19~7] P. 156; Russelfy; R~sell[1957l.R 375. . · • :· 

,.fl\fatrimonial Causes Act 196~, s. 40;.(1~ (b); Law Reform .(Miscellaneous Provisipns)Act, 
1949, s. 2,(1). ; .· : ' . ., · ,. . . 
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may be that the pursuer cannot bring what is in substance a new action, as by 
adding a conclusion for declarator of nullity on the ground of impotence, or 
for declarator of marriage, to a conclusion for divorces. The fact that the 
original and later actions are the same 'proceedings' from a procedural stand
point does not necessarily imply that they are the same from a jurisdictional 
standpoint, so that proceedings which are procedurally continuous may have 
different 'commencements' for jurisdictional purposes6. 

117. It is clearly unsatisfactory that, where a husband ( or a wife) finds a 
competent consistorial action directed against him in any country, he should 
not be able to raise a cross-action there. We have in part provided against this 
contingency by recommending general rules of jurisdiction based on domicile 
and habitual residence so that the court should have jurisdiction if either the 
pursuer or the defender fulfils the appropriate criteria at the date when the 
summons is served. But the problem would remain in cases where, after raising 
(say) a divorce action founded upon his (or her) domicile or habitual residence 
in Scotland, the original pursuer, with the intention of abandoning his Scottish 
domicile or habitual residence, leaves Scotland before the raising by the defender 
of a cross-action of divorce or of an action to have the marriage, which she 
claims to be voidable, declared null. While in the latter- case the defender in 
the Scottish· action of divorce might well be able to initiate nullity proceedings 
in another country and apply for the divorce action in Scotland to be sisted 
on the dependence of these prpceedings, we think it unreasonable to require 
her to do so. We advocate, therefore, that where the court is exercising juris
diction in actions for divorce, separation, declarator of marriage, or declarator 
of nullity of marriage, it should have jurisdiction to entertain any cross-action 
by the defender or any further action by the pursuer if the cross-action or 
further action is one of these four actions. We exclude petitions for dissolution 
of a marriage on· the ground of presumed death. Here cross-proceedings cannot 
occur and, in relation to further consistorial proceedings (e.g. for divorce for 
desertion) by the petitioner, a situation unlikely to occur in practice, it would 
be inappropri~te to allow a missing person's last known domicile or habitual 
residence indirectly to govern jurisdiction. We see no reason why our proposals 
should not extend to sheriff court actions for separation though cross-proceed
ings for separation must be very rare. 

RECOMMENDATION 21 
118. We recommend .that where an action of divorce, separation, declarator of 
marriage ordeclaratorofnullity of marriage is before the court, and another ac
tion whether of divorce, separation, declarator of marriage or declarator of nullity 
of marriage, relating to the same marriage, is brought, if the court has juris
diction to entertain the original action it shall have jurisdiction to entertain the 
other notwithstanding that the original and other bases of jurisdiction are lost. 

5Thus, in a damages action begun before the date of expiry of a statutory limitation period, 
it is not competent to change the basis of the action by amending the pleadings after that 
date: Pompa's Trs. v. Edinburgh Magistrates 1942 S.C. 119 per L.J.C. Cooper at p. 125; 
McPhail v. Lanarkshire C. C. 1951 S.C. 301; O'Hare's Executrix v. Western Heritable In
vestment Co. Ltd.1965 S.C. 97. 

8See e.g. Miller v. N.C.B. 1960 S.C. 376 where the service of an amended closed record on 
an additional defender was held to be the commencement of proceedings for jurisdictional 
purposes. See also McShane v. Mcshane 1962 S.L.T. 221 discussed at para. 125 below. 
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PART XI: JlJRISDICTION IN ANCILLARY AND COLLATERAL 
PROCEEDINGS FOR CUSTODY, MAINTENANCE AND FINANCIAL 

PROVISION ETC. 

(J) THE NATURE OF THE PROBLEM 

119. Some of those whom we consulted .were rightly concerned about the 
jurisdiction of the Scottish courts to entertain, in cotisistoria:l actions·, ancillary 
or . collateral proceedings for orders as to custody and access. Although this 
problem has been raised mainly·in the context of custody,· the problem is Wider 
and, for example, relates also to applications for orders for the maintenance 
and education of children and financial provision tf or spouses. The powers of 
the· courts to make such ancillary ·and collateral orders in consistorial · actions 
derive from a confusing amalgam of legislative provisions, 'which do not deal 
with questions of jurisdiction, and of common law authorities which, in matters 
of jurisdiction, are not always consistent with each other. In its mo·st general 
form, the question for consideration is whether the court'sjurisdiction in the 
international sense over the principal action relating· to matrimonial status 
carries with it jurisdiction in that sense to make competent ancillary-or collateral 
orders as to matters which attract different jurisdictional criteria when they 
form the principal conclusion or crave in separate proceedings. This problem 
of implied or derivative jurisdiction is particularly acute where the ancillary 
or collateral orders are sought subsequent to 'the granting of the final decree 
disposing . of the issue of matrimonial status. After we had formulated our 
recommendations in this Part of our Report, we ·were invited by Ministers to 
review, along with the Law Commission, the basis of jurisdiction to make 
custody orders and their recognition and enforcement. While the two Com
missions will require to consider the problem of ancillary· custocly jurisdiction 
in consistorial actions as part of that review, we believe that in the meantime 
there would be advantage in· legislation clarifying the basis of such jurisdiction 
in Scotland. 

(2) THE EXISTING LAW 

(a) Financial provision etc. for spouses in the Court of Session 
120. It is clear that, prior to the Succession (Scotland) Act 1964, jurisdiction 
in divorce implied jurisdiction to determine the legal rights 1 which, except 
in the case of a divorce for insanity2, emerged on divorce. The 1964 Act substi
tutes for these legal rights a system whereby the court may order the defender 
in a divorce action to pay to the pursuer such capital sum or periodical allowance, 
or both, as it thiriks fit and the Act also makes provision for the variation, 
reduction. or interdict of avoidance transactions3• Though the Act provides 
no jurisdictional rules, it is generally accepted that .no change was ,intended in 
the older rule by which jurisdiction in· divorce implies jurisdiction to determine 
relevant ancillary conclusions as to patrimonial matters.· As yet, however, 
there is no judicial authority on the p9fu.t. It is also a matter ,of inference that 
the same principle would· apply in actions of divorce for in&anity where. the 
court also has power to make an order for the payment of a capital sum or an 

' . 

1Man.derson v. Sutherland(1899) 1 F. 621 at ·p. 624; Cathcart v. Cathcart (1904) 12 S.L.T. 
183; Montgomery·v.Zarifi 1917 S.C. ·627 at·p. 637. ·· 

2Divorce (Scotland) Act 1938, s. 2(1) as originally enacted. 
8Ss. 25 to 27. · · 
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annual or periodical. allowance4 , in actions of separation where the·. dourt 
has, common law and. statutory5 powers to award aliment, in nullify' actions 
where it has common law powers to award damages and order restitution 
of property, and in all status actions (including actions of declarator of marriage) 
where it has power to award interim aliment. 

12L . Where questions of :financial ,provision arise subsequent to the final 
decree, different issues arise. Applications for. the variation or recall of an 
existin:g award, . or. for a first award in certain circumstances, of a periodical 
allowance or aliment·,. may_ be made by minute il;l the original process 6 which, 
for that purpose, continues in dependence after final decree. In the case of a 
divorce decree,. the li,berty to apply for variation etc. of a· periodical allowance 
is conferred by statute 7 : in the case of a ·separation decree, the liberty derives 
from the .continuing nature of the obligation of aliment at common law. Appli
cations may also .be made to the sheriff court for variation or recall of certain 
Court of Session orders 8 • It is not absolutely clear that the Court of Session or 
sheriff court has jurisdiction.in the international sense subsequent to decree and 
clarifying ,legislation is needed. 

(b) Ancillary conclusionsfor damages and expenses against a co-defender 
122 .. The Conjugal._Rights ,(Scotland). Amendment Act 1861, s. 7, provides 
that, in. an action of divorce for adultery, a husband may cite as co-defender 
the person. with whom his wife is alleged ·to have committed adultery and may 
obtain decree for the expenses. of the action. The Act confers no comparable 
right upon the wife. It has been held that the Act confers a power of citation 
but does. not confer jurisdiction over a co-defender who• would not otherwise 
be subject to the jurisdiction of the Court of Session 9 • lTnder Scots law a 
husband.is still entitled to claim damages from a person who commits adultery 
with his wife and may do so either· in a substantive action for damages, in
dependently of divorce proceedings, or by a conclusion in the summons of 
divorce. There is no authority as to the jurisdictional criteria appropriate to 
such a conclusion for damages, but it is thought that the criteria appropriate 
to personal actions apply. In England, on the other hand, . before. damages 
for adultery were abolished, the court's jurisdiction in the divorce action was 
held to confer upon·. it jurisdiction in relation to the claim for damages and 
costs aga_inst a, co-respondent1'0• While there are.arguments for the adoption 
of th,e English approach, we consider that it would be premature to reach a 
concluded view on this matter before considering whether actions of damages 
for adultery should be retained.in their present form or indeed at all. We shall 

4Divorce (Scotland) Act 1938, s. 2 as substituted by the Divorce (Scotland) Act 1964 ( c.91), s. 7. 
"Married Women's Property (Scotland) Act 1920, s. 4. 
6RuleS of Court of Session 1965, (S.I. 1965/32'1; 1965 I, p. 803), Rule l58(b),, as am.ended 

by Act of Sederunt (Rules of Court Amendment No. 1) 1972 (S.I. 1972/164). 
7See Divorce (Scotland) Act 1938, s. 2(2); Succession (Scotland) Act 1964, s. 26(3) and (4). 

No reservation of liberty to apply need be included in the decree; cf. custody etc. orders dis
cussed at para. 124 below. 

8See para. 126 below. 
9Fraser v. Fraser (1870)8 M. 400; Thomson v. Thomson 1935 S.L.T. 24. In the latter case 

it was suggested that where a co-defender intervened from abroad of his own accord, the 
court might assume jurisdiction on the ground that he had been responsible for occasioning 
the expense. This may be doubted. 

10Dicey & Morris, The Conflict of Laws (8th ed; 1967) pp. 305-307. 
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:requite to ,exan:iine this :question: in our :review off amily law since, Parliament 
having recently abolished the comparable English reniedyt,t; it 'is ,questionable 
whether the retention of its Scottish analogue can be justified. For these reasons 
::W.e:,,do :n<?t -propose.;,tO.JA~ke-fecoµunendatio11s ,f<;>r,,,a:cllang~)n the basis ·of 
juri~_ciictioµ .oyi:r 1CO.-:cl.ef~~de1J::

1 
; :,, • • • • • •• 

"',•:~~ ..... :~_.•;• .. · ~~,-

: .,. ; :::-i'.:·:,' ._,~C:qMMENDA:;rioN. 22 , 
123; · · · We recommend :that the rules ·gove:rningthe Court.of Session's jurisdiction, 
in actions' of divorce;~to<entertain conclusions ·for- damages for adultery •or 
:expenses against·a,co-defender-should notbe changed"at.the present time.': 

': • '.' •:.,. ~ :r; i :, . •'' , ' -, .. ,: • ] • ,. . .~ , • 

'(c) Pro-vision:fot the"custody, maintenance and-education 1etc: of;children·tn .. the 
·Cdurt 'of:Sessi6n:;: " · .. . · . · . . 

Ji24~ '. The. 'c2~iofSession'hififower to award ·capital allowances fotcliHdren 
'·orily in11.ctions ()f divorce for µisaP.i!Yn~,Ithas pdwerJµ,alfiictions dfdivorce 13, 

:s~paja.tio1114.And 1;1,t:illity1,s to:m;ike s_uc11·:proyisiotj, i:t;Lclnding ,the making of 
·interiin.awarq.~; 'as..to·_~t.sh@~eem,jliiit and:prqpf?f' wi,th-!espect to·the custddy16, 

maintenance ~nd·_educatfon of any· c1iildren gf the map-iage · upJq the age· of 
_:161 7, • an~ J>f'. 9e~in otp~r chjldren n.~ Awards: may be ;111ad,e to p~rents. or third 
parties'.~l~. )\.pplications. s_ubsegl!e~t: tcj' the. disposal: of,_ the princ~pal_ subject 
matter ofthe action are competent orily"ifthe decree resetves'leave to apply2o 
and Rules of Court now provide that directions reserving .leave to apply in the 
process until the yourigestchild'reaches 16·:m.usfbe included in the ·fuial decree 
in all defended and undefended actions21 and th{).tfor,the.purpt>se of subsequent 
applications.the.action cop.tinues in dependeµce until that time 2 2. Liberty to 
,apply~is. given .everi if the ·court grants decr~e( .ofabsolvitqr or of dismissal 
,:prpyided proof on the_ ineritey)n the :principaj: actioi(has ·been allowed 2_3,. and 
;~veii'_ if .nc:> order. as: t_o '-'.UStody, piajntenanc:e ai;ia educ,ationJS made2( The 
]ibe.r,t:Y.i~ giv~11 to ·.thir:d parties, hav~g an interest. as ~ell as parties to the ID;ar
,riage:2 ~,. Tl.J,~.cpurt 4as also· power, .to· make care orders or supervision. orders 2 6 
• ,« I - ',,,,• ,' •••-•-., • ' ' 

0 
• 

· , 11Law Reform (Miscellaneous ProvisioiJ:8) Act 1970 (c.33), s. 4; 
·• 1''DivorceTScotland) Act 1938, s; 2; ·· · . 
. . · 13ConjugaLRights (Scotland) Amendment Act1861,,s.,9, ·· 

, ,u!~-- ·,. . , ... ··• .. i··.· ·. . ·• 
15Mattin:lonial Praceedin,gs (Children) Act 1958 (c.4Q), s. 14(U. . .. 
16'Custocly' in'tliis context includes the less important matter of access: Matrimonial Pro

-ceeilings (Children) Act 1958,-s. 14(2); Shanks v. Shanks 1~65 S:L.T. 330 per Lord Fraser 
.at p. 332. . . ' . . . . . 

17Cust9dy of Children {Scotland) Act 1939{c. 4),s. 'L. · 
18Matrinionia1 Proceedings (Children) Act 1958, s. 7(1). 
19lbid, s. 14(2): see also Guardianship of Infants Actl886 (c. 27);s. 7 under which the court 

rcan declare the defender to be unfit to have custody. · · ' 
20Sanderson v. Sanderson 1921 S.C. 686. 
21Rules of Court of Session 19'65, Rules 163(c) and 16!1-. 
22lbid. Rule 166(6) substituted by Act of Sederunt (Rules of Court Amendment No. 1) 

1969 (S.I. 1969/474; 1969 I, p. 1361). 
23Matrimonial Proceedings (Children)_Act 1958, s. 9(1) overruling McArthur v. McArthur 

Il955 S.C. 414; see Driffel v; Drijfel 1911 ·s.J.,.T. (Notes) 60; Gallv. Gall 1968 S.C: 332. 
24Rules 163(c) and 164 (n. 21 above). 

: .. 25Rule 166(6) (n. 22 above) overruling Sutherland· v. Sutherland 1959 S.L.T. (Notes) 61; 
McKenzie v'. McKenzie 1963 S:C. 266; Copeland v. Copeland 1968 S.L.T. (Notes) 1~1'; affd. 
1969 S.L.T; (Notes) 70~ · · · · ·· 

26Matrimonial Proceedings (Children) Act 1958, ss. 10(1) and 12(1). · 
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and similar provision is made or applications after final decree for variation 
or recall of the orders2 7• 

125. There are two conflicting approaches to questions of jurisdiction to 
make orders for custody, maintenance and education. One approach suggests 
that section 9 of the 1861 Act, in conferring power to make these orders, must 
be deemed to confer upon the court jurisdiction in the international sense to 
make such orders wherever it has jurisdiction in relation to the principal 
conclusions of the action. In no other way may the court fulfil its statutory 
duty to satisfy itself, before granting decree, as to the arr~ngements for the 
welfare of the children28 . It has been held that the Court has jurisdiction in 
applications disposed of at or before decree2 9 • There seem to be no decisions 
supporting the view that this jurisdiction continues, unaffected by changes 
in the original basis of jurisdiction, after decree while the action continues in 
dependence3 0 • A rule to that effect appears to apply in England 3 1• In M cShane 
v. McShane 32 it was expressly held that section 9 of the 1861 Act does not 
confer implied jurisdiction to .make ancillary custody orders; that jurisdiction 
depends on the normal criteria in custody proceedings-the child's domicile, 
or his residence coupled with the risk of danger to him; and that the rule of 
liberty to apply is purely procedural and cannot extend the jurisdiction con
ferred by the 1861 Act. We question whether this approach is appropriate. 

(d) Ancillary and collateral jurisdiction of the sheriff court 

(i) Variation dnd recall of Court of Session orders 

126. The sheriff court is empowered by the Law. Reform (Miscellaneous 
Provisions) (Scotland) Act 196633 to dispose of applications for the variation 
or recall of certain orders for financial provision, aliment, custody, etc. made 
in consistorial actions by the Court of Session. The application must be one 
which would have been competent in the Court of Session 3 4 ; and the sheriff 
must have jurisdiction over one of the parties on whom the application has to 
be served, on the ground of residence or place of business or of prorogation 3 s. 
The jurisdictional problems relating to applications made to the Court of Session 
for variation or recall or orders 3 6 arise also where the application is made to 
the sheriff court but with the additional complication that the proceedings 
before the sheriff are not in theory part of the original Court of Session process 3 7 • 

27/bid. s. 14(3); Rule 168 (n. 21 above). 
28As to this duty, see Matrimonial Proceedings (Children) Act 1958, s. 8. 
29Battaglia v. Battaglia 1967 S.L.T. 49 per Lord Avonside at p. 51; approved in Oludimu v. 

Oludimu 1961 S.L;T. 105per Lord Fraser at p.107. 
30Cf. Hamilton v. Hamilton 1954 S.L.T. 16 and Shanks v. Shanks 1965 S.L.T. 330 where 

the original grounds of jurisdiction did not change. 
31Dicey and Morris, The Conflict of Laws (8th ed; 1967) p. 303. 
3n962 S.L;T. 221: see also Jelfs v. Jelfs 1939 S.L.T. 286 per Lord Keith at p. 290. 
33S. 8(1). . 
341966 Act, S; 8(2); 
35/bid. s. 8(6), applying Sheriff Courts (Scotland) Act 1907, s. 6(a), (b) and U). 
36See para. 125 above. 
37The proceedings do not· become part of the original Court of Session process until the 

sheriff court process is remitted to the Court of Session either for disposal by that Court or 
after disposal by the sheriff court: Act of Sederunt (Variation and Recall of Orders in Con
sistorial Causes) 1970, (S.I. 1970/720; 1970 II, p. 2271), Rules 6 and 12. 
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(ii) Collateral jurisdiction of the sheriff court in actions ofseparation 

127. In actions of separation, the sheriff court has common law powers 
'hardly susceptible of exact definition'·3 8 to make orders as· to inte~ custody 
of children 3 9 , and also as to interim aliment. These powers are largely super
seded by-statutory powers to make interim and :final ancillary or collateral 
orders as to the custody, ·maintenance or ·aliment and education of the child
ren4 °. The· sheriff court has also powers to award permanent aliment in favour 
of a spouse in ·a separation action 41 • Applications for variation oforders as to 
custody or aliment are made by application in the original process 4 2. While 
in the Court of Session a conclusion for custody .in a consistorial action is 
ancillary, in the sheriff court craves for separation and for custody are pro
cedurally severable and,· at· least until 1958, decree for custody could be granted 
whatever the fate of the crave for separation 4 3• However; the Matrimonial 
Proceedings (Children) Act 1958 seems~to have·made it incompetent for the 
sheriff court to granta custodydecree in such,acombined action unless either 
proof on !he merits of the s~paration actiorLhas been- allowed or decree of 
absolvitor was-granted therein 4 4. Applications after decree in '.respect of aliment 
are in theory consistorial ,and not proceedings_ Jor debt45 .. The primary basis 
of jurisdiction in statutory proceedings for separation, custody .and aliment 
is the same, namely the residence of the defender within the sheriffdom as 
provided by section 6 (a) of the Sheriff Courts (Scotland) Act 190746. It is not 
clear, however, whether. there is an additional requirement that the .criteria of 
jurisdiction obtaining in the Court .oLSession apply in cases with a foreign 
element4 7 • It is even less clear whether, if the court has jurisdiction in the 
international sense in a separation action, it has implied jurisdiction to make 
orders as to custody. · 

(3) THE NEED FOR LEGISLATION 

128. In the special case of ancillary conclusions for damages and expenses 

38Kitson v. Kitson 1945 S.C. 434 perL.J;C. Cooper at p. 442; 
39E.g. in cases of emergency such as abduction. At common law it may perhaps also enforce 

a parent's title to custody or adjust a right of access: Brand v. Shaws (1888) 15 R. 449; Murray 
v. Forsyth 1917 S.C. 721; Kitson v. Kitson (n. 38 above) at p. 441. · 

40Sheriff Courts (Scotland) Act 1907 s. 5(2); Custody ofChildren{Scotland) Act 1939, s. 1; 
Matrimonial Proceedings (Children) Act 1958, ss. 7(1) ;md 9(1). 

41Sheriff Courts (Scotland) Act 1907, s. 5(2); it has been 'held that in separation proceedings 
a crave for aliment is essential; seep. 38, n. 1 above. 

42Rule 171 of the Sheriff Court Rules; (see Sheriff Courts (Scotland) Act 1907, Sch. 1, 
as amended by Act of Sederimt dated 16 July 1936). As to applications by persons other than 
the parents, see Richardson v. Butns 1963 S.L:T. (Sh;Ct) 26. 

430'Brien v. O'Brien (1957) 73 Sh,Ct.Rep. 129 .at p. 133, construing the 1907 Act s. 5(2); 
cf. Scorey v. Scorey 0919) 35 Sh.Ct.Rep. 169. 

44See s. 9(1); it is paradoxicalthat this was an enabling provision for the Court of Session 
(see n. 23 above) but has had a limiting effect on the sheriff court's powers. 

45Thomson v. Thomson (1934) 50 Sh.Ct.Rep. 270. 
46As to separation see paras. 100-103 above; as to custody see Kitson v. Kitt.on (n. 38 above) 

and Campbellv. Campbel/1956 S:C. 285 perL.P. ·Clyde at p. 289. 
47In Hood v. Hood (1871) 9 M. 449, it was held that even if the sheriff had power to enter

tain an action as to permanent custody, he did -not have jurisdiction to grant an award to a 
father resident in Canada which would remove the child out of Scotland. In Kitson v. Kitson 
(n. 38 above) L.J.C. Cooper at p. 443 stated obiter that in custody the 'Court of Session, .... 
in the case of a father of Scottish domicile, is the only Court with pre-eminent jurisdiction 
from the standpoint of international law'. 
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against a co-defender,., we have already ·suggested that it would be premature 
t.o recommend. a change in the basis of jurisdiction 4 8 • Oth~rwise we consider 
.that, in the existing state of the law, there is.a need for.legislation to clarify 
the. power of the Court of Session .and of the sheriff court to assume jurisdiction 
in matters collateral o'r .ancillary ·to consistorial actions. This need will become 
more acute if .the bases of jurisdiction are widened. In relation to custody, for 
:example, the fact that a wife is .conceded· a separate domicile. for jurisdictional 
purposes enhances the risk of a divergence between the appropriate forum in 
divorce. and the· appropriate forum in. que.stions of custody. In our view, it 
.would be advantageous if the law provided that a court which has jurisdictio.n 
to entertain a consistorial action should also have jurisdiction to· determine 
·matters of financial provision, and questions relating to the custody, main
tenance and education of children affected by the decree. As we see them, the 
advantages may be summarised as follows: 

(J) The court with jurisdiction to entertain a consistorial action is likely 
'to be a court apprqpriate to deal w1th the affairs of the family as a whole. In 
~ily event, where there are concurrent proceedings for custody or :financial 
provision in another jurisdiction, it. would be open to the court to sustain a 
plea of forum non conveniens although that plea would not be available in the 
principal status action. 

(2) It is right that questions of financial provision, etc. should be dealt with 
by a judge familiar with the facts. of the case or who has before him a record 
of those facts. 

(3) The disposal of these questions by the court seized of the consistorial 
action would tend to reduce expense by making separate proceedings un
necessary. 

129. We concede that there are disadvantages associated with this approach. 

(a) It seems illogical to make jurisdiction depend on whether the claim 
is presented separ~tely or in the course of consistorial proceedings. 

(h) There will be an increased risk of conflicts in custody questions unless 
the general. rule which we advocate is accepted by international 
agreement4 9 • 

( c) If the court makes orders in ancillary patrimonial matters on the 
basis of a jurisdictional criterion appropriate to status rather than to 
personal actions, there is a risk that these orders may be ineffective. 

(d) It is arguable that assumption of jurisdiction in the original status 
action does not justify its assumption in later applications as to 
custody or financial provision when the parties, especially the debtor 
spouse, or the child, may have severed all domiciliary, residential and 
social connections with Scotland. 

48Para. 123 above .. 
49 Ancillary orders are excluded from the Hague Convention on Divorces and Legal Sepa .. 

rations by Article 1 and are not dealt with by the Recognition of Divorces and Legal Separations 
Act 1971. 
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130. · ·.0n balan~, :·,we .. consicl.er, that.,these disacb,rantages,;are~nutweighed :by 
the adv:antages. Poirit :(a) .abov:e is onej:,f·theoretica;L:rather.:than;;of;practical 
importance. The disadvantage ,alluded::to in .point {b)..may ,be .minimised lby 
reciprocal 1egislation; especially as between United. Kingdom countries/.1As to 
point {c}~ it niay welLbe that ,other,courts ·-Would ·accep-t,the gerier.al.-principle 
that ·courts dealing· with matters ;of ·status ·may ,properJy ,deal"·. with. :ahcillaey 
matters. Point (d), we concede; .has considerable'force.'."Nevertheless, :irrespective 
of any theory that the original ·process· .may:. continue· in c;Jependence for ~the 
purpose of such applications, there are practical advantages in conceding 
to the court which has the full record .of thefacts relating to the .br~akdpwµ 
of the marriage power to continue to deal with. collatera\ 'or ancillary oid~~s.'. 
This reasoning would ·apply ·also to·cas~s·:where the s'heriff court ·.eritei:tain.s 
an application to vary or recall a ·Court ,of :Session,;ordel' for\mainteria:ri~e~ 
custody, ·etc. by virtue of section 8 of=the 'Law Reform':(Miscellaneous·Pto::. 
visions) (Scotland) Act 1966. . : . . ,.: · · · . . . . ' . , ' 

· RECOMMENDATIONS '23 AND 24 ; . 

i31. . We ·recommend th~t le~~lati,ori. _should 'mak,e' 'it deaf that'.~b~te: ··~~ 
Court ofSe~sfon has jurisdiction.Jn an· action ofdivor:ce, separatiori,.,declarator 
pf marriage. 9r declarator of nullity of marriage~ .itshCJuld .also·-havejurlsdiction 
to entertain applications, wl?,ethe~. brought before or after deer~~; .for ancillary 
or collateral orders relating to. fuiandal provision fof spouses . of children~ . th~ 
custody, maintenance and education of children and kindred matters~ 'We 
recommend also that the same principle should apply, first, in determining the 
right of any person to make an application:widei- ·section·8·ot.theJLaw Refoi:ri:1 
{¥iscellaneous Provisions). (Scotland) ;\et 196.6 for. !11~ '.variation· or .recaJ=1. of 
~n o_rder_made in a.consistoriala~tion, and, second, to:pro~eedingsfor sep~?-ti~ 
in the sheriff court. 

PART XU: CONFLICTS ·oF .JURISDICTION: · 

0) THE PR_OBLEM OF. CONFLICTS . . _ .. 

132. It is highly undesirable that :two or more actions 1of-,divorce shol.lld 
proceed at the same time and between the same parties :in different jurisdictions. 
Concurrent ·actions waste judicial effort and the· parties' and legalaid resources: 
They may lead to conflicting decisions ;causing limping marriages,. unwelcome 
publicity, and other attendant problems. They .are Jbad for the parties, .for the 
children, and for the reputation- of the law, ·the courts and the legal profession:; 
While the unfortunate consequences of conflicts are the· 'same· whether the 
concurrent proceedings arise in· a United' Kingdom country ·or outside the 
United Kingdom, conflicts between United Kingdom jurisdictions can be 
prevented by .-reciprocal legislation. We shall therefore discuss separate1y the 
problem of con~urrent proceedings in United Kingdom jurisdictions1 ~ (It is 
to be noted tJ1at thesejurisdictions do not include the Channel Islands-and Isle of 
Man. We hope that the competent legal a11tµorities ·"'ill consider whether, .th~ 
rules discussed hereafter should be extended to ·cover proceedings :arising in 
these other parts of the British Isles under th~ ,Crc;,:wn,) ;: · · · · · · 

1Paras. 144-152 below. 
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133) Concurrent actions, may be the xesult of one of the .parties· seeking iii 
another forum an advantage not available to him• in the forum. selected by his 
spouse.: The problem of concurrent actions will ~ontinue perhaps even if there 
is· international hannonisatiori of the law of· divorce, both procedural and 
substantive. For geography is one advantage to a litigant which cannot ·be 
enacted ·out of existence. Moreover, parties and lawyers both tend to prefer 
their own courts to those. of another country. In any event, harmonisation· of 
this kind is unlikely to occur in the foreseeable future .. 

(a) One possible solution: 'first come.first served' 

~ 34. in this situation we have considered several possible solutions. One· 
solution likely to prevent conflicts of jurisdiction arising would be a rule giving 
priori:tY to . the courts. first seized. of a consistorial. question. But the crude rule 
of 'first come, first served' would have many disadvantages. Given the diver .. 
gences in the existing jurisdictional, procedural and substantive rules of different 
countries in consistorial :i;natters, it could be· used as a device to prevent, or at 
least delay, a party from.invoking the jurisdiction most appropriate to determine 
the issue between the parties and to force him to defend an action in an in .. 
coilvenien:t·forum. It could effectively preve~t,.· or at least delay, a party with 
S~ottishjurisdictional qualifications from seeking and obtaining the matrimonial 
remedies n<;>l'Illally available to him under the law of Scotland. We accordingly 
~~- . . 

(l,) Another_possible solution: forum non conveniens 

i3S. Conflicts ofjurisdiction would not'be prevented, but their disadvantages· 
considerably reduced, if the Scottish principle of forum non conveniens were 
applied generally in consistorial proceedings. The essence of this principle is 
that a Scottish court may decline to exercise a jurisdiction which it undoubtedly 
possesses because it is satisfied that a foreign court also possesses jurisdiction 
to try the case. arid that the ends of justice would be better served by its trial 
there than in the Scottish court2 • The principle has been widely applied in 
actions concerned with patrimonial matters but has hitherto received only 
limited recognition in the consistorial field. There are authorities suggesting 
that 'it may be applied in actions of adherence and alimettt3 and in actions for 
the custody of children 4. But, in actions where the issue relates to the status 
of the spouses as married persons, discussion of the plea was naturally excluded 
so long as ·the rule obtained that the court 'of the husband's domicile was the 
sole appropriate forum. The erosion, however, of this rule has already led to 
discussion of the relevance of the plea in this context5 and makes it desirable to 
consider whether statutory sanction should be· given to the general application 
of the principle of forum non conveniens, whether in its ordinary or in a modified 
form. The Recognition of Divorces and Legal Separations Act 1971 s.3, by 
requiring our courts to recognise foreign divorces and legal separations on the 

2/.,ongworth. v. Hope (1865) 3 M. 1049 per L.P. McNeill at p. 1053; Sim v. Robinow (1892) 
19 R. 665 per Lord Kinnear at p. 668; Societe du Gaz de Paris v. Armateurs francais 1926 
S.C. (H.L.) 1:3 per Lord Sumner at p. 22. 

3Finlay v. Finlay (1885) 23 S.L.R. 583. 
'McLean v. McLean 1941 S.C. 79; Babington v. Babington 1955 S.C. 115. 
6Balshaw v. Balshaw 1961 S.C. 63. 
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·basis of habitual residence and nationality as well.as:of,domicile;. m:ay indirectly 
:enhance the risk. of c.oncurrerit: proceedings. Our ·present .recommendations 
would do so directly by enabling, unless steps were_taken. to prevent this,: the 
Scottish 'C.ourts.to · assume jurisdiction in circumstances 'Wherejurisdiction .may 
well .be.competently ;assunied in. England or elsewhere. Legislation, then,, 'Would 
~ppear to. be desirable. · · · · 

136. Yet the principle •.of forum non .c,onyeniens in its present form would 
hardly be satisfactory because ·the circumstances iri . which it may be applied 
are ii.arrow. The emphasis' bf the. doctrine. is not on the convenien,ce· of the 
parties, _nor even upon their interests, but rather upon whether the ends of 
justice ·woµld be better .served by the· trial ·of the -acffoil .. elsewhere. ·A court~ 
however, is naturally reluctant to declare that the proceedings ·before it are less 
likely, to secure justice tp.an those of a: foreigil.' ,9ourt6 :In England; ·where ·the 
cqurts have powers to st~y eyen matrimonial ptoceedm,gs, they · exercise those 
powers with· great caution ·and,· it would ·seem, only when ;the continuance of 
the action would be oppressive or vexatious to ·the defendant arid when the 
stay would not cause an injustice to the plaintiff7 • The Court of Session might 
well adopt a similar approach. If this were. so, an extension ·of the ambit of the 
principle .of forum non• convenien.s · to actions• determining watrimonial statu& 
would. not significantly • reduc,e the .risk .of such actions. arising concurrently 
in Scotland and elsewhere. · · · 

( c) Recommended solution: discretionary sist 

137 .. Inout view, a broader rule'.is required which would empower::the toutt 
to sisf an action before. it in a ·variety of c:;irctmistat;1ces where .in .a literal .sense 
µ,o injustice· to·. either. party would follow. from allowing' Jt to proceed. · Such 
~ircumstances include cases where in tlte course of a Scottish action of divorce·~ 
ari. action 'for .a rem~dy . affecting the validicy. of thtf marriage is brought Jtt 
another jurisdiction. 'The question whether .a inarriag~ exists should ,primq. 
facie be s~ttled before the logically posterior question' whether it shotilci be 
dissolved. There are also circumstances where an action of divorce in Scotland 
should be sisted 'having regard to the existence o( divprce proceeding~, elsewhere 
as, for example, where the Scottish action has been ta1sed to 'harass the defender 
or to gain an improper advantage. 

138. Sine~ it i,s .impossible to predict, and therefore to prescribe qy ·.statute, 
the wide variety of circumstances in which a sist would be appropriate, the 
court should have a discretionary power-to sist an action where such a course 
would· achieve a more satisfactory balance of convenience and farrness as 
between the parties .. It is envisaged :that the Court ·of Sessi.on would exercise 
this discretion having regard to the written pleadings and to the .oral explanations 
of counsel on the Motion Roll. We have considered whether this discretion 
should be fettered by statutory guidelines requiring the court to have regard 
to certain specified. considerations such as the relative strength or substance 
of the parties' domiciliat)' and· .residential connections with the competing 
jurisdictions; the plac.e of the spouses' last common matrimonial. residence; 

' ' ' ' ' ) 

6See, for example, Babington v. JJabington 1955 S.C 115 (a custody case): 
7See Orr Lewis v; Orr·Lewfs [1949]·P~ 347; Sealey (or Callan) v:· Callan [1953rP.135. 
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the; ,date: when .. the proceedings :commenced; or the parties' conduct ofthe 
respective actions. Such ·guidelines· would not be· satisfactory. •They would not 
achieve 1 certainty; as to the appropriate forum ·because they would too often 
point different ways. Moreover the investigation of their relevance to a parti+ 
cl!dar. c~s~ would to<:> · often cause undue delay and expense ·especially where 
they involved disputed questions of fact requiring the court to hold a prelimin~ry 
proof8 • 

RECOMMENDATION · 25 . 
139. •·. ;.We recon:un~nd that ,the court should have power to sist any depending 
action of divorce, separation, declarator of marriage or declarator of .nullity 
~f mai;iage,. either. ex proprio motu or on the application of a party, if, where 
prq~edings in respect of the marriage or which might affect its validity are in 
d~pe:ndencerin any other _country whether within or outside the United Kingdom, 
the 9ourt considers that;·in all the circumstances, having regard to the balance 
o( convenience and fairness as between the parties, it would be preferable for 
the proceedings in the. other country to be disposed of first. 

(2) DUTY To DISCLOSE Exru-TmuuroRIAL PROCEEDINGS. · 

140~, If the power which we have recommended is to be effectively used the 
pursuer- and any other person who· has entered appearance in a ·consistorial 
action must inform the court of the existence of concurrent proceedings in 
other countries which might affect their matrimonial status. Such proceedings 
may be one of two types. They may be proceedings jn respect of the marriage 
in the Scottish action,.e.g. to dissolve or annul that marriage, or else, proceedings 
which miglif affept the vaUdity of that marriage but . which relate to a prior 
marriage between one of the spouses and a third party, for the validity of the 
n1ariiage at issue in the Scottish action may depend on whether, at the time 
~hen it was contracted, a prior marriage was valid and subsisting. The duty 
()f disclosure should continue until the beginning of the proof on the merits 
in the Scottish action. To make. the duty effective, the Scottish court should 
be able to exercise the discretionary power to sist . proceedings if it discovers 
after the proof has begun tl:iata person is in breach of the duty. But no action, 
e.g. of damages, should be competent in respect of a breach of the duty .. 

RECOMMENDATION 26 

141. We recommend that a duty be imposed upon the pursuer and any other 
person who has · entered appearance in· an action for divorce, separation, 
declarator of marriage or declarator of nullity of marriage, to disclose as soon 
as he or she· receives knowledge of them, · the existence of any proceedings in 
dependence outside Scotland which are in respect of the marriage or might 
affect its validity. 

(3) NON-JUDICIAL PROCEEDINGS OUTSIDE SCOTLAND 

142. In some countries; consistorial. proceedings, including proceedings for 
divorce .or :separa:tion, may be brought before .. an adri:ririistrativ.e body and, 
under existing Scots law, a remedy given ~n such proceedmg~ may be recognised 

8Such·prelimi1,aryp~oofs. a:re at present-rare, butscbe Duffes v. Duffes 1971 S.L.T: (Notes) 83. 
" • , • • • . , , , •I • ~ , , , • , , • i ., 't " • , . .' · , , ., ', • , 
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in :Scotland 9. We .consider that such non-judicial proceedings should be dis~ 
closed to the court and that where they are still pending, .the court should have 
power to sist the action before it if it considers such a course to be appropriate 
having regard to the balanc~ of fairness and co11venience. Rules of court ,should. 
prescribe the kind of non-judicial pr~~edings to which the ;.duty of. disclosure 
and .p.iscretfonary sist. pr<J~sions. wou}._d -apply. .. 

·_RECOMMENDATION 27 

143. We recommend that the duty of disclosure and the court's discretionary· 
power fo sist proceedings should apply, where appropriate, in i-espect of non-
judicial proceedings- outside Scotland. · · · · · 

(4) CoNFLICTS BETWEEN SeOTTISH AND OTHER UNITED S:K:INGDOM JURISDICTIONS 

i44. At present the rules· f~i the assumpti6n ~f jurisdiction in .Scotland, 
England and Wales, and Northern Ireland are virtually identical ·in relation 
to divorce and very similar indeed in relation to qther:consistorial or matrimonial 
actions. Accordingly the risk that -concurrent .:proceedings will' arise within 
these jurisdictions is sman.·· If; however, the grounds of jurisdiction in such 
actions are widened, the risk will be greatly increased, especially since any 
changes in Scottish jurisdictional rules are likely .to.·be accompanied by similar 
changes in other United JGngdom'jurisdictions_, We _have -already. referred.to 
the disadvantages of concu,rrent actions in different jurisdictionsl:0;. .. Though 
th~se_ disadvantages-_ are the same whatever the ... competing: jurisdictions, they 
are_ the.µiore o"bjectiQnable within a.unitary state, :Such_;as the.United Kingdom, 
which has the ·legislative ,power to ,minimise their.incidence ,and-to resolve them 
when they do occur.Further, they ar~.li:kelyto bemore:frequent.It is.essential 
tC>. our, propos~s thai -effectu;al measures be·- taken· on both-.sides of the ::boi::der 
to deal with this problem. 

(a) -P.ossible solutions 

145 .. If. conflicts between ·United Kingdom jurisdictions are to be avoided; 
rules to the same effect must be adopted ·in· each jurisdiction for different rules 
righf.point to different jurisdictions~ We h~ve the~efore worked in ;Close 
collaboration with th~ · Law .C01:nmissi9n to r~ach an agreecl . solution .. 'W.e 
rejected two possible approaches before adopting a. tbird. · 

'!46.' The ·first approach, adopted in o~r Memorandum No., 131 l~- consisted 
of positive· rules which, if enacted, would have made it incompetent, once 
proceedings for divorce had commenced in one United Kingdom country, 
to initiate divorce proceedings thereafter in another United Kingdom country 
unless the firstNmentioned proceedings had been terminated or sisted. The 
rules were designed to persuade, . but not necessarily compel,. a spouse to select 
the niost appropriate forum for divorce within the United Kingdom by requiring 
the court to sist divorce proceedings where certain conditions were .not fuJ.filled., 

9Recognitio:o. of Divorces and Legal Separations Act 1971, s. 2; cf. M,akoufpour v. Makoui:. 
pour 1967 S.C. 116. · · 

-1°see para. 132 above. 
11See Memorandum, Part III, Rules 6 and 7. 
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including the fact that the parties did not last habitually· reside together in that 
part of the United Kingdom. 

147. We do not now recommend the adoption of this solution. It is not in 
our view an objection to these rules that they might prevent a person from 
invoking the separation grounds applicable in England under the Divorce 
Reform Act 1969, s.2(1) (d) and (e). The answer to this objection is to amend 
the law of divorce, not to distort the rules of jurisdiction. We reject the approach 
adopted in Memorandum No. 13 rather on the grounds that: 

(a) its rules allow an action of divorce, if the defender does not apply 
for a sist, to proceed in a court which, under those rules, that court 
would have held to be inappropriate if he had applied for a sist; 

(b) in consequence, the rules permit spouses acting in concert to select 
the forum and the substantive law most suited to their own con
venience; and 

(c) although the rules would achieve certainty, without either being 
arbitrary or encouraging the precipitate commencement of divorce 
proceedings, they do so in a complicated way. 

148. The second approach was that the courts in each United Kingdom 
country should in respect of divorce exercise the general discretionary power 
to sist, which we have already recommended, and· that this power would be 
sufficient to eliminate, or at least reduce to an acceptable minimum, the dis
advantages of concurrent actions. We also reject this approach because it 
would not achieve the fundamental objective of preventing concurrent divorce 
proceedings from going ahead in more than one jurisdiction within the United 
Kingdom. It is true that the exercise of a discretionary sist after divorce pro
ceedings have arisen would, in an ideal situation, do something to prevent 
competing decrees but this would demand a degree of responsibility on the 
part oflitigants and their legal advisers and of restraint by courts in the respective 
jurisdictions which it might be unrealistic to expect in practice. Moreover, the 
principle of discretionary sist would not help a party or his advisers to ascertain 
beforehand the appropriate forum. Statutory guidelines fettering the discretion 
would not improve the position for reasons which we have already given 1 2. 

While considering that the discretionary sist would not by.itself be an adequate 
solution for concurrent United kingdom divorce proceedings, we envisage it 
being used in many situations where other consistorial proceedings are con
tinuing in another part of the United Kingdom and a mandatory sist would be 
inappropriate. 

(b) The mandatory sist: conflicts between concurrent divorce proceedings 

149. In our view, the best solution to a difficult problem is that the courts 
in a United Kingdom country should be under a duty to sist divorce proceedings 
where, on the application of a simple, factual test, it appears that the court of 
another United Kingdom country in which proceedings are in dependence is 
the appropriate forum to entertain the action. 

12See para. 138 above. 
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150. This solution depends for its success on the formulation ofa test having 
thef ollowing characteristics. It must indicate clearly to the parties the a:pptopriate 
court in which to commence proceedings, given that the rules .for assuming 
jurisdiction point to two different courts as equally competenLit must be simple 
and easily applied by the courts on ex parte ·statements .. of counsel in order to 
avoid the troµble and expense of preliminary proofs on a question of fact 
whether the test is satisfied. It must be wide enough to comprehend most.of the 
cases involving conflicts.·In addition it should not be arbitrary, as for example 
is the test of 'first come, first served', and it should .seekto identify the jurisdfo.; 
tion with which the marriage is likely to have the stronger '.conilection. After 
considering many alternatives .along with the Law· Commission, we :reached 
the conclusion that in the ;event of -concurrent divorce .proceedings, the ap.:. 
propriate forum should be that of the country in which (a) the parties last 
resided together and additionally (b) either spouse had habitually resided for 
not less than a year immediately _preceding the -~ate when the parties' joint 
residence ended. While this test is not wholly comprehensive, it should cover 
the great majority of concurrent divorce proceedings and hasthe other .charac-
teristics outlined above. · · 

151. On one matter we regret that we h11ve not readied agreement with the 
Law ·Commission. We consider it essential that where in a divorce action the 
court -is informed that other div9rce proceedingshave been commenced else
where in the United Kingdom, it should itself order a hearing to deal with the 
question of a sist. The Law Commission, howevei:-, consider that it ought .to 
be left to a party to apply for a sist: In our view, if tha,t .solution were adopted, 
there would be cases where, thou,gh the mandatory sist tesf would be satisfied 
if it were applied for, nevertheless the parties woul4 fail to apply for it. For 
example each party may be sO anxious for a speedy divorce that· each lets the 
other's action go undefended to enable the marriageto be dissolved by which
ever court first grants decree~ Again· a party might fail to apply f 9r a sist · through 
inadvertence or inertia. Such cases _ would occasion unnecessary concurrent 
litigation wasteful of time and money, often·public nioney, and the other dis-
advantages described at paragraph 132 above. We therefore .propo~e that where 
the court receives information that concurrent divorce· proceedings are going 
ahead in another part of the United Kingdom, it must arrange for a hearing 
to consider whether the action before it should be sisted. We understand that 
this would not cause procedural difficulties in the Court of Session. 

(q) Other conflicts;· mandatory or discretionary sist 
152. We consider that if the principle of mandatory sist which we have just 
outlined is applied to conflicts between concurrent proceedings for divorce, 
then divorce being by far the most common of the remedies with which we are 
-concerned, the risk of conflicts within the United Kingdom will be reduced to 
an acceptable . level. Where then~ are concurrent · proceedings .for nullity and 
divorce in respect of the same marriage, then the. court should be required to 
sist the divorce proceedings if, on the mandatory sist test, the court entertaining 
the nullity action is the appropriate forum. But a rule which·always compelled 
a court to sist nullity proceedings to await the outcome of a .divorce. would be 
difficult to defend since the question whether a marriage· ·exists is logically 
anterior to the question of divorce. 
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153 .. This example shows that the mandatory sist test cannot be applied 
indiscriminately to all conflicts between concurrent · consistorial proceedings 
and other examples can be :figured. For instance, it seems clear that a divorce 
should never have. to be sisted merely to allow proceedings for the lesser remedy 
of separation to proceed. It is necessary to avoid unduly complicated rules 
specifying the various permutations of concurrent proceedings where the: 
mandatory sist test must be applied. We have concluded, therefore, that the 
test should be applied by the court only in divorce proceedings and there only 
where there are concurrent divorce or nullity proceedings. This conclusion 
allows the court to resolve other conflicts by the discretionary power to sist 
proceedings which we have already recommended13 which would in any event 
be .available to the court if the conditions for the mandatory sist were not 
satisfied. 

RECOMMENDATION 28 
154. We recommend that the Court of Session should be under a duty ex 
proprio motu to sist an action ~f divorce if it appears to the Court: 

(J) that proceedings for divorce or nullity in respect of the same marriage 
are continuing in another United Kingdom country; and 

(2) that (a) the parties last resided together in that country; and (b) 
either of the parties had been habitually residing in that country for 
a period of not less than one yeat immediately preceding the date 
on which the residence together terminated. 

(5) . RECALL OF A MANI>ATORY OR DISCRETIONARY SIST 

155. Since the purpose of a sist is to enable extra-territorial proceedings to 
be disposed of, the Scottish court should be empowered to recall a mandatory. 
or discretionary sist where the concurrent proceedings in respect of which the 
sist was made are concluded or sisted. Once the sist of the Scottish proceedings 
has been recalled, the Scottish court should not be required to sist those pro
ceedings again even where, for example, new proceedings are begun elsewhere 
in the United Kingdom. While the mandatory sist pl'ovisions should apply 
only once, the discretionary power to sist proceedings should be available to 
the court after a sist is recalled. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 29 AND 30 
156. We recommend that the court should have power to recall a discretionary 
sist or a mandatory sist if the concurrent proceedings in respect of which the 
sist was made are concluded or sisted. We also recommend that where a man
datory or discretionary sist is recalled, the court should thereafter have a power, 
but not a duty, to sist proceedings a second or subsequent time. 

(6) THE EFFECT OF A SIST ON INTERIM ORDERS 

157. We turn now to the question of what should be the effect of a mandatory 
or discretionary sist on orders made in the course of consistorial proceedings 
prior to the sist. We discussed above in some detail the powers of the Court of 
Session in actions of divorce, separation, declarator of marriage and declarator 
of nullity of marriage and of the sheriff court in actions of separation to make 
ancillary and collateral,interim and :final, orders concerning :financial obligations 

13See para. 139 above. 
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and :orders aff~cting children1 4. These do not comprise the full range, uncertain 
in.·its.·boundaries, ·of powers available,to the ,courts :by statute·and at :common 
law~ ·Questions relating Jo money and to. children, however,. are in practice 
:those· which most frequently. give trouble· when conflicting orders .are .in force 
in different jurisdictions. This part of our Report is ·confined_ to .. conflicting 
interim orders relating to such matters made by courts in different parts of the 
:United Kingdom. 

J58. :Even at the present time, there is _some risk that a person may _.be subject 
to conflicting orders made by courts in different parts of the United Kingdom 
in matters relating- to financial obligations or the children. This risk will be 
increased if our proposals for widening the bases of jurisdiction iri consistorial 
actions and for clarifying the basis .. of ancillary jurisdiction are implemented. . . ' : ' . . '' . ,. ' ., ' 

159 .. In this ·Report, we cannot pro~ose a :general soltition to: the problem 
for.it also concems·compefing _o!ders given -in ·custoqy' .a11d·other proceedings 
.unassociated with .consistorial . ~ctions_ affecting matrimonial statust s·. ·olll" 
..teconimen<lations for a mandatory or . discretiop.ary sist could .·not be framed 
for the express .Purpose of ·resolvffi.g conDic.ts in ancillary or. c.ollateral 'issu,es .. 
Yet. that purpose can-·b~ achieved in part: if the ~ppropnaJe consistorial Jonim 
~sstimes jn ancillary· matters an exclusive jurisdiction which super~edes the 
competing ancillary jurisdiction of the· court sis ting . proceedings. While this 
proposal may not reduce the existing risk of cqµflicts,it is .likely to_pieventth~ 
increase which would otherwise result from the widening of the .basis oLcon ... 
sistorial jurisdiction. · · · · 

160. · To · enable the appropriate forum to assume exclusive juri~diction in 
controversial ancillary matters, interim· orders made· by· the sisting' court should 
lapse. Interested· parties in.list however be given· time to· :apply to the\. other 
court for a new order -where none has already been made 'by' that court. Accord:.. 
ingly, the orders should lapse on the expiry of a period of three months after 
the sist unless an order ofthe other court in respect of the same subject-matter, 
e.g. custody, is already in force. In that event there would be no need for a 
transitional . period and the ,order would lapse imme.diately upon the sist. If 
the .other.· court made .an .. order in re~pect .•of:the same subject~matter before 
the three month.period had expired,·that .order would, . .asisoon,as it came,into 
effect, supersede the order of the sisting court. The.machinery can:besummarised 
as involving lapse of an;order as·soon.as·there .is .a rele:vant order.of the other 
court and:in any .event at the conclusion of a period of three months. · 

161. The-court sisting proceedings should.during the transitional period be 
able to vary or recall-an existing order. In circumstances ofurgency, for example 
the threatened abduction of a child,the sisting .court should also be .able both 
to make. a· new order and to extend, if it thought necessary~ the operation of 
that order, or of an existing order, beyond the transitional period. An .emergency 
order. made .. during this period would subsist until a· new order relating to 

14See especially paras. 120, J24 and 127 above for references to interim. orders . 
. · 15This matter.iwas discussed in the Rep.o;rt .of the Hodson Committee on Conflicts of.Juris

diction Affecting Children (1959), Cmnd. 842. lt is about to be reviewed by.the.Law Commissions 
(see para. 119 above). . , .. • ., 
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the same subject-matter is made by the court of the country. in whose favour 
the sist was made. We envisage that the lapse of an order would not prevent 
the court sisting proceedings from making orders to enforce something which 
ought to have been done before the lapse e.g. the payment of arrears of aliment 
accrued before that time. · 

162. We consider that certain types of order should not be subject to the 
provisions as to lapse since, in our opinion, they should cease to have effect 
only if the court has first considered, either ex proptio motu or on application, 
whether the order in question should be recalled. An example is an interim 
interdict against molestation of a wife. Another example is an interim order 
committing the care of a child to a local authority1 6• Such orders differ from 
orders entrusting the custody or care of a child to an individual in so far as the 
court outside Scotland in whose favour the action is sisted cannot preserve 
existing arrangements by making· an order committing the care of a child to 
the Scottish local authority to whose care the child is committed 1 7 • In any 
event, such orders, which in practice are rarely made before final decree, catet 
for the relatively unusual situation where it is inappropriate to give· custody of 
the child to either spouse, and there may be no other individual to whom care 
or custody should be given. No express statutory provision need be made for 
the lapse of local authority supervision orders since such orders endure only 
so ·tong as the· child is committed by a Scottish order to the custody of any 
person 1 8 and accordingly a supervision order will cease to have effect when the 
Scottish custody order lapses. · 

163. For practical reasons our proposals are limited to an area, such as the 
United Kingdom, within which it is possible to .ensure that there is a high 
degree. of reciprocity between jurisdictions in conflict rules. Extensi~n by 
international agreements in the future would be welcome. · 

RECOMMENDATIONS 31-33 

164. We recommend that certain interim orders relating to .financial obligations 
or affecting children made in proceedings which are sisted as a result of con,;, 
current proceedings in another United Kingdom country should cease to have 
effect, (a) on the date of the sist in cases where an order in respect of the. same 
subject-matter is in force in the concurrent proceedings, (b) on the date of the 
coming into effect of an order in respect of the same subject-matter made in 
the concurrent proceedings within a period of three months from the date of 
the sist, and otherwise ( c) on the expiry of a period of three months following 
the date of the sist. We also recommend that the court should have power to 
vary or recall existing orders during the period in which they remain in force 
after the date· of the sist, and should in circumstances of urgency have power 
to make new orders, or extend the operation of existing orders beyond the 
expiry of the three month period, until· an order is made in the concurrent 

16Matrimonial Proceedings (Children) Act 1958, ss. 10 and 14(3). 
17See for example Matrimonial Causes Act 1965, s. 36(1) which refers only to local authori 

ties in England and Wales. 
18Matrimonial Proceedings (Children) Act 1958, s. 12(1). 
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proceedings in respect of' the same ,subject~matter. We further recommend that 
personal interim interdicts should not be subject . to. automatic lapse upon a 
sist ·except. personal interdicts affecting children. · · · 

PART XIIl: JURISDICTION JN CERTAIN 'OTHER CONSISTORIAL 
' .. PROCEEDINGS 

165. · We turn now to consider five types of consistorial proceedings which it 
bas be.en convenient ·to discuss· separately either because of ·their unfamiliarity 
or ·because we do not propose to make recommendations concerning them in 
this Report. · · · · 

(1) Actions of declarator of freedom and putting to silence 
' ' • ' • I , 

166. Actions of declarator of freedom and putting to silenceI are consistorial 
actions affecting status2 and as such are competent only in the Court of Session 3. 

The essence of an .action of putting to silence is . that 'the defender is alleged 
,to. be asserting ·a false relationship holding out that there is a relationship which 
does notexist to th~ prejudice of the pursuer'4 • Usually .the defender will be 
claiming that he or she is the pursuer's spouse but an action appears to b~ 
competent. where the defender claims that the pursuer is married to a third 
p¥fy5• The issue is therefore the same as in actions of declarator of marriagt? 
or actions of declarator of nullity relating to a void marriage, namely :whether 
or not a valid marriage exists or existed. Such actions, which are in practice 
very rare, usually relate to ·irregular marriages 6. As in. actions of declarator of 
marriage, the domicile of a woman depends on the result .of ,the action. 

. . . . 

167. While it has been suggested that an action of declarator. of freedom and 
putting to silence attracts the same jurisdictional criteria as apply to actions 
of declarator of marriage7, the existing basis . of jurisdfotion. is obscure. and 
accordingly legislation is desirable. We thin.k that the basis of jurisdiction should 
be .the same as in actions for divorce, . rather than :actions of declarator. of 
marriage, since special provision for actions brought after the death of a spouse 
seem unnecessary. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 34 AND 35 

168. We recommend that the Court of Session should have jurisdiction in 
actions of declarator of freedom and putting to silence on the same principles 
as in actions for divorce. We further recommend that any legislation imple
menting our recommendation 21 relating to jurisdiction in crosi:;-actions etc. 
should apply also to actions of declarator of freedom and putting to silence. 

1These should be distinguished from actions of declarator of bastardy and putting to silence. 
-tConjugal Rights (Scotland) Amendment Act 1861, s. 19; Willians v. Forsythe (1909) 2 

S.L.T. 252. 
3Court of Session Act 1830, s. 33 as read with Court of Session Act 1850, s. 16. 
'lmre v. Mitche/11958 S.C. 439 per L.P. Clyde at p. 461, (action of declarator of bastardy 

and putting to silence). 
5This seems to follow from lmre v. Mitchell (n. 4 above). 
6E.g. Longworth v. Yelverton (1862) 1 M. 161; (1864) 2 M. (H.L.)49; (1865) 3M. 645. 
'McLaren, Court of Session Practice (1916) p. 61. 
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(2) Other actions of declarator relating to matrimonialstatus · ' . 
169. In addition to the no"minate consistorial actions ·of declarator, namely 
of marriage, of freedom, and of nullity, we have also considered other actions 
for decrees declaratory of matrimonial status which are given by the Court of 
Session under its general common law powers to grant decrees of declarator. 
In recent times the Court of Session, after initial hesitation 8 , has recognised the 
·competence· of an action for declarator that a marriage has been validly dis
solved by a foreign decree of divorce,· whether judicial or non-judicial 9 • Actions 
of declarator of this · kind may raise rather different jurisdictional. problem.s 
from actions .of divorce. and the traditional nominate actions of declarator. 
For example it is not dear whether an innominate decl~rator of this kind 
should be treated as a consistorial decree affecting status and having extra
territorial effect, or as merely recognising in Scotland a decree or act in rem 
issued elsewhere. Moreover, because. of the relative novelty of the action, .its 
characteristics are less well defined than are those of the older nominate actions 
of declarator. 

·170. · As a result. of the ·Recognition of Divorces and Legal Separations Act 
1971, actions for a declarator recognising a foreign decree of divorce or sepa
ration are likely to ·become more frequent, and Indyka v. Indykat 0· may have 
a similar effect in relation to other consistorial decrees, such as of ·nullity, not 
covered by that Act. ·since the grounds on which the courts. may assume juris
diction in such actions are. not free frop:t doubt, we shall be undertaking con
sultations to enable us to present a Report on the matter. 

·(3) Petitions/or a protection order for a deserted wife's property.under section 1 
of the Conjugal Rights (Scotland) Amendment Act 1861 

171. Section 1 of the 1861 Act enabled a wife whose husband had deserted 
her to petition the court for an order protecting property which she had acquired 
after the desertion or might acquire in the future by her own. efforts. Such an 
order of protection, after intimation, had 'the effect of a decree of separation 
a mensa et thoro in regard to the. property, rights and obligations of the husband 
and of the wife, and in regard to the wife's capacity to sue and be sued11 '. It 
therefore affected status. However the abolition of the husband's paramount 
rights stante matrimonio by the Married Women's Property Acts 1881 and 
192012 has removed the need for such petitions which are now unknown in 
practice1 3 •.. W.e shall be considering whether these .petitions need be retained 
jn our la"'. and in the meantime we make no recommendations as to the basis 
of jurisdiction. 

( 4) Actions of adherence 
172. Actions of adherenc.e are considered to be consistorial for the purpose 

8See Arnott v. LQrd Advocattt 193.2 S.L.T. 46; McKay v. Walls 1951 S.L.T. (Notes) 6; Sim v. 
Sim 1968 S.L.T. (Notes) 15. · 

11Makouipourv. Makouipour 1967 S.C.116; Galbraith v. Galbraith 1971 S.L.T. 139; Bain v. 
Bain 1971 S.L.T. 141; Broit v. Broit 1972 S.L.T. (Notes) 32. 

10[1969] 1 A.C. 33. 
111861 Act, s. 5. 
121881 c. 21; 1920 c. 64. 
13Walton, Husband and Wife, (3rd ed; 1951) pp; 198-199. 
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ofjurisdictiont4, Since 1861, however, when a decree of adherence ceased to 
be a condition preceden(to an.action for divorce15, actions oradherence::have 
become very rare in practice, .except . .as a preliminary conclusion to an action 
of permanent ~entl6. It is arguat,.Ie, therefore, :that tpe,y should ·be treat~d 
as actions -whose aim is to seek a p~trimoajal remedy. Following the extension 
-c;,f the remedy of interim ·aliment Jn tJ;ie.case of.Donnel!Y.V:.Donnellyl.7'.ancl·in 
section 6 . of . the Divorce (~cotlancl) Act 1964, the reb1tionship of -~ctions of 
adherence . and. alitnent to · actioni• of interim aliment reg_tiir~s :review, both fo 
simplify terminology" and to restore a measure of principl~ tp a:ponfuse~ branch 
of the law. It may be considered, indeed, on Jurfherstuqy, that there. is no 
case for the .retention of actions of adherence in our familylaw. We therefore 
deem it premature to-make· recommendations as·to Jurisdiction in ·actions of 
adherence :1.mtil we have had an opportunity of reviewing the remedy in the 
context of our study of family law. ··· · 

(5) Acti~ns for: aliment between spouses 

173. Our Report is restricted to actions affecting matrimonial status.· We 
have not considered matrimonial financial remedies because; as we .indicate 
in the previous paragraph, they belong to a branch of the law which has become 
confused in some respects and which requi:resreview: As1n the case of actions 
of adherence and for· similar reasons, we deem it premature to 9onsider and 
recommend any change in the basis of jurisdiction in actions :of alimenfbetween 
spouses. 

PART XIV: SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

APPLICATION OF THE PERsONAL LAW OF THE SPOUSES: (PART IV OF 
REPORT) . Page 

1. No change should be made in the present rules whereby (a} the 
internal law of Scotland is applied in determining the substantive is1,ues 
in actions of divorce and separation and in .actions to have a voidable 
marriage declared null, and (b) foreign law niay be applied in actions of 
declarator of marriage, and in actions of declarator of n:ullity relating to 
a marriage alleged to be void.from its beginning. (paragraph 30) 13 

NEGATIVE RECOMMENDATION~ CONCERNING POSSIBLE :SASES OF JURIS
DICTION OTHER THAN DOMICILE AND RESIDENCE: (PART V) . 

2. Nationality should not be introduced as· a general ground of jurisdic-
tion in consistorial actions between spouses. . (paragraph 36) 15 

3. Nationality should not be introduced as a ground of jurisdiction in 
divorce in cases where British nationals are domiciled in a country which 

14Anton, Private International Law, (1967) pp. 340-341. 
15Conjugal Rights (Scotland) Amendment Act 1861, s. 11. 
16Walton, op.cit. (n. 13 above) pp. 134-135. 
171959 s.c. 97. 
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Page 
makes no provisions for divorce on the basis of domicile but recognises 
divorce on the basis of nationality. (paragraph 36) 15 

4. Jurisdiction in consistorial actions should not be based on the criterion 
of 'matrimonial domicile', or related criteria such as 'real and substantial 
relationship' with a country or territory. (paragraph 40) 17 

5. Jurisdiction in actions of declarator of marriage and of declarator of 
nullity of marriage should not be based on the place of celebration of the 
marriage whether or not coupled with personal service. Any doubt in the 
existing law as to this rule should be removed. (paragraph 43) 18 
6. The pursuer's presence in Scotland should not be introduced as a 
ground of jurisdiction in actions of declarator of nullity of void marriages. 
(paragraph 46) 19 

RECOMMENDED BASES OF JURISDICTION IN ACTIONS OF DIVORCE, SEPARA
TION (IN THE COURT OF SESSION), NULLITY OF MARRIAGE AND DECLARATOR 
OF MARRIAGE: (PART VI) 

Recommendations as to the test of domicile 

7.. For the purposes of jurisdiction in actions of divorce, separation in 
the Court of Session, nullity of marriage and declarator of marriage, the 
domicile of a married woman should be determined without reference to 
the rule that her domicile necessarily follows that of her husband. 
(paragraph 58) 24 

8. The wife's domicile at the date of the c:ommencement of proceedings 
should found jurisdiction ·in actions at the instance of either spouse. 
(paragraph 58) 24 
9. . The rule should be abrogated whereby the domicile of a husband who 
has committed a matrimonial offence is to be determined for purposes of 
jurisdiction in divorce and separation at the time when the offence was 
committed. (paragraph 58) 24 
10. In actions of divorce, separation in the Court of Session, nullity of 
marriage and declarator of marriage, the domicile of the husband should 
continue to fou,nd jurisdiction whether or not the action is at his instance. 
(paragraph 60) · 25 

11. The time at which domicile is to be ascertained in actions of divorce, 
separation, declarator of marriage and declarator of nullity of marriage 
should be the date of commencement of the proceedings. Where an 
action of declarator of marriage or of nullity of a void marriage is brought 
after the death of one or both of the spouses, the domicile of that spouse, 
or of either spouse as the case may be, at his or her death should also 
found jurisdiction. (paragraph 63) 25 

Retention of jurisdiction ex necessitate in actions of separation 

12. The existing rule of law whereby the Court of Session exercises 
jurisdiction ex necessitate in actions of separation should be retained. 
(paragraph 81) · 31 
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Recommendations as to ·.the test of habitual residence 

13. The Court of Session should have jurisdiction to entertain actions 
of divorce, separation, declarator of nullity of marriage or declarator of 
marriage ·(a) if eithei party to the marriage was habitually resident in 
Scotland throughout the year immediately preceding the date of com
mencement of the proceedings or (b) in the case ofactions of declarator 
of marriage or nullity brought after the death, of one or both of the 
spouses, if the deceased spouse was habitually resident in Scotland 

Page 

throughout the year immediately preceding the death. (paragraph 84) 32 

14. As a consequence of recommendation 13, section 2(1) and (2) 
of the Law Reform (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1949 (which makes 
the ordinary residence of a wife for three years in Scotland a basis of 
jurisdiction in divorce and nullity of marriage in certain circumstances) 
should be repealed. (paragraph 84) 32 

PETITIONS FqR DISSOLUTION OF MARRIAGE ON PRESUMED DEATII: (PART VII) 

15. In petitions under section 5 of the Divorce (Scotland) Act 1938 
for dissolution of marriage on the ground of presumed death, the Court 
of Session should have jurisdiction: 

(a) where the petitioner is domiciled in Scotland at the date of 
the commencement of proceedings, or was habitually resident 
there throughout the year preceding that date; or 

(b) where the missing person was domiciled in Scotland on the date 
when he was last known to be alive or had been habitually resi
dent there throughout the year preceding that date. This recom
mendation is made with the explanation that the period of 
habitual residence for one year is selected to conform with that 
recommended for other consistorial proceedings. (paragraph 
93) 35 

16. For the purpose of the foregoing recommendation the domicile of 
a married woman should be determined independently of that of her 
husband. (paragraph 93) 36 

17. As a consequence of recommendations 15 and 16 section 2(3) of 
the Law Reform (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1949 .(under. which the 
petitioner's domicile founds jurisdiction in petitions for dissolution of 
a marriage on the ground of presumed death) should be repealed. (para-
graph 93) 36 

ACTIONS OF REDUCTION OF CONSISTORIAL DECREES: (PART VIII) 

18. The Court of Session should have jurisdiction in actions of re
duction of any consistorial decree granted by a Scottish court whether 
or not at the date of the commencement of the action of reduction the 
defender was otherwise subject to the jurisdiction· of the Scottish courts. 
(paragraph 99) 38'. 
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JURISDICTION OF THF SHERIFF COURT IN ACTIONS OF SEPARATION AND 
ALIMENT: (PART IX) 

19. The sheriff court should have jurisdiction in actions of separation if: 
(1) the Court of Session would have jurisdiction to entertain the action 

otherwise than ex necessitate, and 
(2) one of the parties either: 

(a) is resident within the sheriffdom at the date of the commence
ment of the action and has been resident there for a period of not 
less than 40 days before that date; or 

(b) has resided within the sheriffdom for a period of not less than 
40 days ending not more than 40 days before the date of the com
mencement of the action and has no known residence in Scot-

Page 

land at that date. (paragraph 115) 43 

20. As a consequence of recommendation 19, actions of separation 
should be excluded from the scope of section 6 of the Sheriff Courts 
(Scotland) Act 1907 and of section 6 of the Maintenance Orders Act 
1950. (paragraph 115) 43 

JURISDICTION IN CR.oss-ACTIONS AND FURTHER ACTIONS: (PART X) 

21. Where an action of divorce, separation, declarator of marriage or de
clarator of nullity of marriage is before the court, and another action 
whether of divorce, separation, declarator of marriage or declarator of 
nullity of marriage, relating to the same marriage, is brought, if the court 
has jurisdiction to entertain the original action it shall have jurisdiction 
to entertain the other notwithstanding that the original and other bases 
of jurisdiction are lost. (paragraph 118) 44 

ANCILLARY AND COLLATERAL PROCEEDINGS FOR CuSTODY, MAINTENANCE 
AND FINANCIAL PROVISION ETC.: (PART XI) 

22. The rules governing the Court of Session's jurisdiction, in actions 
of divorce, to entertain conclusions for damages for adultery or expenses 
against a co-defender should not be changed at the present time. (para-
graph 123) 47 

23. Legislation should make it clear that where the Court of Session 
has jurisdiction in an action of divorce, separation, declarator of marriage 
or declarator of nullity of marriage, it should also have jurisdiction to 
entertain applications, whether brought before or after decre-e, for 
ancillary or collateral orders relating to :financial provision for spouses 
or children, the custody, maintenance and education of children and 
kindred matters. (paragraph 131) 51 

24. The same principle should apply, first, in determining the right of 
any person to make application under section 8 of the Law Reform 
(Miscellaneous Provisions) (Scotland) Act 1966 for the variation or re-
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call of an ord~r mac,ie in a consistorial a(?tion, and, second; to proceed-
ings for separation in the sheriff court. (paragraph 131) 51 

CONFLICTS OF JURISDICTION: (PART XII) 
,, ' 

25. The court should have powerto sist any depending action of divorce, 
separation, declarator of marriage or declarator of nullity of marriage, .. 
either ex proprio motu or on the application of a party, if, where proceed_; 
ings in respect of the marriage or which might affect its validity are in 
dependence in any other country whether within or. outside the United 
Kingdom, the court considers that in all the circurrisfances, having 
regard to the balance of convenience and fairness as between the parties, 
it would be preferable for. the proceedings .in the other country to be dis-
posed of :first. (paragraph 139) · - 54 

26. A duty should be imposed upon the pursuer and any other person 
who has ·entered appearance in an action of divorce, separation, .. decla.:.. 
rator of marriage or declarator of nullity of marriage, to·disclose as soon 
as he or she receives knowledge of them, the existence of· any proceed-
ings in dependence outside Scotland, which are in respect of the marriage 
or might affect its validity. (paragraph 141) 54 

27. The duty of disclosure and the court's discretionary·power to ·sist 
proceedings should apply, where appropriate, in respect ofnon.:judicial 
proceedings outside Scotland. (paragraph 143) 55 
28. The Court of Session should be under a duty ex proprio motu to sist 
an action of divorce if it appears to the Court: 

(1) that proceedings for divorce or nullity in respect of the same 
marriage are continuing in another United Kingdom country; and 

(2) that (a) the parties last resided together in that country; and (b) 
either of the parties had been habitually residing in that country for a 
period of not less than one year immediately preceding the date on 
which the residence together terminated. (paragraph 154) 58 

29. The court should have power to recall a discretionary sist or a man
datory sist if the concurrent proceedings in respect of which the sist was 
made are concluded or sisted. (paragraph 156) 58 

30. Where a mandatory or discretionary sist is recalled, the court 
should thereafter have a power, but not a duty, to sist proceedings a 
second or subsequent time. (paragraph 156) 58 

31. Certain interim orders relating to financial obligations or affecting 
children made in proceedings which are sisted as a result of concurrent 
proceedings in another United Kingdom country should cease to have 
effect, (a) on the date of the sist in cases where an order in respect of the 
same subject-matter is in force in the concurrent proceedings, (b) on the 
date of the coming into effect of an order in respect of the same subject
matter made in the concurrent proceedings within a period of three 
months from the date of the sist, and otherwise (c) on the expiry of a 
period of three months following the date of the sist. (paragraph 164) 60 
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32. The court should have power to vary.or recall existing orders during 
the period in which they remain in force after the date of the sist, and 
should in circumstances of urgency have power to make new orders, or 
extend the operation of existing orders beyond the expiry of the three 
month period, until an order is made in the concurrent proceedings in 

Page 

respect of the same subject-matter. (paragraph 164) 60 

33. Personal interim interdicts should not be subject to automatic lapse 
upon a sist except personal interdicts affecting children. (paragraph 164) 60 

ACTIONS OF DECLARATOR OF FREEDOM AND PurrlNG TO SILENCE: (PART 

XIII) 

34. The Court of Session should have jurisdiction in actions of decla
rator of freedom and putting to silence on the same principles as in 
actions for divorce. (paragraph 168) 61 

35. Any legislation implementing recommendation 21 relating to juris
diction in cross-actions etc. should apply also to actions of declarator 
of freedom and putting to silence, (paragraph 168) 61 

In Appendix IT, we annex a draft Bill, with explanatory notes, giving effect to 
the above recommendations so far as they require legislation. 
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APPENDIX I 

SUMMARY OF EXISTING BASES OF JURISDICTION IN CONSIS
TORIAL CAUSES AFFECTING MATRIMONIAL STATUS, CLASSIFIED 

BY, TYPES ·OF PROCEEDINGS , 

1. ACTIONS FOR DIVORCE 

(1) Domicile of the husband at the date of the commencement of the 
proceedings: (para. 8 of the Report). · 

(2) Domicile of the husband at the date of the matrimonial offence: 
(para. 9). · 

(3) Residence of a wife-:pursuer for 3 years prior to the date -of the com
mencement of proceedings, subject to certain provisos: (para. 12). 

2. ACTIONS FOR SEPARATION 

(a) Court of Session 

(1) Domicile of the husband at the· date of the commencement of 
· the proceedings: (para. 8).· · · 

(2) Domicile of the husband at the date. of the .matrimonial offence: 
(para. 9). · · · 

(3) Jurisdiction ex necessitate: (para. 14). 

(b) Sheriff Court* 
(4) Residence· of the defender in the sheriffdom for 40 days, subject 

· to certain provisos: (paras. 11 and · 12)~ · 
(5) Possibly other grounds of jurisdiction relevant to patrimonial 

actions: (paras. 101 and 102). · · 
(6) Residence of a wife-pursuer in the sheriffdom at the commence

ment of the proceedings, subject to certain provisos: (paras. 
12 and 104). 

*N.B.-Additionally the requirements of jurisdiction in the Court of 
Session may in certain cases require to be satisfied: (para. 103). 

3. ACTIONS FOR DECLARATOR OF NULLITY OF MARRIAGE 

(a) Void and voidable marriages 

(1) Domicile of the husband or alleged husband at the date of the 
commencement of the proceedings: (para. 8). 

(2) Residence of a wife-pursuer for 3 years prior to that date, subject 
to certain provisos: (para. 12). 

(b) Void marriages 

(3) Possibly, place of celebration of the marriage coupled with 
either personal citation within the country or the consent of the 

defender: (paras. 13 and 41). 
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(4) Possibly, domicile of the wife or alleged wife at the date of the 
commencement of proceedings: (para. 10). 

4. ACTIONS FOR DECLARATOR OF MARRIAGE 

(1) Domicile of the husband at the date of the commencement of the 
proceedings: (para. 8). 

(2) Possibly, celebration of the marriage coupled with either personal 
citation within the country or the consent of the defender: (paras. 
13 and 41). 

5. ACTIONS FOR DECLARATOR OF FREEDOM AND PuTTING TO SILENCE 

(1) Possibly the same as 4 above: (para. 164). 

6. PETITIONS FOR DISSOLUTION OF MARRIAGE ON THE GROUND OF Pru3suMED 
DEATH 

(1) Domicile of the husband-petitioner at the date of the commencement 
of the proceedings: (para. 8). 

(2) Domicile of a wife~petitioner at that date' subject to certain relaxations: 
(paras. 10 and 87). 

· · (3) · Residence of a wife-petitioner for 3 years prior to that date, subject 
to certain provisos: (paras. 12 and 87). 

7. ACTIONS FOR REDUCTION OF CONSISTORIAL DECREES 

(1) If the: d<f ender is personally subject to the jurisdiction at the date 
of the commencement of the action of reduction: (para. 95). 

(Z} P9ssibly; _the domicile of the husband at the date of the commencement 
of the action of reduction: (para. 95). 
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APPENDIX II 

Draft Consistorial Causes (Jurisdiction) 
(Scotland) Bill 

ARRANGEMENT OF CLAUSES 

Clause 
1. Actions for divorce etc. in Court of Session. 
2. Proceedings under section 5 of Divorce (Scotland) Act 1938 (Presump-

tion of death and dissloution of marriage). 
3. Actions for separation in sheriff court. 
4. Domicile of women for purposes of sections 1, 2:and 3. 
5. Actions for reduction of consistorial decrees. 
6. Ancillary and collateral orders. 
7. Provisions as to sisting of certain actions. 
8. Supplemental. 

· 9. Short title, commencement and extent. 

SCHEDULES: 

Schedule I-Ancillary and collateral orders. 
Schedule 2-Sisting of certain actions. 
Schedule 3-Consequential amendments. 
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Actions for 
divorce etc. 
in Court of 
Session. 

Consistorial Causes (Jurisdiction) (Scotland) Bill 

DRAFT 

OF A 

BILL 
TO 

Make further provision with respect to the jurisdiction 
of the Scottish courts to entertain certain consistorial 
causes, including actions for reduction of consistorial 
decrees, and with respect to the sisting of such causes; 
and for purposes connected with the matters aforesaid. 

BE IT ENACTED by the Queen's most Excellent Majesty, by and 
with the advice and consent of the Lords Spiritual and Temporal, 
and Commons, in this present Parliament assembled, and 

by the authority of the same, as follows: 

1.-(1} Subject to the following provisions of this section and to 
section 8(6) of this Act the Court of Session shall have jurisdiction 
to entertain-

( a) an action for any of the following three remedies, namely, 
divorce, separation and declarator of freedom and putting 
to silence, if, and only if, either of the parties to the marriage 
in question is domiciled in Scotland on the date when the 
action is begun, or was habitually resident there throughout 
the period of one year ending with that date; 

(b) an action for either of the following remedies, namely, decla
rator of marriage and declarator of nullity of marriage, if, 
and only if, either of the said parties is domiciled or was 
habitually resident as mentioned in the preceding paragraph, 
or died before the date when the action is begun and either 
was on the date of the death domiciled in Scotland or had 
been habitually resident there throughout the period of one 
year ending with the date of the death. 
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EXPLANATORY NOTES. 

Clause 1 

1. Clause 1. implements· the recommendations ,concerning the. jurisdiction of 
the Court of Session m Scotland to entertain actions for divorce,. separation,. decla
rator of marriage, declarator of nullity of marriage (in ·Part VI· of the Report) and 
for the combined remedy ofdeclara:tor:of freedom and putting to silence (PartXIII); 
It also makes. provision for jurisdiction in cross-actions by ,the ,defender. and further 
actions by the pursuer (Parts X and XIII). With one minor ·.exception, jurisdiction 
in· those· five types of consistorial action will in future depend •.exclusively on the 
domicile in 'Scotland, or on one year's p.abitual residence there, of either spouse. 
(Clause 4 gives an independent domicile to married Women for the purpose of 
jurisdiction). The case for retaining domicile as a basis of jurisdiction and for 
allowing the domicile of either spouse to found jurisdiction is set out in paras. A8 
to 64 of the Report. The case for introducing the basis of cine year's habitµaLresidence 
of either spouse is set out in paras. 65 to 84. Clause 1 applies only to actions corn.;. 
menced after the Bill comes into operation; (see clause 8(6)). · 

Subsection (1) 

. 2. Subsection (1) enacts the new bases of jurisdiction in the :five types of consis
torial action, leaving unaffected the cases mentioned in subsections (4) and (5). 
It implements recommendations 8 to 11, 13 and .34 of. the Report (see ;paras. 58, 
60, 63 and 168). · 

3. Paragraph (a) of the subsection prescribes the new .bases of jurisdiction in 
q,ctions for divorce, separation and declarator of freedom .and putting to silence. 
The paragraph provides that jurisdiction may be founded either on the domicile 
in Scotland; or on one year's habitual residence there, of either spouse at the date 
when the action is begun, viz. the date of the service of the summons (see para. 61 
of Report). At present, jurisdiction in divorce and ( except in certain cases of necessity) 
separation d~pends on the domicile in Scotland of the S!)ouses (a wiffs domicile 
by law is the same as her husband's) at the commencement of proceedings, or at 
the date of a matrimonial offence where that is the ground of action (paras. 8 and 
9 of the Report), or in certain divorce cases, on the residence in Scotland of a wife
pursuer (para. 12). Paragraph (a) thus restricts domicile as a basis of jurisdiction 
to domicile at the commencement of proceedings. (On the other hand, as a result 
of clause 4, the domicile may be either of two domiciles.) The paragraph also pro
vides a new basis, available to either spouse, of one year's habitual residence in 
Scotland of either spouse and this replaces the existing residential basis of juris
diction, available only to a wife-pursuer, applicable in divorce, but not separation, 
under the present law. In implement ofrecommendation 34 (para. 168) of the Report, 
paragraph (a) also assimilates the bases of jurisdiction in actions for declarator of 
freedom and putting to silence to the new grounds enacted for divorce. 

4. Paragraph (b) assimilates jurisdiction in actions for declarator of marriage 
and for declarator of nullity (whether relating to void or voidable marriages) to 
the new bases of jurisdiction prescribed for divorce by paragraph (a). It also makes 
new provision for cases where such actions are brought after the death of one or 
both of the spouses; (paras. 15, 62 and 82 of the Report). In actions for declarator 
of marriage, at present, the bases of jurisdiction are the husband's domicile at the 
commencement of the action (a wife's domicile being dependent on her husband's) 
and possibly, in certain cases, the celebration of the marriage in Scotland (see paras. 
8, 13 and 41 of the Report). In actions for declarator of nullity of a void marriage, 
jurisdiction at present may be founded on these bases (paras. 8, 13 and 41 of the 
Report) but a wife's domicile remains independent of her husband's (para. 10) and 
in certain cases, a wife-pursuer may found on her own residence (para. 12). Where 
the nullity action relates to a voidable marriage, jurisdiction at present depends 
only on the husband's domicile (the wife's domicile being dependent on his) (para. 
10 of the Report) and in certain cases a wife-pursuer's residence in Scotland (para. 12). 
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Consistorial Causes (Jurisdiction) (Scotland) Bill 

(2) Where the Court of Session has by virtue of the preceding 
subsection or this subsection jurisdiction to entertain a particular 
action, but apart from this subsection has not jurisdiction to entertain 
another action such as is mentioned in the preceding subsection which 
is begun in the Court in respect of the marriage in question by either 
party to the marriage while the particular action is pending, then, 
subject to the following provisions of this section, the Court shall 
have jurisdiction to entertain the other action. 

(3) No action for divorce in respect of a marriage shall be entertained 
by the Court of Session by virtue of subsection (1) or (2) of this section 
while proceedings for divorce or nullity of marriage begun before the 
commencement of this Act are pending in England and Wales, N orthem 
Ireland, the Channel Islands or the Isle of Man in respect of the 
marriage; and provision may be made by rules of court as to when, 
for the purposes of this subjection, proceedings were begun or are 
pending in any of those countries. 

( 4) Nothing in this section affects the rules governing the jurisdiction 
of the Court of Session to entertain, in an action for divorce, an appli
cation for payment by a co-defender of damages or expenses. 

(5) The foregoing provisions of this section are without prejudice 
to any rule of law whereby the Court of Session has jurisdiction in 
certain circumstances to entertain actions for separation as a matter 
of necessity and urgency. 
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EXPLANATORY NOTES 

Clause 1(2)-(5) 

5. Subsection (2) implements in part recommendations 21 (para: ·US) and 35 
(para. 168) of the Report. Under the existing law the Court of Session cannot 
entertain a consistorial action unless a jurisdictional basis exists .in respect of the 
action at the time when the proceedings are commenced .by service of the summons. 
If, thereafter, the original and all possible bases of jurisdiction are lost, the defender 

. cannot bring a cross-action :and the pursuer cannot bring acnew action. Subsection ' 
(2) provid~s that.if there is jurisdiction under subsection (1) to entertain an action 
mentioned in that subsection, the. court will have jurisdiction to entertain another 
such action (whether for the same remedy or for another of the five named remedies) 
relating to the same marriage .brought while the first action is pending. Moreover, 
jurisdiction under subsection (2) in the second action will in turn confer jurisdiction 
in ·a subsequent action to which··the clause,applies (if it is brought when the first 
action has been dismissed or.abandoned but the second ·action is pending) and so 
forth. The woi:d 'pending' .is defined. in. clause 8(4) to include the period when an 
action is pending on appeal since cross-actions may be competently brought at 
that time in certain circumstances: Walker v. Walker (1871) 9 M. 460; Duncan v. 
Duncan 1959 S.L.T. (Notes) 81. 

6. Subsection (3) is a transitional provision dealing with certain conflicts of 
jurisdiction which may arise between courts in Scotland and courts in other parts 
of the British Isles when the new jurisdictional rules in subsections (1) and (2) of 
the clause come into operation. The effect of subsection (3) is that where divorce 
or nullity proceedings begun in another part of the British Isles (England and Wales, 
Northern Ireland, the Channel Islands or the Isle of Man) before the date when the 
Bill comes into operation are pending, then a divorce action cannot be entertained 
in Scotland after that date until the non-Scottish proceedings are concluded. The 
reference to subsection (2) is necessary to prevent a pursuer from taking advantage 
of it in order to avoid the operation of subsection (3), e.g. by bringing an action 
for separation and then a further action for divorce. 

7. Subsections (4) and (5) are saving provisions. Subsection (4), implementing 
recommendation 24 (para. 123) of the Report, ensures that the Bill will not affect 
the present rules governing jurisdiction to deal, in divorce actions, with ancillary 
conclusions for payment by a co-defender of damages or expenses. The reason for 
the saving is set out at para. 122 of the Report. 

8. Subsection (5), implementing recommendation 12 (para. 81) of the Report, 
saves the existing jurisdictional rule whereby the Court of Session may entertain 
separation actions ex necessitate. The rule is explained at para. 14 of the Report 
and the case for the saving is made at para. 80. 
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Consistorial Causes (Jurisdiction) (Scotland) Bill 

2. Subject to section 8(6) of this Act, in proceedings under section 
5 of the Divorce (Scotland) Act 1938 (Proceedings for decree of pre
sumption of death and dissolution of marriage) the Court of Session 
shall have jurisdiction if, and only if,-

(a) the petitioner is domiciled in. Scotland on the date when 
the proceedings are begun or was habitually resident there 
throughout the period of one year ending with that date; or 

(b) the person whose death is sought to be presumed was domi
ciled in Scotland on the date on which he was last known to 
be alive, or had been habitually resident there throughout the 
period of one year ending with· that date. 
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EXPLANATORY NOTES 

Clause 2 

1. Clause 2, implementing recommendation 15 (para. 93) of the Report, amends 
the bases of the Court· of Session's jurisdiction to entertain petitions under section 5 
of the Divorce (Scotland) Act 1938 for. dissolution of marriage on the .. ground of 
presumed death which are treated in Part VII of the Report. The present rules of 
jurisdiction and their background are set out at paras. 85-87 of the Report and are 
criticised generally at para. 88. Under clause 8(6),·clause 2 applies only to petitions 
commenced before the clause comes into operation. 

2. Paragraph(a) provides that the petitioner may found on his or her own domi
cile in Scotland, or habitual residence there for a year, at the commencement of 
proceedings: (see para. 89 of the Report). Under paragraph (b), the petitioner may 
found on the missing spouse's domicile in Scotland, or habitual residence there 
for a year, at the date when he or she was last known to be alive. The case for this 
is set out at paras. 90-92 of the Report. 

3. Three main changes are effected by clause 2. First, whereas under the existing 
law, in ascertaining a wife-petitioner's domicile, the missing husband may be treated 
as having died immediately after· the last occasion when she knew or had reason 
to believe him to be alive, the effect of clause 2, together with clause 4, is to enable 
a petitioning wife to found on her own independently ascertained domicile at the 
commencement of proceedings.· Second, under clauses 2 and 4, jurisdiction may in 
future be based on the independently ascertained domicile in Scotland, or a year's 
habitual residence there, of either the petitioner or the missing spouse. Under the 
existing law, only the petitioner's domicile founds jurisdiction. Third, the clause 
provides a new ground of jurisdiction, available to a petitioning husband or wife, 
of one year's habitual residence in Scotland . of either spouse and this replaces the 
residential ground, available only to a petitioning wife, under the existing law. 
The relevant time for ascertaining a missing spouse's domicile or habitual residence 
is the date when he was last known to be alive. 
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3.-(1) Subject to subsections (2) and (3) of this section and to 
section 8(6) of this Act a sheriff court shall have jurisdiction to enter
tain an action for separation if, and only if,-

(a) either party to the marriage in question-

(i) is domiciled in Scotland at the date when the action 
is begun, or 

(ii) was habitually resident there throughout the period 
of cme year ending with that date, 

and. 

(b) either party to the marriage-

(i) was resident in the sheriffdom for a period of forty 
days ending with that date, or 

(ii) had been resident in the sheriff dom for a period of 
not less than forty days ending not more than forty days 
before the said date, and has no known residence in Scot
land at that date. 

(2) Where a sheriff court has by virtue of the preceding subsection 
or this subsection jurisdiction to entertain a particular action for sepa
ration, but apart from this subsection has not jurisdiction to entertain 
another such. action which is begun in that court in respect of the 
marriage in question by either party to the marriage while the parti
cular action is pending; the court shall have jurisdiction to entertain 
the other action. 

(3) The foregoing provisions of this section are without prejudice 
to any jurisdiction of a sheriff court to entertain an action of separation 
remitted to it in pursuance of any enactment or rule of court. 
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EXPLANATORY NOTES 
Clause 3 

l. General: Clause 3, implementing .recommendation 19 (para. 115) in Part IX 
of the Report, makes fresh provision for the jurisdiction of the sheriff court in 
actions for separation. Oause 8(2) and (3) explain what is meant, in relation to a 
sheriff court, by references to actions for separation (see explanatory notes on those 
subsections). Under clause 8(6), clause 3 applies only to separation actions com
menced after the clause comes into operation. 

2. Subsection (1) provides that a sheriff court will have jurisdiction if the require
ments in paragraphs (a) and (b) are satisfied. Paragraph (a), together with clause 4, 
prescribes the same jurisdictional criteria as apply, in the normal case, to separation 
actions in the Court of Session under clause l(l)(a) as read with clause 4. Paragraph 
(b) prescribes a test allocating cases to individual sheriff courts within Scotland. 
Jurisdiction will be founded at the date when the action is begun (by service of the 
initial writ). The present jurisdictional criteria, described at paras. 100-102 and 
104 of the Report, are the defender's residence in the sheriffdom, possibly other 
grounds of jurisdiction relevant in patrimonial actions, and the residence of a wife
pursuer subject to certain conditions. Additionally the tests of jurisdiction in the 
Court of Session may require to be satisfied (para. 103). 

3. Four main changes are effected by subsection (1). First, the subsection makes 
it clear that the new bases of jurisdiction in the Court of Session apply also in the 
sheriff court. Second, as a result of the exclusive words 'if, and only if', the ordinary 
criteria applying to the sheriff court's jurisdiction in patrimonial actions will not in 
future apply to separation actions; (see also clause 8(7)(b) and Schedule 3, para
graph 1 ). Third, a husband-pursuer will be able to found jurisdiction on his own resi
dence in the sheriffdom. Fourth, a wife-pursuer will be able to found on her own 
residence in the sheriffdom even though the other conditions required by the present 
law are not satisfied. The general case for treating separation as akin to divorce 
for jurisdictional purposes is set out at paras. 105-109 of the Report; the detailed 

. changes are discussed at paras. H0-114. 

- 4. Subsection (2) implements recommendation 21 {para. 118) of the Report 
in relation to the sheriff.court. 

5. Subsection (3) is a saving provision which ensures that the powers of the 
sheriff court to remit a case to another sheriff .court will continue to be available 
even though the residential requirements in subsection (l)(b) are not satisfied in 
relation to the particular sheriff court to which the case is remitted. This saving 
is made necessary by the words 'if, and only if' in subsection (1). 
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4. For the purposes of sections 1, 2 and 3 of this Act a woman's 
domicile shall be determined without regard to any rule oflaw providing 
for her domicile at any time to be the same as that of her then husband. 

5. Subject to section 8(6) of this Act, the Court of Session shall 
have jurisdiction to entertain an action for reduction of a decre~ granted 
(whether before or after the commencement of this Act) by a Scottish 
court in any consistorial proceedings whether or not the Court would 
have jurisdiction to do so apart from this section. 
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EXPLANATORY NOTES 

Clause 4 

This clause, implementing recommendations 7, 16 and (in part) 34 (paras. 58, 9.~. 
and 168) of:the Report, abrogates the rule of a wife's dependent domicile in the 
context of jurisdiction in the consistorial causes for which ,provision is made in·· 
clauses 1 to 3 of the Bill. Abrogation of the rule enables clauses 1 to 3 to provide 
that either party to a marriage can found jurisdiction on the wife's separately 
ascertained domicile in Scotland. The case for clause 4is set out at paras. 53-57 
of the Report (consistorial actions) .and see also paras. 88-90 (petitions for dissolu
tion of marriage on presumed death). · 

Clause 5 

aause 5, implementing recommendation 18 (para. 99) in Part VIIl of the Report, 
ensures that the Court of Session will have jurisdiction to reduce any consistorial 
decree granted by itself or any other Scottish court. The only test of jurisdiction 
will be that a Scottish court granted the decree. The existing bases of jurisdiction 
are described at para. 95 of :the Report and the case ·for the clause is set out at 
paras. 96-98. The clause is the only provision of the Bill which is not restricted to 
proceedings affecting matrimonial status. While under clause 8(6), clause 5 applies 
only to actions of reduction brought after the date when · the clause comes into 
operation, the clause affects consistorial decrees granted before that date. 
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6.-(1) Where after the commencement of this Act-

(a) an application is made to the Court of Session or to a sheriff 
court for-

(i) the making as respects any person or property of 
an order under any of the enactments or rules of law 
specified in Part I or Part II of Schedule I to this Act, or 

(ii) the variation or recall as respects any person or 
property of an order made (whether before or after the 
commencement of this Act) under any of those enactments 
or rules of law, 

and 

(b) the application is competently made in connection with an 
action for any of the following remedies, namely, divorce, 
separation, declarator of marriage and declarator of nullity 
of marriage (whether the application is made in the same 
proceedings or in other proceedings and whether it is made 
before or after the pronouncement of a final decree in the 
action), 

then, if the court has or, as the case may be, had by virtue of this Act 
or of any enactment or rule of law in force before the commencement 
of this Act jurisdiction to entertain the action, it shall have jurisdiction 
to entertain the application as respects the person or property in 
question whether or not .it would have jurisdiction to do so apart 
from·this subsection. 

(2) It is hereby declared that where- _ 

(a) the Court of Session has jurisdiction by virtue of this section 
to entertain ah application for the variation or recall as respects 
any person of an order made by it, and 

(b) the order is one to which section 8 (Variation and recall by 
the sheriff of certain orders made by the Court of Session) 
of the Law Reform (Miscellaneous Provisions) (Scotland) 
Act 1966 applies, 

then, for the purposes of any application under the said section 8 for 
the variation or recall of the order in so far as it relates to that person, 
the sheriff, as defined in that section, has jurisdiction as respects that 
person to exercise the power conferred on him by that section. 
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EXPLANATORY ·NOTES 

·Clause 6 

J. -Clause·. 6; ,which introduces ,Scheclule. 1,. llllPlements •.:recommendations '23 · • 
and 24 (para. ·.131) in. Part XI of.fae Report. It makes express :provision giving 

.. juriso!ctiori to the courts to entertain,applicafiorui_for~orders:as to custody, main-,: 
· tenance, "financial p:royision and certain· other ·ancillary or collateral matters arising 
in connection with . actions for· .. divol'.ce,: · separation; :declarator :,.of. marriage and 
declarator of nullity of marriage. The ~xisting powers of the courts.to make ancillary 
or collateral orders are set out in 'paras.119-1'27 of the Report, which also indicate 
the different approaches· aaopted by 'the courts to :the principle of implied or de-
nvativejurisdictio~ The case for..express statutoryjurisdicticm ¥\''Set out at paras. 

" '1'28-13(>'ofthe Report As' a corofiary to' clause H 4), "howevei;;:ancillary conclusions 
for damages or expenses' against a -'co-defender : are not' :included in Schedule 1 
(paras. 122-123). 

2. The effect of subsection (1) is that where jurisdiction in an action for divorce, 
separation, declarator of marriage or declarator of nullity of marriage is or has been 
established, the Court of Session, and in the case of an action for separation the 
sheriff court, will have jurisdiction to entertain an application in connection with 
the action, for the making, variation or recall of an order of the kinds described 
(by reference to specified order-making powers) in Parts I and II of Schedule 2 to 
the Bill even though under the existing law the court would not have jurisdiction 
as respects the person or property to be affected by the order. These orders are 
described at paras. 120-121 and 124-127 of the Report. The subsection affects 
applications made after the date when the clause comes into operation (see also 
clause 8(6)), including applications for the variation or recall of an order made 
before that date. 

3. Subsection (2), implementing recommendation 24 in part, ensures that if 
the jurisdiction of the Court of Session to make a specified order in an action for 
divorce, separation or declarator of nullity of marriage is or has been established, 
the appropriate sheriff court will also have jurisdiction to entertain applications 
under section 8 of the Law Reform (Miscellaneous Provisions) (Scotland) Act 
1966 for the variation or recall of the order; (see para. 126 of the Report). Orders 
under sections 26 and 27 of the Succession (Scotland) Act 1964 affecting property 
as distinct from persons are not within the scope of section 8 of the 1966 Act. 
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7. The provisions of Schedule 2 to this Act shall have effect with 
respect to • the sisting of actions for any of the following remedies, 
namely, divorce, separation, declarator of marriage or declarator of 
nullity of marriage, and with respect to the other matters mentioned 
in that-Schedule; but nothing in that Schedule-

(a). requires or authorises a sist of an action which is pending 
when this Act comes into force; or 

(b) prejudices any power to sist an action which is exercisable 
by_ any court apart from this Act. · 
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EXPLANATORY NOTES 

Clause 1 

1. · Clause 7 introduces Schedule 2 to the Bill which provides for actions for 
divorce. separation. declarator of marriage and declarator .of millity of marriage 
to . be sisted in certain cirdmstances w;hen there are concurrent proceedings in 
respect of the same marriage in another country including another United Kingdom 
country: see · generally Part XIl of the Report. The need for provisions to avoid 
or resolve conflicts of jurisdiction in such concuqent proceedings. is described in 
para. 132 of the Report. The Schedule implements recommendations 25 to 33 (at 
paras. 139, 141, 143, 154, 156 and 164). · 

2. Paragraph (a) of the clause deals with transitional cases .. It ensures that Schedule 
2 will not apply to actions which are pending when the Bill comes into force: •pending' 
is defined in clause 8(4). 

3. Paragraph (b) saves existing. powers to sist actions, such as the power to sist 
an action to enable another action to reach the stage where proof in both actions 
can be conjoined (e.g. Pring'le v. Pringle 1961S:L.T. (Notes) 60). 
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Supplemetal. 8.-(1) In relation to any action for any of the following three 

1949 c. 100. 

1950 c. 37. 

remedies, namely, declarator of marriage, declarator of nullity of 
· marriage, and declarator of freedom and putting to silence, . references 
in this Act to the marriage shall be construed as including references 

, .. to the alleged, or, as the case may be, the purported, marriage. 

(2) References in this Act to an action for a particular remedy 
shall be construed, in relation to a case where the remedy is sought 
along. with other remedies in one action, as references to _so much of 
the proceedings in the action as relates to the particular remedy. 

(3) . References in this Act to t:q.e remedy of separation shall be 
construed, in relation fo an action· in a sherijf court, as· references to 
. the· remedy of separation and alimep.t. 'J 

, ,·. ,•., ' ,., , ' 

(4) For the purposes of this Act the period during which an action 
in the Court of Session or a sheriff court is pending shall be regarded 
as including any period while the taking of an appeal is competent 
and the period while any proceedings on appeal are pending; and in 
this subsection references to an appeal include references to a re
claiming motion. 

( 5) In this Act any reference to an enactment shall, unless the 
contrary intention appears, be construed as a reference to that enact
ment as amended or extended, and as including a reference thereto 
as applied, by or under any other enactment (including this Act). 

(6) Nothing in this Act affects any court's jurisdiction to entertain 
any proceedings begun before the commencement of this Act. 

(7) Consequentially on the provisions of this Act, and subject to 
the preceding subsection, the following enactments are hereby repealed 
to the extent specified, that is to say-

(a) in the Law Reform (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1949, in 
section 2, subsections (1), (2) and (3); and 

(b) in the Maintenance Orders Act 1950, in section 6(2), the 
words 'an action of separation and aliment'; 

and the enactments specified in Schedule 3 to this Act shall have effect 
subject to the amendments there specified. 
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EXPLANATORY NOTES 

Clause 8 

1. Subsection (1) extends the meaning .of references in the Bill to 'marriage'. 
The extended meaning is relevant to references to the word in clause 1(1) and (2) . 
and paragraph .2:of Schedule 2 applying tq 'm8,friages' which have not been validly 
constituted. 

2. Subsection (2) .provides that references in:the Bill to an action for a particular 
remedy are to be co:Q.Strued, in a case where. there are conclusions for other remedies, 
as references to so much of the _proceedings asrelates to the particular remedy. 
The effect of this is that where for example an action for divorce is combined with an 
action for declarator of bastardy ·(e.g; ·Brown. v. Brown 1972 S.LT. (Notes) 25), 
clause 1 will confer jurisdiction: only·m relation to that part of the ·proceedings 
which relates to divorce. Again, where an action for divorce is sisted under 
Schedule 2, paragraph 2,. any non-divorce proceedings combined ii::t :the action will 
not be automatically sisted by virtue of that paragraph. 

3. Sub!.ection (3) ensures that references in the Bill to the remedy of separation, 
in relation to an action in a sheriff court, will be construed as references to the 
remedy of separation and aliment. This is the name by which the remedy is de
scribed in the Sheriff Courts (Scotland) Act 1907, s. 5. The definition is relevant to 
clause 3 and Schedule 2, paragraph 6(1). As a result of the definition, a sheriff court 
sisting proceedings for separation under paragraph 3 of Schedule 2 must also sist 
proceedings for aliment. 

4. Subsection (4) provides that the period during which an action is pending will 
be taken as including the period when proceedings on appeal (including a reclaim
ing motion) are pending. A reclaiming motion is an appeal to the Inner House of 
the Court of Session from a decision of an Outer House judge. The definition of 
'pending' is relevant to clause 1(2), 3(2) and Schedule 2, paragraph 6(l)(b). 

5. Subsection (5) contains the usual provision that references in the Bill to other 
Acts are to be taken where applicable to refer to those Acts in their amended form. 

6. Subsection (6) is a transitional provision ensuring that the Scottish courts' 
jurisdiction to entertain actions or petitions already begun when the Bill comes 
into operation will not be affected by provisions in the Bill changing or abrogating 
the existing grounds of jurisdiction e.g. the husband's domicile at the date of a 
matrimonial offence. 

7. Subsection (7), implementing recommendations 14, 17 and 20 (paras. 84, 93 
and 115) of the Report, repeals, as regards proceedings begun after the Bill comes 
into operation, the following enactments: 

(a) (i) the Law Reform (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1949 section 2(1) 
and (2), which enables a wife-pursuer to found jurisdiction on her own 
residence in Scotland in actions for divorce and actions for declarator of 
nullity of marriage. This basis of jurisdiction is replaced by provisions in 
clause 1(2). 
(ii) the Law Reform (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1949, section 2(3),. 
which sets out the existing grounds of jurisdiction in petitions for a decree 
of presumption of death and dissolution of the marriage. These grounds 
of jurisdiction are replaced by clause 2(1). 

(b) in the Maintenance Orders Act 1950, section 6(2), the words 'an action 
of separation and aliment'. The residential ground of jurisdiction in the 
1950 Act is replaced by clause 3(1) of the Bill. 

8. Subsection (7) also introduces Schedule 3 to the Bill, which contains amend~ 
ments to existing enactments consequential on clauses 2 and 3. 
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Short title, 
commence
ment and 
extent. 

Consistoria!Causes (Jurisdiction) (Scotland) Bill 

9.-(1) This Act may be cited as the Consistorial Causes (Juris
diction) (Scotland) Act 1972. 

(2) This Act shall come into operation on such date as the Secretary 
of State may appoint by order made by statutory instrument, and 
different dates may be appointed for different provisions of this Act, 
or for different purposes; and any reference in any provision of this 
Act to the commencement of this Act shall, unless otherwise provided 
by any such order, be construed as a reference to the date on which 
that provision comes into operation. · 

(3) This Act extends to Scotland only. 
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EXPLANATORY NOTES 

Clause 9 

1. Subsection (1) contains a provision in common form as to short title. 

2. Subsection (2) provides for the Bill to come into operation on an appointed 
day. This will allow time for rules of court to. be made to give effect to Schedule 
2 to the Bill (see paras. l · and 6(2) of that Schedule) and also to supplement clause 
1(3). Section 37 of the Interpretation Act 1889 (c. 63) enables such rules to be made 
between the passing of an .Act and its coming into operation. The subsection also 
enables different commencement days to be appointed for different provisions 
and purposes. of the Bill. This will allow clauses. 5 and 6 and, . for the purposes of 
clause 6, Schedule 1 to come into operation at an earlier date than other provisions 
of the Bill since rriles of court will not be required for these provisions. 

3. Subsection (3) deals with the territorial extent of the Bill. A comparable Bill 
has been annexed to the Law ·commission•s Report on Jurisdiction in Matrimonial 
Causes. The two· Bills are complementary and should come into force on the same 
date. 
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Section 6; 
ScH. 2, para. 5 

1920 c. 64. 

1907 c. 51. 

1861 c. 86. 

1939 c. 4. 
1958 c. 40. 

1886 c. 27. 

1938 c. 50. 

1964 c. 91. 

Consistoria/ Causes (Jurisdiction) (Scotland) Bill 

SCHEDULES 
SCHEDULE 1 

ANCILLARY AND COLLATERAL ORDERS 

PARTI 

Enactments and rules of law referred to in section 6(1) and in 
Schedule 2 paragraph 5(1) 

1. Any rule of law empowering a court to make an order for pay
ment of interim aliment pendente lite by one party to the marriage in 
question for the benefit of the other, including any such rule as ex
tended by section 4 of the Married Women's Property (Scotland) Act 
1920. 

2. Paragraph (2) of section 5 of the Sheriff Courts (Scotland) Act 
1907 so far as relating to orders for aliment or for regulating the 
custody of a child. 

3. Section 9 (Orders with respect to children) of the Conjugal 
Rights (Scotland) Amendment Act 1861 as extended by section 1 of 
the Custody of Children (Scotland) Act 1939 and by sections 7 and 
14 of the Matrimonial Proceedings (Children) Act 1958. 

4. Section 10 of the Matrimonial Proceedings (Children) Act 1958 
so far as relating to orders committing the care of a child to an indi
vidual. 

5. Section 13 (Power to prohibit in certain cases removal of child 
furth of Scotland or out of control of person having custody of him) 
of the Matrimonial Proceedings (Children) Act 1958. 

6. Any enactment or rule of law empowering a court to vary or 
recall an order the power to make which is conferred by any enact
ment mentioned in this Part of this Schedule or by any rule of law 
so mentioned. 

PART II 

Further enactments and rules of law referred to in section 6(1) 

7. Section 7 (Guardianship in case of divorce or judicial separation) 
of the Guardianship of Infants Act 1886. 

8. Section 2 (Effect of divorce on property rights) of the Divorce 
(Scotland) Act 1938, both as originally enacted and as substituted by 
section 7 of the Divorce (Scotland) Act 1964. 

9. Section 10 of the Matrimonial Proceedings (Children) Act 1958, 
so far as relating to orders committing the care of a child to a local 
authority. 
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EXPLANATORY NOTES 

SCHEDULE 1 

1. Part I of the Schedule is introduced by clause 6(1) and the· definition of 'relevant 
order' in paragraph 5(1) of Schedule 2: It specifies various enactments and rules 

. . of the common law t1D.der whicJ:i, in connection with actions for. divorce, separation, 
· declarator of marriage or declarator of nullity of marriage, the Court of Sessibn ' 

: ( or in certain cases the sheriff court) may make~ vary ot recall orders in respect of 
the aliment of spouses, or the maintenance, aliment,.custody or education of children 
and certain other matters. 

2. Clause 6(1) makes. express provision for jurisdiction to. entertain applications 
for these orders; (see explanatory notes on clause 6). 

3. Schedule 2, paragr~ph 5(2),"makes .provision for .the automatic l~pse of in
terim orders made under the powers specified in Schedule 1, Part I, in connection 
with actions for divorce,. separation and declarator of nullity of marriage which are 
sisted under paragraph 2 M 3 · of ~che4ule 2 by reference to i>rqceedirlgs outside 
Scotland befm:e proof on the merits in·the Scottish action·has begun. The specified 
powers, however, include powers exercisable after the proof has .. begun~.and orders 
made after that time will not be affected by para. 5(2) of Schedule 2; nor will orders 
made.in connection with actions of declarator of marriage,.to which·paragraph 5(2) 

. of Schedule 2 does not apply. 
', • h / ~ ' ' ' • • • ~ • 

.. .) ·4. "Partll is'i-efovant o:niy to clause 6(1) of the BilL It specifies'further enactments 
and rules of the common law to which clause 6 applies; (see:note 2 above and the 
explanatory notes on the clause). 
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1964 c. 41. 

Consistorial Causes (Jurisdiction) (Scotland) Bill 

10. Section 12 (Power of court to provide for supervision of child) 
of the Matrimonial Proceedings (Children) Act 1958. 

11. Section 26 (Orders for :financial provision on divorce) and 
section 27 (Orders relating to settlements and other dealings) of the 
Succession (Scotland) Act 1964. 

12. Any rule of law empowering a court, in connection with an 
action for declarator of nullity of marriage, to make an order for 
restitution of property as between the parties to the marriage or for 
the payment of damages by either of those parties. 

13. Any rule of law empowering a court to make an order for the 
payment of expenses of the action in question by either party to the 
marriage. 

14. Any enactment or rule of law empowering a court to vary or 
recall an order the power to make which is conferred by any enact
ment mentioned in this Part of this Schedule or by any rule of law so 
mentioned. 
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EXPLANATORY NOTES 

Seepage 91. 
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Section 7. 

Consistorial Causes (Jurisdiction) ( Scotland) Bill 

SCHEDULE 2 

SISTING OF CERTAIN ACTIONS 

Duty to furnish particulars of certain proceedings 

I. While any relevant action is pending in the Court of Session or 
a sheriff court and proof in that action has not begun, it shall be the 
duty of the pursuer, and of any other person who has entered appear
ance in the action, to furnish, in such manner and to such persons 
and on such occasions as may be prescribed by rules of court, such 
particulars as may be so prescribed of any proceedings of which he 
knows which are continuing in a country outside Scotland and which 
are in respect of the marriage in question or may affect the validity 
of that marriage. 
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General 

EXPLANATORY NOTES 

SCHEDULE2 

. . Schedule.2 is introduced.:by. clause·J and.applies only to. actions .begun in Scotland 
~ afterthe Bill comes into op.eration1 . 

;Paragraph .i 
:Paragraph l implements recommendation. i6. (para. 141),of the.J:leport. It imposes 

: a duty on the pursuer and any person .who has entered appearance. in .ar1.y 'relevant 
.. actiori' to disclose to the court certain proceedings which'.are continuing.in a country 
outside Scotland and which concern the marriage in question in the Scottish action. 
A 'relevant action• is an action for divorce, separation, declarator of marriage, or 
declarator of nullity of marriage (paragraph 6(1) of the ··schedulef 'The duty con
tinues up to the beginning of the .proof fa the Scottish action; the connotation of 
·•proof' is restricte.d by paragraph (i(lJ (a) (see, ~xplruiatory note thereon). Certain 
consequences of a ·breach of this duty are set out in paragraph 3(3). · 
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Consistorial Causes (Jurisdiction) (Scotland) Bill 

Mandatory sists 

2. Where before the beginning of the proof in any action for divorce 
which is continuing in the Court of Session it appears to the Court 
(whether as a result of information furnished in pursuance of the 
preceding paragraph or otherwise) that in respect of the marriage in 
question proceedings for- divorce or nullity of marriage are continuing 
in a specified country, it shall subject to paragraph 4(2) below be the 
duty of the Court then-

(a) to enquire-

(i) whether the parties to the marriage . have resided 
together after the marriage was contracted; and 

(ii) whether the place where they resided together when 
the action in the Court was begun or, if they did not then 
reside together, where they last resided together before the 
date on which that action was begun is in the specified 
country in question; and 

(iii) whether either of the said parties was habitually 
resident in that country throughout the year ending with 
the date on which they last resided together before the 
date on which that action was begun; 

and 

(b) if the Court is satisfied that all of those questions fall to be 
answered in the affirmative, to sist the action before it. 
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Schedule 2 (continuetl) 

Paragraph 2 

''EKPLANATORY .NOTES · 

. l; ·paragraph 2, implementing i·oo.om.inendation 28 (para. l54f~of the Report, 
·.pr°'vides. for :a ~:mandatory. sist' procei:iure :to resolve c~mflicts. of ce;>psi~tQria,1 Ju:iji,.,
,diction within the British Isles. Under the:paragraph, the courtis"required to sist 
.(i,e . .to hold ·in.suspense) a Scottish'divorce ·~tion if'.Jt.appears:fo)he,cqrirt 'tb,~t 
proceedings for divorce or ·nullify·are pending n:rruiother part of the British Isles 
,and if the conditions specified in •sub-paragraph (a) ,are satisfied~ The court1s duty 
to sist arises evel1If no application. fa lllade·to .the court for tha(purpost ·• ,. 

2. The procedw;e for .. .the • sist .. of. the Scottish. diyorce.action ·must 0be: completed 
before the beginning of the proof on the merits: (see para. 6(1) as to the meaning 
·of 'proof'): Thereafter· the duty,to ,sist the action under paragraph2 lapses. 

, ' , ' ,r,..,, 

. ,3. Under ~lause l(~)of the B_ill~-Jhere divbrce'~r n.iillityproceedfugsare pending 
bi another part·of the Bntish 'Jsles when the Bill comes into operation, _the Court of 
'Session cannot enterlain in action.for divorce :m :r:espect of the ,sanie marriage after 
that date until the pending proceedings have been disposed of. 

4. Paragraph 4(2) of Scheaule 21:elieves the ;Scottish· court,of the, .duty to sist ia 
divorce action a second time under- paragraph-2. .. . -· . . . , . -· . -- . 

. s .. See-para. '6(1:) dfthe Schedule as' to the,meaning of. 'speci:fied,country'. ·, 
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Consistorial Causes (Jurisdiction) (Scotland) Bill 

Discretionary sists 

3.-(1) Where before the beginning. of the proof in any relevant 
action which is continuing in the Court of Session or in a sheriff 
court,. it appears to the court concerned (whether as a result of inf or
matiori furnished it:i pursuance of paragraph 1 above .or otherwise)-

(a) that any other proceedings which are in respect of the marri
age in question or may affect the validity of that marriage 
are continuing in a country outside Scotland, and 

(b) that the balance of fairness (including convenience) as be• 
tween the p~ies to the marriage in question is such that 
it is apprqpriate for those other proceedings to be disposed 
of before further steps are taken in the action in the said 
court, 

the c6urt may then if it thinks ·fit sist that action. 

(2) The preceding sub~paragraph is without prejudice to the duty 
imposed on the Court of Session by paragraph 2 above. 

(3) If, at any time after the beginning of the proof in any relevant 
action which is pending in the Court of Session or a sheriff court, 
the court concerned is satisfied that a person has failed to perform 
the duty imposed on him in respect of the action and any such other 
proceedings as aforesaid by paragraph 1 above, sub-paragraph (1) 
of this paragraph shall have effect in relation to the relevant action 
and the other proceedings as if the words 'before the beginning of 
the proof' were omitted; but no action in respect of the failure of a 
person to pe1f orm such a duty shall be competent. 
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·. 
Schedule 2 (continued) 

Paragraph 3 

1. Sub--paragraph (l) implements·recommei:\dation ,,24, (p~.13;9).:of :the Report 
and provides a discreti~ power for :1he ,e<:>~ ,to·"sist :a,. 'r.elevant actio1f ,(see 
paragra.ph. 6(1)) where· proceedirigs in respect of_ the same marriage oiaffectirig Jts 
validity are contin:ui:ng outside Scotland; 'The discretfon.a:g ·power of sist ~6m- "be 
exercisei:1 afany time•up to1he beginning of:th(Fproof (see ,expla:tuifilry:note ·2:..1:0 
pai'agtaph 2). Thereafter,· the ,discretionaty power ;can Jbe :exercised:.only :.under 
sub-paragraph (3). '.fhe. di&cretionary •power· t<t ~jst :.c~ ·be .:e.xe:rclseq-; ~ven_ Al,qµgh 
no application is made to the court for that puij;,ose. Rules· of court will specify 
when,prpceedings in at!-~ther,<.-:ountry ai:e, ~continuing: ,(para_graph,6(2).of.Schedule 2). 
··- -~::•,,. '" ', . ·--··'·""•' ... ~,. -, ... ~-·•~i.,•- •. ·"•"'"" •. ,,~, .. :,,, __ , "''"" ·• .. ~ .. - ,. ~~· -,1 1, .... ,: 

' 2. · sub"-paragraph (2),makes --it clear 'thaf-sub:paragraph~/(I)': odes· not militate 
.agamst"'the operation ;of· paragraph 2 i"Wlder ·which; in ~:the :circumstances·ther~ 
specified, the impo~iti~11'.o(~_:Sist, is mand~tpry, L , , , · · .. , ... 

3. Sub-paragraph (3) implements recommendation 26 (para. 141) of the Report 
and provides for certain consequences which follow from the breach by a person 
of the duty imposed by-paragraph 1. If the breach of duty is not discovered until 
after the beginning of the proof in the Scottish action, the duty to sist the action 
under paragraph 2 has by then lapsed; and, but for this sub-paragraph, the dis
cretionary power to order a sist under sub-paragraph (1) of this paragraph would 
also lapse. This sub-paragraph, however, keeps the latter power alive in these 
circumstances - i.e. when there has been a breach of the paragraph 1 duty. That 
duty can arise only in relation to proceedings in another country which the pursuer, 
or a person entering appearance, knows of before the beginning of the proof. No 
civil remedy is to be available to any person as a result of a breach of the duty to 
disclose. 



Consistorial Causes (Jurisdiction) (Scotland) Bill 

Supplemental 

4.-(f) · Where. an· action is sisted in ·pursuance of paragraph 2 or 3 
:ab~v.:e, the, cot_ip:: may if it thinks fit, on the application .of a party to 
the' acti.on; recall,Jhe. sist if it appears to the court that the other pro
ce~dings• .PY· reference to which the action 'was. sisted are sisted· or 
concluded ,or. that a party to those other proceedings has delayed 
unreasonably in. prosecuting those other proceedings. . 

.. .. I 

(2) Where an action has been sisted in pursuance of paragraph 2 
above by· reference to some 'Other proceedings, and the court recalls 
the-sist in pursuance of the ·preceding sub-paragraph, the court shall 
not again sist the action in pursuance of the said paragraph 2. 
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:EXPLANATORY NOTES . . "" .,,, . '" ,·, ·-·· ' '" ..,. 

Schedule 2 (continued) 

J'.aragraph ~r. ··. -· . 
. : 1: 'Sul>-para!P'OP~- (i) ~plemenis \•ecommendation 2Q (p~a,· is<v ~~d .provides 
for'the couifto'have a. discretion•in.certam·circum.starices; <>µ the appljcapon._of.·~ 
party in ·the Scottish action, to recall ·a sist ·ordered• under pa,ragr,apli 2 or ~ .:of the 
Schedule. ·· · .. · · · " ·'·· -· · 

2. Sub-paragraph (2) :implements -~ecoriimeridation 30 (para. : 15(>) ·of ;the :Report 
and. provides-that where a mandatocy ,.sist .. of .a Scottish divorce.~on .has been 
ordqed by ~e _court . under pan,.graph _ 2 .and:is' sub,sequ~ritb: r~~ •. the court 
cannot again sist" the actien. underthat paragraph. , . · · ··. · · · 
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Consistorial Causes (Jurisdiction) (Scotland) Bill 

5.-(1) The provisions of sub-paragraphs (2) and (3) below shall 
apply w:µ.ere an action _for_ any of the following remedies, namely, 
divor~e, . separation a,nd declarator of nullity of marriage, is sisted 
by. reference to . proceedings in a specified· colintry for any of those 
remedies; and in this paragraph-

'custody' includes access.to the child in question; 
'the · oilier proceedings', in relation to any sisted action, means 

the proceedings in a specified country by reference to which 
the action was sisted; · 

'relevant order' means an interim order made by virtue of any 
of the enactments or rules of law specified in Part I of Schedule 
1 to this Act; and 

'sisted' means sisted in pursuance of this Schedule. 

(2) Where an action such as is mentioned in sub-paragraph (1) 
above is sisted, then, without prejudice to the effect of the sist apart 
from this paragraph,-

(a) the court shall not have power to make a relevant order in 
connection with the sisted action except in pursuance of 
paragraph (c) of this sub-paragraph; and 

(b) subject to the said paragraph ( c ), any relevant order made in 
connection with the sisted action shall (unless the sist or the 
relevant order has been previously recalled) cease to have 
effect on the expiration of the period of three months begin
ning with the date on which the sist comes into operation; 
but 

(c) if the court considers that as a matter of necessity and urgency 
it is necessary during or after that period to make a relevant 
order in connection with the sisted action or to extend or 
further extend the duration of a relevant order made in con
nection with the sisted action, the court may do so, and the 
order shall not cease to have effect by virtue of paragraph (b) 
above. 

(3) Notwithstanding anything in sub-paragraph (2) above, where 
any action such as is mentioned in sub-paragraph (1) above is sisted 
and at the time when the sist comes into operation, an order is in 
force, or at a subsequent time an order comes into force, being an 
order made in connection with the other proceedings and providing 
for any of the following four matters, namely periodical payments 
for a spouse of the marriage in question, periodical payments for a 
child, the custody of a child, and the education of a child, then, as 
from the time when the sist comes into operation (in a case where 
the order is in force at that time) or (in any other case) on the coming 
into force of the order,-
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EXPLANATORY ·.NOTES. 

Schedule 2 (continue<i). . . . 

·Parqgraph 5 . 
1. Paragraph 5 implementsrecommendations· 31 and 32 .(para.164:) of the Report 

and. dealswith tlie effect of a sist on itlteiim orders made in co.nnection with a Scot
tish action; and on the court's power to ·make·such orders. The provisions of para
graph 5 apply only where a Scottish action for divorce, separation.:or declarator of 
nullity of marriage is sisted by referen~e to pr:oceedings elsewhere in the. British Isles 
for divorce, separation ·otntillity~ .~' . 

2. Sub-paragraph· (1) defines certain terms .used,.·in paragraph s; In particular 
it defines, by reference to .Part J:.,of Schedule 1, the types of interim .order which 
may be affected by a sist. These are called 'relevant orders' .. Under the Matrimonial 
Proceedings (Children) Act 1958, s. 14(2), 'custody' includes access to a child and 
this meaning is preserved in the Bill • 

. 3. Sub-paragraph (2) provides that where a Scottish action for divorce, separation 
or declarator of nullity is sistei.i under the Schedule by reference to proceedings for 
divorce, separation or nullity in another part of the British Isles; ;tlie 'Scottish court 
ma,y not make any of the rel~va11t. order:s (except in an emergency: sub-paragraph 
(2) (c)). Any such order already may ·continue in force for a· maximum period of 
three months, but (if still in force) it then ceases to have effect, unless the sist has 
.been recalled. 
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(a) any relevant order made in connection with the sisted action 
shall cease _to. have effect in so far as it mak:es for a spouse 
.or child ·any provision for. any·oftlie said 'matters as respects 

. which the same or different provision for that spouse or child 
is made· by the other order.rand · · 

(b) the court shali'not have power in connection with the sisted 
action to make a relevant order. containing for a ·spouse or 
child provision· for any of the matters aforesaid as respects 
whi_ch any ·provision for that spouse or child is made by 
the other otder.- · · 

(4) Nothing in this paragraph affects any power of a court-
. ' ~. . . . 

(a) to vary ortecall a' relevant order in so far as the_ order is• for 
the time being in force; or 

(b) t~ eh.force a relevant order as respects .arty period when it is 
or· was in force; or 

(c) to make a relevant order in connection with an action which 
was, but is no longer, sisted. 
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Schedule 2 (continued) 

Paragraph 5 ( continued) 

c ": :i.i ·Siib-pdr.agraj,h:(3)(a) applies ,where iire1evaht ord.et iias ·::been ifuade "by the 
&:::ottish .court·before the.Scottish:iction is sisted ;and ij\anrorder,.dealing:;with any 
of four specified matters is made in the ~other proceedings'. Itthe'latter order takes 
effect before the sist, the Scottish order, so·Jar as it relates to the same matters, 
ceaseUohave effectat the:time when the 1sist cdnieS,intcf operation~If:tlie;o:rdef in the 
'.Qtb,er c:prqceedfugs' takes.effect. after the Sc.ottiSh. ~on ''is· sisted.. the. ,&cq{ijsh order, 
so. far as it .rela,tes. to .the. same~matter, · ceases~to .have effect when,,the ,other order 
comes into force. -Por example,~ that part or~ Scottish order,providitii fcir~periodical 
payments for a spouse ceases to have effect if the other·order makes any provision 
for payments to that spouse. 

.. .5. :Under su/y.para~raph 0(3)(b); once<:an-order has been madejn . the. ~other pro
-ceeditl,gs'; the,:emergency po~er- (S:ub~paragraplt. (2)(c)), ceases -to· .be· .. exercisable 
.by the Scottish court in coii.D.ecfion · with the sisted action in regard ··to the matter 
covered by the ordeHn 'those ·~other<proceedings\ <For exainple~Af'the:order in the 
'other proceedings' provides for periodical '.payments·ao .:be'.·made for a spouse, 
the _emergency power of the Scpttisb, cowt to make. an 9rder for periodical pay-
ments Tor that spouse.can rio1onger be'.exercised.- ': .:; ·:.:.t. ":.:· :, 

"' 6. Sub~paragraph:(4) ,preserves.such .powers as theScottish,comt.may .have to 
yazy, recall or .enforce·a relevant order,)iuid 'makes.Jt.cieaI' .. that.whena. sis(of,a 
Scottish actiori is recalled the court's powers to. 1I1ake .relevant orders are no 'longer 
restricted by paragraph 5. · .:· .· · "· · .:~. '" ~ :· ·· ' · i.. · • · , · • 
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Consistorial Causes (Jurisdiction) (Scotlana) Bill 

6.-(1) In this Schedule-

'rele;vant action' means an action for any of the following remedies, 
namely, divorce, separation, declarator of marriage and decla
rato~ of nullity of marriage; and 

'specified country' means any of.the following countries, namely, 
England and · Wales, Northern Ireland, Jersey, Guernsey and 
the )Isle of Man (the foregoing reference to Guernsey being 
tr~ated as including Alderney and Sark); 

and for the purposes of this Schedule-

(a) in:any·action in the Court of Session or a sheriff court neither 
the taking'. of evidence on commission nor a separate proof 
relating to any preliminary plea shall be regarded as part of 
the proof in the action; and 

(b) any such action is continuing if it is pending and not sisted. 

(2) Any reference· in this Schedule to proceedings in a country out
side Scotland is a reference to proceedings in a court in such a country 
and to any other proceedings in such a country which are of a descrip
tion prescribed for the purposes of this sub-paragraph by rules of court; 
and provision may be made by rules of court as to when proceedings 
of any description in such a country are continuing for the purposes 
of this Schedule. 
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Schedule 2 (continued) 

Paragraph 6 

:· EXPLANATORY NOTES-

1. Sub-paragraph :;(1) defines .certain terms •for the purposes of the Schedule. 
'Relevant action' is defined for the purposes of paragraphs l and. 3. 'Specified 
country• ,is de:fu:ted forihepur.poses,of paragr.aphs2and 5. The reference to Guernsey , 

:.includes Aldemt}y and .. Sark.to ~over_ cas~. whert}_;pr~gs_:are.·continuing in 
Guernsey, and the parties had resided ;together iI1 ·~ither .Alden:t~y or :Sark, since 
all proceedings relating to Alderney and Saik take place.in Guernsey. 

·· 2. Sub:J)arffK~aph (l)(a) p~ovid~- that neitb.er the, tak:ini'of ~yide:nce on coin- ' 
mission nor a ·separate proof relating to a prelimina:ry"plea is to ibe regarded as· part 

· of the proof in an action. The mandatory duty and •.discretionary power of the 
court.to>sist-.~ action.will no:onaUy :lapse, ,under ;paragraphs .2~and 3(1) of the 
Schedule respectively, at the beginning of the proof. But the possibility of a sist 
will not .be lost merely by the.fact :that-the evidence of a witness,has to be taken 
. on comimssioii, nor by the taking of a i,reliminazy plea on which :a separate proof 
is necessary e;g. a plea c1iallengmg the court's ]uris'dictiori. to·'entertain the action, 
or a :Plea. denying ih:e validity, .e$teru;:e·or:,subsistence ,of the marriage. 

3. Sub-,paragraph (l)(b) defines ~continuml • 
.. ' ' - /; < .. ; ·~ ' ' 

4'. Sub.,paragraph (2) implemt}nts r~ommendation .27 (para. 143) and provides 
that rules of court may extend the application of parigraphs .1 and 3 of Schedule 2 
to non-judicial p:r:oceedirigs in a country ~utside Scotlan~:L It also provides for rules 
ofcourt to specify wben proceedings in respect· ofa relevant marriage or which may 
affect the validity of the nuµnage.are 'continuing' in .a .c::ountzy outside Scotland. 
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Section 8. 

1907 c. SL 

1938 c. 50. 

Consisto.riq,l Causes {Jurisdiction) (Scotland) Bill 

SCHEDULE 3 

·CoNSEQOENTIAL AMENDMENTS 

L In section 6 of the Sheriff Courts (Scotland) Act 1907, at the 
beginning,· there· shall ·be· inserted the words, 'Subject to section 2 of 
the Consisf~riaJ: Ca.uses (Jurisdiction). (Scqtlat).d} Act 1972'. . 

. 2. In section 5 ,of the, Divorce {Scotland) .Act 1938, in subsection 
(1 ), after the words 'death of the .other party, _and' there shall. be inserted 
the words· 'subject to subsection (3) of this section'; and at the end 
of th~ said ·section 5 there shall be inserted the following subsections: 

'(3) In' pro·ceedings on any such petition th~ court shall have 
jurisdiction: to enJertain the petition if, and only if,-· 

•. {a) the petitioner is domiciled in Scotland on ·the date when the 
proceedings are, begun, . or was habitually . resident there 
throughout tlie> period of· one year 'ending with · that date; or 

. (b) ·the Person whose cleath is sought to· be presumed was domi
. ciled :in Scotland on the date on which he was last. known to 

be alive, or had been .habitually resident there throughout 
the period of one year ending with that date. 

(4) For the purposes of the last foregoing subsection a woman's 
domicile shall be determined without regard to any rule of law pro
viding for her domicile at any time to be the same as that of her then 
husband.' 
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EXPLANATORY NOTES 

SCHEDULE 3 

Schedule 3, introduced by clause 8(7), contains consequential amendments to 
existing legislation. The amendment to section 6 of the Sheriff Courts (Scotland) 
Act 1907 is consequential to clause 3 of the Bill. The .amendments to section 5 of 
the Divorce (Scotland) Act 1938 are consequential to clause 2. 
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